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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

IN preparing this Key two objects have been kept in view.

It is intended first to save the time and lighten the work of

teachers, and secondly to remove the difficulties of private

students, leaving however sufficient demands upon their

thought and intelligence to make the solutions in themselves

a useful geometrical exercise. The Examples therefore have

not in the majority of cases been worked out in detail, and

the drawing of figures has been left to the reader.

The absence of figures may possibly give rise to some little

difficulty in Examples which admit of a variety of cases,

especially those in Book III. depending on angles in the

same segment or on intersecting circles. It would of course be

impossible within reasonable limits of space to deal separately

with all the cases that may arise in every Example of this

kind : we have therefore selected that case which we think

would most naturally occur to a student in trying the problem
for himself; and, when necessary, we have given some indica

tion of the particular figure to which the proof refers. Other

cases the student may easily, if he chooses, investigate for

himself; the modifications which he will most frequently

have to make will be the use of subtraction instead of addition

of lines or angles, and the application of III. 22 instead of its

kindred proposition in. 21.

H. S. HALL.
F. H. STEVENS.

October, 1892.
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PREFATORY NOTE TO THE NEW EDITION.

THROUGHOUT this Key references have been altered so as to

adapt it for use with the New Edition of our Euclid bearing

the date 1900.

One other change has been made. A difficulty is often

felt especially in the case of private students as to the

form in which the solution of an elementary geometrical

question should be presented ;
we have therefore given in

fuller detail the solutions of the Exercises distributed through

the text of Book I. The earlier of these now appear worked

out at length.

H. S. H.

F. H. S.

August, 1900.
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BOOK I.

EXERCISES.

Page 15.

1. Because A is the centre of the circle BCD,

/. AF = AB [Def. 15.]

And because B is the centre of the circle CAE,

.-. BF = AB. [Def. 15.]

Hence AF = BF = AB; [Ax. 1.]

so that the triangle AFB is equilateral.

2. In Prop. 1 it has been shewn that

AC and BC are each equal to AB ;

and in Ex. 1 it has been shewn that

AF and BF are each equal to AB.

.-. AC, BC, AF, BF are equal.

Hence the fig. ACBF is a rhombus, since its angles are evidently
not right angles. [Def. 32.]

3. With centre B, and radius BA, describe a circle, and pro
duce AB to meet its circumference at C.

With centre A, and radius AC, describe a second circle PCQ;
and from A draw any st. line to cut the circle PCQ at P.

Then AP shall be the required line.

Now AC is a diameter, and AB a radius, of the smaller circle ;

.-. AC = twice AB.

And AP = AC, being radii of the circle PCQ; [Def. 15.]

. . &P = twice AB.

H.K.E. A
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4. Here t)D = OE, Being radii of the outer circle; [Def. 15.]

$fed OA^B, &ejng radii of ^he inner circle:

hence the remainder AD = the remainder BE. [Ax. 3.]

5. With centre P and radius PQ, describe a circle cutting AB

(produced, if necessary) at X and Y.

Then since P is the centre of the circle,

.-. PQ = PX = PY; [Def. 15.]

that is, the distances of the two points X and Y from P are equal
to PQ.

6. Here BD = AB, being sides of an equilateral triangle :

and AB = BC, by hypothesis ;

/. BD = BC, a radius of the circle CGH
; [Ax. 1.]

.-. the point D is on the circumference.

7. On AC describe an equilateral triangle ADC.

With centre C, and radius CB, describe the circle BGH.

Produce DC to meet this circle at G.

With centre D, and radius DG, describe the circle GKF.

Produce DA to meet the circle GKF at F.

Then it may be shewn as in Prop. 2 that AF =-- BC.

8. From A and B draw AX and BY each equal to PQ. [i. 2.]

With centre A, and radius AX, describe a circle
;

and with centre B, and radius BY, describe a second circle, cutting
the first at C and D. Join AC, BC and AD, BD.

Then either ACB or ADB is the triangle required.

For AC = AX - PQ ; [Def. 1 5 and Constr.]

and BC - BY = PQ.

Note that PQ must be greater than half AB, or the circles will

not meet.

9. Draw AX and BY each double of the base AB
; [Ex. 3.]

and from this point proceed as in the last example.
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10. With centre A, and radius AN, describe a circle
;

and with centre B, and radius BM, describe a second circle, cutting
the first at a point C.

Join AC, BC.

Then in the triangle ABC, AC = AN, and BC= BM. [Def. 15.]

Page 17.

1. In the A s

DAB, CBA,

T DA = CB, being sides of a square ; [Def. 30.]
Because-! and AB is common

;

[and the L DAB = the L CBA, being right angles; [Def. 30.]

/. the A DAB = the A CBA in all respects; [l. 4.]

2. (i) In the A s

LBM, MCN,

{LB
= MC, being halves of equal sides; [Ax. 7.]

and BM = CN, for the same reason;
and the L. LBM = the L MCN, being right angles; [Def. 30.]

.-. the A LBM -the A MCN in all respects; [l. 4.]

.-. LM = MN.

(ii)
In the As

ABM, DCM,
f AB = DC, being sides of a square ; [Def. 30.

]

Because^ and BM CM, being halves of equal sides;

[and the L ABM = the L DCM, being right angles; [Def. 30.]

. . the third side AM = the third side DM.
[l. 4.]

(iii)
In the A 8

ABM, ADN,
( AB = AD, being sides of a square ;

Because^ and BM = DN, being halves of equal sides
;

[and the /_ ABM = the L ADN, being right angles ;

.-. AM = AN.
[l. 4.]

(iv) In the A s

BCN, DCM,

I
BC = DC, being sides of a square ;

Because^ and CN = CM, being halves of equal sides ;

[and the angle at C is common to both triangles ;

.-. the A BCN = the A DCM in all respects ;

,-. BN = DM.
[i. 4.]
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3. In the A&quot; BAY, CAX,

[ BA = CA, being sides of an isos. triangle ;

Because-! and AY = AX, by hypothesis ;

[and the angle at A is common to both triangles ;

.-. BY = CX. [I 4.]

4. In the A 8

BCD, ADC,

f BC = AD, by hypothesis ;

Because-! and DC is common to both
;

[and the L BCD = the /_ ADC, by hypothesis ;

.-. BD = AC. [L 4.J

Page 21.

1. (i)
Since AB = AD, being sides of a rhombus,

.*. the A ABD is isosceles;

.-. the L. ABD = the L ADB. [L 5.]

(ii) Similarly it may be shewn that

the L CBD = the L CDB.

(iii) Hence, adding the equal angles in
(i)

and (ii),

the L ABC = the L ADC. [Ax. 2.]

2. In the A ABC, since AB = AC, by hypothesis,

.-. the L ABC = the L ACB.
[i. 5.]

And since DB = DC, [Hyp.]

.-. the L DBC = the L DCB.
[i. 5.]

Hence the whole L ABD = the whole L. ACD. [Ax. 2.]

3. As in the last example it may be shewn that

the L. ABC = the L ACB ;

and the L DBC = the L DCB.

.. the remaining L ABD = the remaining L ACD. [Ax. 3.]
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Page 25.

1. Let ABCD be a rhombus. Join BD.

Then in the A s

ADB, CDB,

( AD = CD, being sides of a rhombus ;

Because
-j

and BA - BC, for the same reason
;

(and DB is common to both triangles ;

.-. the L. DAB -the L DCB. \i. 8.]

Similarly, by joining AC, it may be shewn that

the L ADC = the L. ABC.

2. Join AC.

Then in the A s

ABC, CDA,

[
AB = CD, by hypothesis,

Because-l and BC = DA,

[and AC is common to both
;

.-. the u ABC = the z_ CDA.
[l. 8.]

3. (i)
Join AD.

Then in the A 8

ABD, ACD,

f AB = AC, by hypothesis)

Because^
and BD = CD,

[and AD is common to both
;

/. the L ABD = the L ACD.
[l. 8.J

(ii) The second case is similarly proved.

4. In the two A s

BAD, CAD,

[ BA = CA, by hypothesis ;

Because^ and AD is common to both ;

[also BD = CD;
/. the L BAD = the L CAD, [l. 8.]

and the L. BDA = the L CDA.

5. In Ex. 4 it has been shewn that the L BAD = the L CAD.

Then in the A 8

BAE, CAE,

f
BA = CA, [Hyp.]

Because \ and AE is common to both
;

[and the L BAE = the L. CAE
; [Proved.]

/. the A BAE = the A CAE in all respects ; [l. 4.]

so that BE = CE.
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Page 27.

12. Let ABCD, EFGH be two squares in which AB = EF.

Then the eight sides of the two squares must be all equal.

Apply the sq. ABCD to the sq. EFGH, so that A falls on E, and
AB falls along EF

;
then B must fall on F, for AB=EF. And

since the L ABC = the L EFG, being right angles, . . BC must fall

along FG
; and, as before, C must fall on G. Similarly it may be

shewn that D must fall on H. Hence the sq. ABCD coincides with

the sq. EFGH, and is therefore equal to it in area.

13. Join BD, FH
;
and apply the fig. ABCD to the fig. EFGH,

so that A falls on E, and AB falls along EF
;
then B must fall on

F, for AB=EF. And since the L BAD^=the L FEH [Hyp.], .-. AD
must fall along EH, and consequently D must fall on H, for

AD = EH [Hyp.]. Then BD coincides with FH, and the A DCB
must therefore coincide with the A HGF

[i. 7], for DC = HG and
BC = FG. Hence the fig. ABCD coincides with the fig. EFGH.

14. (i) In the A s

LBM, NCM,
( LB = NC, being halves of equal sides ;

Because] and BM = CM, for a similar reason
;

[also the L. LBM - the L NCM
; [i. 5.]

.-. LM-MN.
[I. 4.]

(ii)
In the A 8

LBC, NCB,

I&quot;

LB = NC, as above ;

Because]
BC is common to both

;

[and the z. LBC = the L NCB
; [i. 5.]

/. LC=NB. [i. 4.]

(iii)
Join AM.

Then in the A 8

ALM, ANM,
[ AL = AN, being halves of equal sides ;

Because]
LM = NM, proved in (i) ;

[and AM is common to both
;

.-. the L ALM = the L ANM.
[i. 8.]
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Page 28.

1. The point F might fall in any one of the following ways :

(i) above DE and below A, in which case the proof would
still hold

;

(ii) on the point A, in which case the construction fails
;

(iii) above the point A, in which case FA must be produced in

order to bisect the given angle.

2. In the As

DFA, EFA,

[
DF = EF, [Def. 24.]

Because^
and FA is common to both

;

[also DA = EA, by construction ;

.-. the L DFA = the L EFA.
[l. 8.]

3. Bisect the given angle by I. 9
;

and by the same prop, bisect each of the half-angles.

Page 29.

1. Let ABC be the isosceles A
,
in which AB = AC

;

and let AX bisect the vert. L. BAC, cutting BC at X.

Then in the A s

BAX, CAX,

f BA = CA, by hypothesis ;

\\Because I and AX is common ;

[and the L BAX = the L CAX, by hypothesis ;

. . BX = CX. [l. 4.]

2. Bisect the given straight line
[l. 10] ;

and on the given
base describe [as in Ex. 8, p. 15] an isosceles triangle, having
each of its equal sides equal to the half-line.

Page 30.

1. Let X be any point in CF or CF produced. Join XD, XE.

Then in the As

XCD, XCE,

f DC = CE, [Constr.]

Because^
and CX is common to both

;

(and the L OCX = the L ECX, being rt. angles ;

.-. XD = XE.
[l. 4.]
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Page 32.

8. With centre P, and radius PQ, describe a circle; and with

centre Q, and radius QP, describe a second circle intersecting the

first at the points X and Y. Then it may be shewn, by the

method of I. 1, that PXQY is the rhombus required.

9. With centre A, and radius equal to PQ, describe a circle
;

and continue the construction as in the last example. The

problem is impossible unless PQ is greater than half AB; for

otherwise the two circles will not intersect.

10. (i) and (iii)
In the A8

ODB, OEA,

( OD = OE, being radii of the outer circle ;

Because^
OB = OA, inner circle;

[and the L at O is common to both ;

DB=EA; (i)l
,

41
and the L. ODB = the L. OEA.

(

(ii)
Join AB.

Then since OA = OB [Def. 15], . . the A OAB is isosceles;

and the equal sides OA, OB are produced to D and E :

.-. the L BAD = the u ABE.
[l. 5, Part 2.]

Page 33.

1. Let A be the vertex, and BC the base, of an isosceles

A ABC
;
and let BC be bisected at D. Join AD.

Then in the A8

BDA, CDA,

f
BD = CD, [Hyp.]

Because^ and DA is common to both;

[and AB = AC; [Hyp.]

.-. the L ADB = the L. ADC
; [l. 8.]

.. these equal angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles.

2. Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, and X, Y the middle

points of the equal sides AC, AB. Join BX, CY.

Then in the A 8

YBC, XCB,

( YB = XC, being halves of equal sides
;

Because-^
and BC is common to both

;

[also the L. YBC = the L XCB ; [l. 5.]

.-. YC = XB.
[l. 4.]
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3. In the base BC of the isosceles A ABC, let D and E be two

points such that BD = CE. Join AD, AE.

Then in the A s

ABD, ACE,

f
AB = AC, [Hyp.

Because^
BD = CE, [Hyp.

[and the L ABD = the L ACE, [l.
5.

.-. AD = AE.
[l. 4.]

4. Let ABCD be a quad
1

,
in which AB = CD, and DA=BC.

Join BD.

Then in the A8

DAB, BCD,

Becausej A^S }
b

&amp;gt;

hvPothesis

[and BD is common to both
;

.-. the L DAB -the L BCD.
[l. 8.]

Similarly, by joining AC, the L. ADC may be shewn equal to

the L ABC.

5. Join XY. Then in the A8

XAY, XBY,

Because! AY^ }
^^^^

[and XY is common to both
;

.-. the L XAY = the L. XBY; [l. 8.]

and the L AXY = the L BXY.
[i.

8. Cor.]

6. Let ABCD be a rhombus, and BD a diagonal. Then, as

in the last example, the A s

ABD, CBD may be shewn equal in all

respects, by I. 8.

. . the L ABD --= the /. CBD
;
and the L ADB = the L CDB.

7. Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, and let BO, CO bisect

the base LS

ABC, ACB.

Then the L ABC = the L. ACB, [l. 5.]

.*. the z_ OBC = the L. OCB, being halves of equal angles ;

. . OB = OC.
[i. 6.]

8. In the A 8

ABO, AGO,

f AB = AC, [Hyp.]

Because^
and BO = CO, by the last Ex.,

[and the L ABO = the L ACO, being halves of equal angles;
.-. the L BAO = the L. CAO.

[i. 4.]
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9. In the equilateral A ABC, let D, E, F be the middle points
of the sides BC, CA, AB, respectively. Join DE, EF, FD.

Then in the A 8

FAE, FBD,

f FA=FB, [Hyp.]

Because-^ and AE = BD, being halves of equal sides
;

[and the L FAE = the L. FBD
; [l.

5. Cor.]

.-. FE = FD.
[l. 4.]

Similarly FD = DE
; .*. the A FDE is equilateral.

10. Since AE = AF, and AB = AC
\

. . EB=FC.
Then in the A 8

EBC, FCB,

Because-]
and BC is common to both

;

[and the L. EBC = the L FCB
; [l. 5.]

.-. EC=FB.
[i. 4.]

11. Let the diagonals of the rhombus ABCD intersect at X.

Then, as in Ex. 6, the A 8

BAC, DAE may be shewn equal in all

respects by I. 8. .-. the L. BAC = the L. DAC.

Then in the A s

BAX, DAX,

(
BA=DA, [Hyp.]

Because^ and AX is common
;

[and the /_ BAX = the L DAX
;

.-. BX = DX
;
and the L AXB = the L AXD :

[l. 4.]

and these angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles.

12. (i)
In the A 8

ABY, ACX,

Because! AY I AX, }
^ ^thesis;

[and the angle at A is common ;

.-. the L ABY = the L. ACX.
[l. 4.]

But the L ABC = the t ACB
; [l. 5.]

.-. the remainder, the L OBC, = the remainder, the L OCB ;

.-. OB = OC. [l. 6.]

(ii) Then the A s

BAO, CAO may be shewn equal in all

respects by I. 8; for BA = CA, BO = CO, and AO is common;
/. the L BAO = the L CAO.
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(iii)
If AO, produced, meets BC at Z

;

then the A 8

BAZ, CAZ may be shewn equal in all respects by I. 4;
for BA = CA, AZ is common; and the L. BAZ was proved equal to

the L CAZ.

. . BZ = CZ
;
also the L AZB = the L. AZC

;
and these, being adjacent,

are rt. angles.

13. Let AB be the base, and P the length of the perp. Bisect

AB at C
;
and at C draw CX at rt. angles to AB

[l. 11], making CX
equal in length to P

[l. 3]. Join AX, BX. Then AXB will be the

required triangle.

For in the A s

ACX, BOX,

f AC = BC, [Constr.]

Because^
and CX is common

;

[and the L ACX = the L BCX, being rt. L\

. . AX = BX.

14. Let A, B be the given points, and XY the given st. line.

Join AB, and bisect AB at C
[l. 10].

At C draw CP at rt. angles to AB
[i. 11], to meet XY at P.

Join AP, BP.

Then the A 8

ACP, BCP may be shewn equal in all respects, by
I. 4, as in the last example ;

.-. AB=BP.
The construction fails when AB is perp. to XY

;
for then CP

will not meet XY.

Page 35.

1. In the A ABC let BC be produced both ways to X and Y,

and let the exterior LS

ABX, ACY be equal.

Then since the ^s

ABC, ACB are respectively supplementary to

the equal z.
8

ABX, ACY, [l. 18.]

. . the L ABC = the L ACB;
.*. AB = AC.

[l. 6.]

2. In the figure to this Example it is seen that the L* XOB,
BOY together make up half the L* BOA, BOC, that is to say, half

of two rt. angles [i.
1 3]. Hence the L. XOY is a rt. angle.
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3. The LS

AOX, COY, being respectively halves of the z_
s

BOA,
BOG, are together half of two rt. angles. [l. 13.]

Hence the L.
8

AOX, COY are complementary.

4. The z_
s

COX, XOA are supplementary; [l. 13.]

and the L. BOX - the L XOA ; [Hyp.]
.-. the LS

BOX, COX are supplementary.
The second case is similarly proved.

Page 36.

1. In the A CDA, because DA = DC, [Hyp.]

.-. the L DAC = the L. DCA.
[l. 5.]

Then in the A8

DAO, DCO,
T DA=DC, [Hyp.

Because\ and AO = CO, [Hyp.

[and the L. DAO = the L DCO
; [Proved.

.-. the L DOA = the L. DOC; [l. 4.]

and these, being adjacent, are rt. angles.

Similarly the L? BOA, BOC are rt. angles.

Hence the two ^s DOA, BOA, being together equal to two rt.

angles, it follows that DO, OB are in one st. line.
[l. 14.]

Page 39.

1. If any two lines BA, CA meet at a point A, and are cut by a

third st. line BC, then the two interior L* ABC, ACB, on one side

of BC are together less that two rt. angles.

2. In the A ABC let BC be produced both ways to E and D.

Then the ^s

ABE, ABC together
= 2 rt. angles ; [i. 13.]

also the ^s

ACD, ACB together
= 2 rt. angles ;

hence the L* ABE, ABC, ACD, ACB = 4 rt. angles ;

and of these, the L* ABC, ACB are together less than two rt. angles;

.*. the LS

ABE, ACD are together greater than 2 rt. angles.
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3. Join A to X, any point in BC.

Then the ext. L AXC is greater than the int. opp. L ABC; [i. 16.]

and the ext. L AXB is greater than the int. opp. L. ACB.

.-. the L* ABC, ACB are together less than the L AXC, AXB, which

together
= 2 rt. angles. [i. 13.]

Page 44.

1. From I. 17 it follows that every triangle must have at

least two acute angles; .*. the rt. angle is greatest angle; . . the

hypotenuse, which is opposite to the rt. angle, is the greatest
side.

[i. 19.]

2. In the A ABC, let the L ABC = the L ACB.

Then AB cannot be greater than AC, for then the L ACB would
be greater than the L ABC.

[i. 18.]

Similarly AB cannot be less than AC.

. . . AB = AC.

3. Since AB = AC, . . the L. ABC = the L ACB.
[i. 5.]

But in the A ACD, the ext. L ACB &amp;gt; the int. opp. L. ADB; [i. 16.]

/. the L ABD&amp;gt;the L ADB;
. . AD&amp;gt;AB.

[I. 19.]

4. Let ABCD be a quadrilateral having AB the least side, and
CD the greatest. Join BD.

Then since DA &amp;gt; AB [Hyp.], .-. the L. ABD &amp;gt; L ADB
; [i. 18.]

and since DO BC [Hyp.], .. the L. DBOz. BDC;
/. the whole L ABO the whole L ADC.

So, by joining AC, the L BAD may be shewn &amp;gt; the L BCD.

5. Let AX be drawn to meet the base in X.

Then since AC is not greater than AB,

/. AC is equal to, or less than AB
;

. . the L ABC is equal to, or less than, the L. ACB.
[i.

5 and 18.]

But the ext. L AXB is greater than the int. opp. L ACB, [i. 16.]

. . the L AXB is greater than the L. ABX
;

.-. AB is greater than AX.
[i. 19.]
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6. Let AB be&amp;gt; AC, then the L ACB&amp;gt;the L ABC
; [i. 18.]

hence the L. OCB&amp;gt; the L. OBC
;

.-. OB&amp;gt;OC.
[i. 19.]

7. In the A ABC, BC is less than the sum of BA and AC.
[i. 20.]

Take AC from each of these unequals ; then the difference of

BC and AC is less than BA.

8. In the quad
1

ABCD, let BA and CD meet at O.

Then in the A AOD, the sides AO, OD are together &amp;gt; AD.
[i. 20.]

To each of these unequals add AB, BC, CD :

then OB, BC, CO&amp;gt;AD, AB, BC, CD.

9. Let ABC be the triangle, and O any point.

In the A OAB, OA + OB&amp;gt;ABn [i. 20.]

in the A OBC, OB + OC&amp;gt; BC
;
I add these results

;

in the A OCA, OC + OA &amp;gt; CA
;
J

.*. twice the sum of OA, OB, OC&amp;gt;the sum of AB, BC, CA,

i.e. the sum of OA, OB, OC&amp;gt; half the perim. of the A ABC.

10. Let AC, BD be the diagonals of the the quad
1 ABCD.

Then from the A ABC, AB + BC&amp;gt; AC
; [i. 20.]

and from the A ADC, AD + DO AC
;

.., by addition, the perimeter &amp;gt; twice AC.

Similarly, the perimeter &amp;gt; twice BD.

.., by addition, twice perimeter &amp;gt; twice sum of diagonals.

. . perimeter &amp;gt; sum of diagonals.

11. In the A ABC, let AX bisect the L BAG and meet BC at X.

Then the ext. L AXO the int. opp. z_ BAX
; [i. 16.]

.-. the L. AXC is also &amp;gt; the L. CAX
; [Hyp.]

.-. AOXC.
[i. 19.]

Similarly, AB &amp;gt; BX
;

.*., by addition, AB, AC together &amp;gt; BC.

12. Produce AD, towards the base, to any point X.

Then the ext. L. BOX &amp;gt; the int. opp. L BAD
; [L 16.]

and the ext. L CDX &amp;gt; the int. opp. L. CAD
;

.-., by addition, the whole L BDOthe whole L BAG.
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13. Let O be any point within the A ABC.

Then AO + BO &amp;lt; AC + BC, }

and BO + CO &amp;lt; BA + CA, ^ [l.
21

.]

and CO + AO &amp;lt; CB + AB, J

/., by addition, twice the sum of OA, OB, OC is less than twice

the sum of AB, BC, CA.

.-. OA + OB + OC&amp;lt;AB+BC + CA.

Page 47.

1. See
fig. to Prop. 22. Let FG be the given base, and A, C

the given st. lines to which the remaining sides of the triangle
are to be equal.

Produce FG both ways, and cut off FD equal to A
[l. 3],

and
GH equal to C.

With centre F, and radius FD, describe the circle DLK
;

With centre G, and radius GH, describe the circle MHK, cutting
the first circle at K. Join FK, GK. Then KFG is the triangle

required. [Proof, as in Prop. 22.]

If A is greater than the sum of FG and C, then FK is greater
than FH

;
and the second circle will fall within the first, so that

there would be no point of intersection K. Similarly other cases

may be examined.

Page 50.

1. In the two A s

BXA, CXA, let AB be greater than AC.

Then since BX = CX, and AX is common
;

and AB&amp;gt;AC, .-. the L AXB&amp;gt;the L AXC :
[l. 25.]

.-. the L AXB is more than half the sum of the ^s

AXB,
AXC, that is, more than half of two rt. angles. [l. 13.]

.-. the L AXB is obtuse.

Similarly it may be shewn that if AB&amp;lt;AC, the /_ AXB is acute.
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Page 55.

1. Since AB = AC, .-. the L ABC = the L. ACB.
[i. 5.]

Then in the A 8

YBC, XCB,

r the L YBC = the L XCB, [Proved.]

Because-^
and the L. YCB = the L. XBC, being half of equal /..&quot;;

[
and BC is common to both ;

.-. the A YBC = the A XCB in all respects. [i. 26.]

2. In the isosceles A ABC, let BX, CY be drawn perp. re

spectively to the equal sides AC, AB.

Then in the A s

YBC, XCB,

T the L YBC = the L XCB, [i. 5.]

Because
[

and the L BYC = the L. CXB, being rt. angles;
[ and BC is common to both

;

.-. CY-BX.
[I. 26.]

3. Let O be any point on the bisector of the /_ BAG.

Draw OP, OQ perp. respectively to AB, AC.

Then in the A 8

GAP, OAQ,

{the

L GAP = the L OAQ, [Hyp.]
and the L OPA = the L OQA, being rt. angles,

and OA is common to both ;

.-. OP = OQ. [i. 26.]

4. In the A 3

AOX, BOY,

f the L AOX = the L. BOY, being vert. opp. L*, [i. 15.]

Because^ and the L. AXO = the L BYO, being rt. angles,

(
and AO - BO

; [Hyp.]
. . AX = BY.

[i. 26.]

5. In the A ABC, let AX, the bisector of the L BAC, be perp.
to the base BC.

Then in the A 8

AXB, AXC,

I
the L BAX - the L CAX, [Hyp.]

Because-! and the L. AXB = the L AXC, being rt. ^-
3

; [Hyp.]
(

and AX is common to both
;

. . AB = AC.
[i. 26.]
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6. Let AB be the given st. line, and P the given point.

Draw PC perp. to AB, and draw PD, PE to meet AB on the

same side of PC ;
PD being the nearer line to PC.

Then in the A PCD, the L PCD is a rt. angle, [Constr.]

.-. the L PDC is acute
[i. 17]; .-. PC&amp;lt;PD.

[l. 19.]

And since the /_ PDC is acute, .*. the L. PDE is obtuse; [i. 13.]

. . the L PDE &amp;gt; the L. PED
;

. . PE&amp;gt;PD.

If PF be drawn on the other side of PC, making the L CPF

equal to the L CPD, then the A 8

CPD, CPF may be shewn to be

identically equal [i. 26]; so that PF=PD. And, as before, it

may be shewn that PF is greater than any line nearer PC, and
less than any line more remote.

7. In the A 3

PKH, P KH,

[
PH = P H, [Constr.]

Because-! HK is common to both
;

[and the L PHK = the L P HK, being rt. angles;

.-. the L PKH = the L P KH
[i. 4.]

= the vert. opp. _ AKQ. [i. 15.]

8. Let AB be the first given st. line, and OC, OD the given

intersecting lines.

Bisect the L COD by a line which meets AB in X.

From X draw XP, XQ perp., respectively to OC, OD.

Then the A 8

OXP, OXQ may be shewn to be equal in all

respects [l. 26]; .-. XP = XQ.

If AB is parallel to the bisector of the L COD, the point X
cannot be found.

9. Let O be the first given point, and A, B the others.

Join AB, and bisect AB at C
[l. 10]. Through O and C draw

a st. line OCD
;
and draw AP, BQ perp. to OCD.

[l. 12.]

Then the A8

ACP, BCQ may be shewn equal in all respects

[l. 15, and 26]. .-. AP=BQ.
The construction is impossible if O, A, B, are in the same st,

line.

H.K.E. B
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Page 60.

1. In the A 8

AOC, BOD,

... and OCIOD;^ hypothesis;

[and the L AOC = the L. BOD, being vert. opp. L* ; [l. 15.]

.-. the L OAC = the L OBD
; [i. 4.]

and these are alternate angles; . .AC and BD are parallel. [l. 27.]

2. Let each of the st. lines AB, CD be perp. to a st. line

which meets them at P and Q.

Then the L 8

APQ, PQD are equal, being rt. angles ;
and since

these angles are alternate, .*. AB and CD are parallel. [l. 27.]

3. Let PQ meet the parallels AB, CD at P and Q, and let PQ
be perp. to AB.

Then since AB and CD are par
1

,
and PQ meets them,

.-. the L PQD = the alt. L. APQ [l. 29.]
= a rt. angle. [Hyp.]

4. Let AB, CD, which intersect at E, be respectively par
1

, to

PQ, RS, which intersect at O, the letters being so taken that the

L.* CEB, ROQ are both acute or both obtuse. Let CE, produced
if necessary, meet PQ at X.

Then since AB, PQ are par
1

., and CEX meets them,

.-. the L CEB-the /.CXQ; [1.29-1

and since CX, RS are par
1

., and PXQ meets them,

.-. the L ROQ = the L CXQ ;

. . the L CEB - the L. ROQ.

Similarly the L CEA = the L. ROP.

Page 63.

1. Let XY cut the equal sides AB, AC of the isosceles A ABC
at X and Y.

Then since XY, BC are par
1

.,
and AXB meets them,

.-. the ext. L AXY = the int. opp. L ABC.
[l. 29.]

Similarly the L AYX = the L ACB.

But the 4 ABC - the L ACB
[l. 5] ;

.-. the L. AXY = the L AYX.
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2. Let P be any point in the bisector of the /. AOB
;
and let

PQ be drawn par
1

, to OB.

Then since OB, PQ are par
1

., and OP meets them,

.% the L QPO-the alt. L POB
[i. 29.]

= thez_POQ, [Hyp.]
.-. QO = QP. [i. 6.]

3. Let O be the given point, AB the given st. line, and K the

given L.

At P, any point in AB, make the L BPQ equal to K.
[i. 23.]

Through O draw OX par
1

to AB.
[i. 31.]

Then OX will make the required angle with AB. [Proofby I. 29.]

4. Draw AD perp. to BC, and from the A 8

BAD, CAD, shew,

by i. 26, that the L. BAD = the L CAD.

Then AD and ZYX, being both perp. to BC, are parallel ;

.-. the L BAD = the alt. L AYZ
; \

,
2q

-,

also the L CAD = the int. opp. L AZY
; /

.-. the L AYZ = the L AZY; .-. AY = AZ.
[i. 6.]

5. In the A ABC, let BA be produced to D; and let AX bisect

the L- CAD, and be par
1

to BC.

Then the ext. L XAD = the int. opp. L CBA
;\ rH H 9q -,

and the L XAC - the alt. /_ BCA
; /

L^P
but the L XAD = the _ XAC [Hyp.] ;

.-. the L CBA = the L BCA;
.-. AB = AC.

[I. 6.]

Page 65.

1. (i) Let AD be drawn through the vertex A par
1

to base BC.

Then L BCA = alt. L CAD.
[i. 29.]

/. the three ^.
s of A ABC = z_

s

CBA, BAD
= 2 rt.

[i. 29.]

(ii) Let AX be drawn to a pt. X in the base BC.

Then ext. L AXC = sum of int. _s

XBA, BAX
; [i. 32.]

and ext. _ AXB- sum of int. L.
S

XAC, ACX.

,-., by addition, the three J5 of A ABC = sum of ^s

AXB, AXC
-2 rt. /.A

[i. 13.]
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2. Let ABC be the A
,
and let the base BC be produced to X

and Y.

Then ext. L XBA = sum of L.&quot; BAG, BCA
; [i. 32.]

and ext. L YCA = sum of ^s

CBA, BAG.

.. the sum of the two ext. L? = the three angles of A ABC,

together with L BAG,
= 2 rt. L* + L BAG.

[i. 32.]

3. Let the lines XP, XQ be respectively perp. to the lines AP,

AQ, which form an acute angle at A. Let X be taken outside the

L PAQ, and let PX meet AQ in O.

Then L. QXO = compt. of L QOX
= compt. of L POA
= L PAO.

4. Let A ABC be rt. angled at C, and let D be the middle pt.
of the hypotenuse AB.

Draw DE, DF perp. to AC, BC, and therefore par
1

to BC and
AC respectively.

Then in A s

AED, DFB,

[
L ADE = int. L DBF,

Because^ &amp;lt;_ AED = .i DFB, being rt. z.
8

,

[and AD = DB
; [Hyp.]

. . DF = AE.
[i. 26.]

Also from A s

EDC, FDC it may be shewn that DF= EC.
[i. 26.]

.-. AE = EC.

Then in A 8

DEA, DEC,

C
AE = EC,

Because-! DE is common to both,

[and L AED = L CED, being rt. L*
;

. . DA=DC.
[i. 4.]

But DA=DB[Hyp.]; . . DC = DB.

Thus each of the As

ADC, BDC is isosceles, and DC is half

of AB.
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6. Let ABC be the rt. L. On BC describe an equilateral
A BDC

;
bisect L DBC by BE

;
then L. ABC is triaected by BD, BE.

For L DBC - two-thirds of a rt. L; [i. 32.]

.-. L 8

DBE, EBC are each one-third of a rt. L.

7. Let BO, CO be the bisectors of the base angles of an
isosceles A ABC.

Then L. BOG = supp*. of sum of ^8

OBC, OCB
[l. 32.]

= supp
fc

. of L ABC [Hyp.]
= exterior base angle.

S. Let ABCD be the quadril. with LS at D and C bisected by
DO, CO.

Then twice the sum of ^s

DOC, ODC, OCD = 4 rt. ^s

;

that is, twice L DOC together with &amp;lt;_&quot; BCD, CDA = 4 rt. La
.

But the four angles of the quadril.
= 4 rt. z_

s

;

.-. twice L DOC = ^.
S

CBA, BAD.

Page 67.

1. (i)
The six L\ with 4 rt. ^s

,
are together equal to 12 rt. L*,

[i. 32, Cor.
1.]

that is, the six ^8

together
= 8 rt. L.

S

;

.-. each ^ = | rt. L.

(ii) The eight L
S

,
with 4 rt. .

s

,
are together equal to 16 rt. L6

.

. . each z_ = f rt. L.

2. The interior L = f rt. L;

. . the exterior L = 2 rt. LS -
^ rt. L = \ rt. L.

3. Let ABCDE be the rectil. fig. Join DA, DB
;

then the
five-sided fig.. is divided into 3 A s

. Thus the interior angles are

together equal to 6 rt. L*. .-. the int. L.* together with 4 rt. ^s

= 10 rt. L 8
. Similarly the corollary may be proved for a

fig. of

any number of sides.

4. The n angles + 4 rt. L* = 2n rt. L*.

. . the n angles
=
(2n

-
4) rt. La

,

2n 4
/. each^ = -

right angles.
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5. Take the fig. of page 66. Let AB, DC meet in G
; BC, ED

in H
; CD, AE in K; DE, BA in L

; EA, CB in M.

Then, by Prop. 32, Cor. 2 the base L.* of the exterior As are

together equal to 8 rt. L*.

And the sum of all the ^s of these As = twice as many rt. LS as

the
fig.

has sides.

.*. the i_
s
at the vertices together with 8 rt. z_

s = twice as many
rt. ^L

8
as the fig. has sides.

Page 70.

1. Let ABCD be a par
m

, having the L. at A a rt. L.

Then the sum of _s
at A and D = 2 rt. /_

s

, [l. 29.]

. . L at D = rt. L.

Similarly the other two angles may each be proved to be rt. L?.

2. In quadril. ABCD, if BD is joined,

[AB-CD,
Because-^

BC - AD,

[BD is common,
.-. As

BCD, BAD are identically equal. [l. 8, Cor.]

.-. L ABD = _ BDC,

.-. AB is par
1

, to DC.
[l. 27.]

.*. AB and DC are equal arid parallel ; hence, by Prop. 33, it

follows that ABCD is a par
1

&quot;.

3. In the quadril. ABCD,
let L DAB = _ BCD,

and L ABC = _ ADC
;

then the sum of two adjacent L? = \ sum of the ^.
s of fig.

ABCD
= 2rt. z_

s
; [l. 32.]

. . the opposite sides are parallel. [l. 28.]

4. By Ex. 2 the fig is a par
m

. with one right L
;

.., by Ex. 1, all its angles are rt. L.
8
.
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[For Examples 5-10 inclusive use diagram on p. 69.]

5. Let AD meet BC in O, then in A 3

AOB, COD,
( L ABO = alt. L OCD,

1A L

Because^
L AOB = vert. opp. Z.COD, [i. 15.]

[and AB = CD,
.-. A s

AOB, COD are identically equal, [i. 26.]
.*. AO = OD, and CO = OB.

6. As

AOB, COD are equal in all respects [i.
15 and i.

4].

Hence AB, CD are equal and may be shewn parallel. Hence the

fig. ABCD is a par
m

.
[i. 33.]

7. L ABC = L. AC B, being halves of equal La
. . . AB = AC.

8. In A 8

ABD, BDC,

[
AB=DC,

Because^
AD = BC,

[and BD is common,
.-. L ABD = L BDC

[i. 8] ;
.-. each is a rt. L.

[i. 29.]

9. In A8

ABD, BDC, if L? ABD, BDC are not equal, AD is not

equal to BC
[i. 25].

10. Let the line meet AB in P, CD in Q ;
then A 8

OPB, OQC
are equal in all respects [i. 26], . . OP = OQ.

11. Let ABCD, EFGH be par
ms

. in which

AB = EF,

BC=FG;
and L ABC = ^ EFG.

LI am

ft 7.

12. This follows at once by I. 4.

13. Let AP, CQ be perp. to diag. BD.

Then /L ADP = alt. L QBC,
L APD = L CQB, being rt. z.

3

,

and AD = BC
;

/. A s

APD, BQC are identically equal, [i. 26.]
/. AP = CQ.

14. Since AX is equal and par
1

, to YC, it follows that AYCX

isapar
m

.
[i. 33.]

Then A ABC may be made to coincide with A EFG
[i. 4],

and
A ADC will coincide with A EHG.
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Page 71.

1. The construction consists of three steps :
(i) joining A to

an extremity of BC, (ii) describing an equilat. A on the joining
line, (iii) producing two sides of the equilat. A .

Now each of these steps may be performed in two ways : for

(1) A might be joined to either extremity of BC, (2) the equilat. A
might be described on either side of the joining line, and (3) the

two sides might be produced in either direction. Hence the

number of constructions is 2 x 2 x 2, or 8.

The exceptional case is when A is situated at the vertex of an

equilat. A on BC.

2. In
fig. to Prop. 15 let EX, EY bisect L BEC, AED re

spectively.

Then L* XEC, CEA, AEY = ,L
S

XEB, BED, DEY respectively.

Thus sum of L.* XEC, CEA, AEY - 2 rt. LS

;

.-. EX, EY are in same st. line.

3. From equal A 8

BAE, CEF,
AB = CF,

L BAE = alt. L ECF;
.-. AB is par

1
, to CF.

[l. 27.]

. . AF and BC are equal and par
1
.

[l. 33.]

Thus ABCF is a par
m

. and A 8

ABC, AFC are equal in all

respects. [l. 34.]

4. L ACD is greater than int. opp. L. ABC, [l. 16.]

that is, L ACD is obtuse.

5. See solution of Ex. 4, p. 67.

6. In fig. to Prop. 21, suppose BD, CD bisect base LS

,
and let

AD be produced to F ;

then L BDF = sum of L* DBA, BAD
;

and L CDF = sum of L.
S

DCA, CAD.

Hence L BDC = the angle at A together with half the sum of

the base angles.
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7. In A ABC let the external bisectors of LS B and C meet at

F, and the internal bisectors at E.

Then by Ex. 2, page 35 each of L* EBF, EOF is a rt. L.

. . L F is the supp*. of L E
\

that is, L F = sum of LS

EBC, ECB.

8. Let the st. lines intersect at O, and let P be the pt. from
which perps. PX, PY are drawn.

If PX and PY are equal it may be shewn
[i. 26] that OP bisects

both the L.
S

XOY, XPY.

But if PX is greater than PY, let the bisector of the L XOY
meet PX in Q ;

and let the bisector of the the L. YPQ meet OY at

8. Draw QR perp. to OY and therefore par
1

, to PY.

Then the As

OQR, OQX are equal in all respects. [l. 26.]

But since RQ, is par
1
, to YP

;

. . L RQX = ^ YPX;

and the halves of these ^s are equal ;
that is, L OQX = L. SPX.

.-. SPispar
1
. to OQ. [r. 28.]

9. By hypothesis, AP = AQ ;

.*. each is half the supp*. of L BAG.

Hence L. APQ = A ACB.

. . PQ is par
1
, to BC.

[l 28.]

10. Join AD, BE, CF.

Then because AB is equal and par
1
, to DE,

/. AD is equal and par
1

, to BE.
[l. 33.]

But BC is equal and par
1

, to EF
;

/. BE is equal and par
1
, to CF

;

v f- that is, AD is equal and par
1

, to CF ;

.*. AC is equal and par
1
, to DF.

[l. 33.]
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11. This will be easily seen from the adjoining diagram.

12. In the quadril. ABCD, let AB be par
1

, to CD, and AD

equal to BC. Draw BE par
1

, to AD
;

then ABED is a par, and BE = AD = BC.

.-. L BCD = z_ BED = the supp*. of _ DAB.

Again, since the four L* of the fig. are together equal to four

rt. L*, the other pair of opp. ^_
s are supplementary.

Join AC, BD.

Then in A8

DEB, ABC,

L DEB^supp*. of L BCD
= L ABC; [i. 29.]

and DE, EB = AB, BC respectively;

.-. DB = AC.
[i. 4.]

Page 79.

1. (i) The As

ABD, ACD are equal in area.
[i. 37.]

Take away A AKD from each and the remainders are equal.

(ii)
Parm . EBCA = par

m
. DBCF.

Take away A BKC from each and the remainders are equal.

2. See solution to Ex. 3 on p. 71.

3. Let AB be the base of given A ABC, and let PQ be the st.

line in which the vertex is to lie. Through C draw CD par
1

to AB

meeting PQ in D
;
then ADB is the required A.

[i. 37.]
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4. Let AB be the base of the given A ABC Through C draw
CD par

1

, to AB. Bisect AB in E, and through E draw EF perp. to

AB meeting CD in F. Join FA, FB.

Then A AFB= A ABC.
[l. 37.]

Again, in A 3

AEF, BEF,

I
AE = BE,

Because^
EF is common,

(and L. AEF = _ BEF, being rt. ^s

;

. . AF=BF.
[i. 4.]

5. The A s are on equal bases and of equal altitude.

6. In the
fig.

to I. 34 let the diagonals intersect in E. Then,

by Ex. 5 on p. 70, E is the middle pt. of each diagonal.

. . A AEC = A AEB = A BED - A DEC.

7. The A ABX = A ACX
;
and A YBX = A YXC.

[l, 38.]

Hence A ABY = A ACY.

8. Join BD cutting AC in E, then AE is a median of A ABD.

Thus the result follows by Ex. 7.

9. Since the equal sides contain supplementary angles the

two A 8 can be placed having one side in common and the other

two equal sides in same st. line. Thus we have two A 8 of same
altitude on equal bases.

10. Let A ABC have sides AB, BC bisected in X, Y respectively ;

then A BXY = A AXY, and A BXY = A CXY ; [l. 38.]

.-. AXY= ACXY:
.-. XY is par

1

, to BC.
[l. 39.]

11. Join AD, BC. Then by adding A AOD to the equal
A s

AOC, DOB,
A DAC = A DAB

;

.-. BC is par
1

, to AD.
[l. 39.]

12. A AEF = A ABC
[l. 38.]

-=ADEF; [Hyp.] .

.*. AD is par
1

to EF.
[i. 39.]
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Page 80.

1. Parm . AY = half par
m

. AC,

and A AZB = half par
m

. AY
; [l. 41.]

.-. A AZB = one-fourth
par&quot;

1

. AC.

2. Let BD be a diagonal of the given sq. ABCD. At B draw
BE perp. to DB meeting DC produced in E. Then in A 8

DCB, ECB,

(L DBC = Z- CBE, each being half a rt. L,

Because-^
L. DCB = L ECB, being rt. LS

,

[and BC common
;

.-. A8

DCB, ECB are identically equal. [l. 26.]

/. DB=BE.
Also A DBE = twice A DCB = given square.

3. As

AXB, BYC are each of them half of the given par
m

.

4. Through P draw XY par
1
, to AB or DC.

Then A APB is half par
m

. AY,

and A DPC is half par
m

. XC ;

that is, sum of A8

APB, DPC is half par
m

. AC.

Page 81.

1. Let ABCD be the given square. Join BD. Through C
draw CE par

1

, to BD meeting AB produced in E
;

then par
m

. DBCE = sq. AC. [l. 35.]

Also L BDC = half a rt. L.

2. Let ABCD be the given par
m

.

With centre D and radius DC describe a circle cutting AB in E.

Draw CF par
1

, to DE meeting AB produced in F.

Then EDCF is a rhombus arid it is equal to
par&quot;

. ABCD.
If DC is less than perp. from D to AB the circle will not meet

AB and the construction fails.

Page 83.

(i) By adding par
m

. EH to each of equal par
ms

. KD, BK,

par
m

. ED = par
m

. BH.

(ii) A
8

AKD, AKB are respectively halves of the equal

par
ms

. ED, BH.
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Page 88.

See solution of Ex. 29, p. 120.

Page 92.

1, (i)
L. GBA = alt. L AHC, each being half a rt. z_,

.-. BG is par
1

. CH. [l. 27.]

(ii)
L FAB = half art. L

= L KAC
;

.-. La

FAB, BAG, CAK together = 2 rt. z.
8

,

. . FA, AK are in one st. line.

(iii)
Let FC meet AB in M and AD in N.

Then from equal A
s

FBC, ABD,

L BFC = L BAD
;

also^ FMB=^ AMN; [l. 15.]

.-. L FBA = ^_ ANB, [i. 32.]

. . AD is at rt. L* to FC.

(iv) A GAH is obviously equal to A ABC in all respects

by i. 4.

Again, since L* FBA, DBC are rt. LS

,

.-. L. FBD is supp
1
. of L ABC,

Similarly, L KCE is supp*. of L ACB.

Hence the result follows by Ex. 9, p. 79.

2. Take the case of the exterior squares ;

then in A 8

CAG, BAH,

[
CA=HA,

KBecause^ AG = AB,

land _CAG=BAH;
. . CG = BH. [I. 4.]

The other case is similar.

3. It is easy to see that A s

ACX, BCY are equal in all

respects. [i. 4.]

. . AX = BY. Similarly BY = CZ,
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4. Let BD be the diagonal of given sq. ABCD,

then sq. on DB = sum of sqq. on DC, BC
= twice sq. on DC.

5. In A 8

ABX, ACX,

(_
ABX = . ACX,

Because-L AXB = L AXC, being rt. L*.

[and AX is common
;

.*. A 8

ABX, ACX are equal in all respects ;
[i. 26.]

.-. BX = XC
;
or BC is twice BX.

. . sq. on BC = 4 times sq. on BX,

that is, sq. on AD = 4 times sq. on BX

But sq. on AB = sum of sqq. on BX, AX
;

.-. sq. on AX = 3 times sq. on BX.

6. Let AB, CD be sides of the two squares ;
at B draw BE

perp. to AB and equal to CD. Join AE.

Then sq. on AE = sum of sqq. on AB. BE
= sum of sqq. on AB, CD.

7. Sq. on AB = sum of sqq. on AX, BX,

sq. on AC = sum of sqq. on AX, XC
;

.-. diff. of sqq. on AB, AC = diff. of sqq. on BX, XC.

S. By Ex. 7,

sq. on BZ -
sq. on AZ = sq. on OB -

sq. on OA,

sq. on AY -
sq. on CY = sq. on OA -

sq. on OC,

sq. on CX -
sq. on BX = sq. on OC -

sq. on OB
;

.., by addition,

sum of sqq. on BZ, AY, CX - sum of sqq. on AZ, CY, BX = 0,

or, sum of sqq. on BZ, AY, CX = sum of sqq. on AZ, CY, BX.

9. Sq. on BQ = sum of sqq. on AB, AQ,

sq. on PC = sum of sqq, on AC, AP
;

.*. sum of sqq. on BQ, PC = sum of sqq. on AB, AC, together
with sum of sq. on AQ, A P.

= sum of
sqq.

on BC, PQ.
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10. Let the medians be BQ, CP
;
then it may be shewn that

BC is double of PQ. [See solution of Ex. 3, p. 105.]

.*. sq. on BC = 4 times sq. on PQ.

And by Ex. 9,

sum of sqq. on BQ, CP = sum of sqq. on BC, PQ
= 5 times sq. on PQ.

THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK I.

I. ON THE IDENTICAL EQUALITY OF TRIANGLES.

Page 98.

1. Let the base BC be bisected by the perp. AD.

Then in A 8

ADB, ADC,

f
BD=DC, [Hyp.]

Because
|
and AD is common to both

;

[and L BDA = ^i CDA, being rt. L*
;

. . AB = AC.
[l. 4.]

2. Let AD bisect the vert. L.

Then in As

BAD, CAD,

[
L BAD = L CAD, [Hyp.]

Because^ L. BDA = i. CDA, being rt. .L
S

;

[and AD is common to both
;

.-. AB = AC.
[l. 26.]

3. Let the base BC be bisected by AD, which also bisects the

vert. L BAG.

Produce AD to E, making DE equal to DA, and join CE.

Then in A8

BAD, EDC,

f
BD=DC, [Hyp.]

Because
{

AD = DE
;

[also L ADB = ^ EDC; [l. 15.]

.-. AB = EC,

and/_ BAD = _ CED.
[l. 4.]

. . L CED = /. CAD;
.% AC = EC.

. . AB-AC.
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4. Let BO, CO, drawn from extremities of the base, meet
at O.

Then since OB = OC
;

. . ^OBC = ^ OCB.
[i. 5.]

Also L ABO = L. AGO
; [Hyp.]

.-. AC = AB.
[i. 6.]

5. Let BD, CE be the equal perps. drawn from ends of base

BC.

Then in A 8

ABD, ACE,

[Hyp.],

DU = OC.,

Because-^
L ADB = L AEC, being rt. L* ;

[also L at A is common
;

.-. AB-AC.
[i. 26]

6. Let CD meet AB in E.

Then in A 8

ACB, ADB,

Because]
BC = BD, [Hyp.]

[and AB is common to both j

.-. L CAB-^ DAB.
[i. 8.]

Again in As

CAE, DAE.

f CA = AD,

Because^ AE is common to both,

[and L CAE = L DAE;
.-. L AEC = L AED; [i. 4.]

.-. CD is perp. to AB. [Def. 10.]

7. Let BX, CY be drawn perp. to AC, AB respectively, and let

them meet in O. Join AO.

Then in A s

BXC, CYB,

f L. BCX = L. CBY, [Hyp.]

Because-^
L BXC = L CYB, being rt. L*

;

[and BC is common to both
;

. . A8

BXC, CYB are equal in all respects,

= L YCB; [i. 26.]
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.*. OC = OB.
[i. 6.]

Then A 3

BAO, CAO have their sides respectively equal ;

. . L. BAO = L CAO.
[i. 8.]

8. In As

BAD, DAE,

[Hyp.]

Because]
L BDA = ^ EDA, being rt. LS

;

[and AD is common
;

. . BD-DE.
[i. 26.]

9. In A s

ABC, ADC,

I
AB = AD,

Because]
BC = DC, [Hyp.]

[and AC is common
;

.-. A 8

ABC, ADC are identically equal ; [i. 8.]

.-. L BAC = ^ DAC, and L BCA = ^ DCA.

10. In A s

ABD, BAC,

f ^
D 7 AC &amp;gt; [Hyp.]

Because^
AB is common,

[andAD = BC
[Hyp.]

.-. L. ABD = /_ BAC.

.-. A AKB is isosceles
[i. 6]. Similarly A KDC is isosceles.

11. Here the greatest angle is a right angle. [i. 32.]
Hence the required result follows by Ex. 4 on p. 65.

II. ON INEQUALITIES. Page 101.

1. See Solution of Ex. 5, p. 44.

2. See Solution of Ex. 11, p. 44.

3. See Solution of Ex. 6, p. 55.

4. See Solution of Ex. 9, p. 44.

5. See Solution of Ex. 13, p. 44.

H.K.E. n
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6. See Solution of Ex. 10, p. 44

7. Let O be the given pt., AC and BD the diagonals ;
then

AO + OC&amp;gt;AC, BO + OD&amp;gt;BD
[i. 20]. The exceptional case is

when O is at the intersection of the diagonals.

8. Let the median AD bisect BC
; produce AD to E making

DE equal to AD, join EC. Then A s

ABD, EDC are identically

equal [l. 4] and AB = CE. Now AC + CE &amp;gt; AE
[i. 20].

That is, AB + AC&amp;gt;2AD.

9. This follows at once from Ex. 8, since twice the sum of

the sides is greater than twice the sum of the medians.

10. Let the median AD bisect BC. If AD &amp;gt; DC, z_ACD is

greater than L. DAC
; similarly L DBA is greater than L DAB.

Hence the sum of the angles at B and C is greater than the angle
at A

;
that is, L BAC is acute

[i. 32]. The other cases follow

similarly.

11. In the rhombus ABCD let L DAB be greater than L ABC.
Then since the sides of a rhombus are equal it follows that

DB&amp;gt; AC
[i. 25].

13. In the tig. on p. 102 let AD be perp. to BC.

Then _ DAC - comp*. of /_ ACD,

and L DAB = comp*. of L. ABD
;

but L ACD is greater than L ABC
;

. . L DAC is less than L. DAB.

. . L BAD is greater than half vert. /. BAC.

. . AD lies within the L PAC.

Thus by Ex. 12, AP lies between AD and AX, and by Ex. 3 it

is intermediate between them in magnitude.

III. ON PARALLELS. Page 103.

2. From O any pt. on the bisector of L BAC draw OP par
1
, to

AB, and OQ par
1

, to AC. Then L QOA = L CAP = L OAQ.

. . QO = AQ = OP since OPAQ is a par
m

. Also OGl= AP; thus

the fig.
is equilat.
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3. Let D be the pt. of intersection of AB and CD
;
then

z_XYD=alt. ^YDA-/_YDX.
. . YX = DX = XZ similarly.

4. See Ex. 4, page 60.

5. Let POQ be terminated by the par
18

, at P, Q, and bisected

at O; through O draw XOY perp. to the par
ls

.; then A 8
XOP, YOQ

are identically equal [i. 26].

6. The two A s formed are identically equal [i. 29, I. 26].

7. Let O be pt. equidist. from the par
18

.,
and let POQ, XOY be

drawn to cut them. Draw LOM perp. to the par
ls

;
then A s

LOP,
MOQare identically equal [i. 26]. .*. OP = OQ ; similarly OX = OY;
hence PX = QY

[i. 4].

8. Draw XP perp. to CD; bisect L BXP by XQ meeting CD
in Q. Through Q draw QY par

1
, to XP meeting AB in Y; then Y

is the required pt. For

^YXQ= /.QXP-alt. /.XQY;
/. QY- XY

[i. 6].

9. Bisect ^ACB by CD meeting AB in D; draw DE par
1
, to

BC meeting AC in E. Then L. EDC = alt. L DCB = L DCE.

. . EC = ED
[i. 6].

Again ext. L ADE = int. opp. L ABC= L ACB ext. L. AED

[i. 29]; /. AD = AE. Hence BD = EC= ED.

10. Bisect the z_
s
ABC, ACB by BO, CO

;
draw DOE par

1

, to

BC. Then as in preceding examples it easily follows that

DO = DB, and EO - EC.

I l. Produce BC to F. Bisect ^ s
ACF, ABF by CO, BO.

Draw OED par
1
, to BC meeting AE in E and AB in D. Then as

before DO = BD, EO = EC. That is, DE is the diff. between BD
and CE.

IV. ON PARALLELOGRAMS. Page 105.

3. In Ex. 2 it is shewn that BC - ZV, and that YZ = YV.

Thus BC = 2ZY.
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4. In the fig. of Ex. 1 let X, Y, Z be the middle pts. of the

sides. Then ZY is par
1
, to BX

; similarly XY is par
1
, to BZ ;

. . BZYX is a par
m

.,
and its diag. ZX bisects it.

5. In fig. of Ex. 2 let ADE be any line meeting ZY in D and
BC in E. Then in A ABE, ZD bisects AE [Ex. 1].

6. In
fig. of Ex. 1 let X, Y, Z be middle pts. of sides. Through

X, Y, Z draw BC, CA, AB respectively par
1
, to YZ, ZX, XY. Then

by I. 34, AZ=XY-BZ.

7. Through P draw PQ par
1
, to AC meeting AB in Q; on QB

make QX equal to AQ
; join XP and produce it to meet AC in Y.

Then QP drawn from middle pt. of AX par
1
, to AY bisects XY

[Ex. 1].

8. Let AC meet BX in E arid DY in F. Then DY is par
1
, to

XB
[i. 33], therefore by Ex. 1, CE is bisected by YF, and AF is

bisected by XE.

9. Let P, Q, R, S be middle pts. of sides AB, BC, CD, DA

respectively. Then by Ex. 2, PQ and SR are each par
1
, to AC, and

PS and QR are each par
1
, to BD.

10. In last Ex. PR and QS are diags. of a par
1
, and therefore

bisect each other [Ex. 5, p. 70].

11. Let BC, AD be the oblique sides
; join BD. Let X, Y be

middle pts. of BC, BD
;
then XY is par

1
, to DC [Ex. 2].

Also
XY produced bisects AD [Ex. 1]. Similarly for the other

diagonal.

12. As in Ex. 11, let X, Y, Z be middle pts. of BC, BD,
AD

;
then XY = half CD, and YZ = half AB [Ex. 3]. Again, if XYZ

meets AC in P, XY = half CD, and XP - half AB
;

. . PY = half diff.

of AB and CD.

14. Let three par
1
, st. lines meet a fourth st. line in A, B, C

making AB equal to BC, and let them meet another st. line in

P, Q, R. Through P draw PST par
1
, to ABC meeting QB in S and

RC in T. Then PS = AB = BC = ST
[l. 34] ;

hence PQ = QR [Ex. 1].

15. Let AB, CD be equal and par
1
, st. lines and let XY, PQ be

their projections on any st. line
;

let AE, CF drawn par
1
, to XY

meet BY, DQ in E and F respectively. Then A s
ABE, CDF are

identically equal [i. 26], so that AE^ CF. . . XY - PQ
[i. 34].
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16. Let OZ be perp. to XY. Then XZ ZY being projections
of the equal lines AO, OB. . . the A s XZO, YZO are identically

equal [i. 4].

17. Draw ALM par
1

, to XY meeting OZ in L, BY in M. Then
BM = 20L [Ex. 1, 3, p. 104]. Also AX = LZ = MY.

. . 2OZ = 2OL + 2LZ = BM + MY + AX = BY + AX.

18. The first case can be proved as in Ex. 17. In the second

case, with same construction as before, gN =OL= NM.

. . 2OZ = 2OL - 2l_Z = BM - MY - AX = BY - AX.

20. Let ABCD be the given par
m

. Through A draw any st.

line EAF and let CX, BF and DE be perps. on this line. Through
C draw CH par

1
, to EF meeting FB in H. Then it is easily seen

that A s

BCH, DAE are identically equal [i. 26] ;
. . BH = DE.

/. DE + BF = BH + BF = CX
[i. 34],

for CXFH is a par
m

. by constr.

21. Let AX, CY be perps. on the given line from one pair of

opp. L s

,
and DP, BQ perps. from the other pair of opp. L 8

. Let
the diagonals intersect in E, and let EF be perp. to the given line.

Then AX + CY = 2EF [Ex. 17, p. 106]

= DB+ BQ,

since E is the middle pt. of the diagonals [Ex. 5, p. 70].

22. From D in base BC let DE, DF be drawn perp. to AC, AB

respectively; from B let BG be drawn perp. to AC. Draw BH

par
1
, to AC to meet ED produced in H. Then GH is a par

m
. and

BG - EH. Also A s

BFD, B^D are identically equal [i. 26], so that

DH - DF. That is, BG-= sum of DE and DF.

23. Take D in CB produced, then with the same lettering
and construction as in Ex. 22 it is easily seen that BG = HE
= difference between DE and DF.

24. Let OX, OY, OZ be perps. to BC, CA, AB respectively.
Through O draw POQ par

1
, to BC

;
then APQ is an equilat. A and

sum of OY and OZ =
perp. from P on the opp. side = perp. from

A on PQ since A APQ is equilat. Hence sum of OX, OY, OZ
-perp. from A on BC.
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25. Let O be the given pt., AB, CD the par
1
, lines. With

A as centre and radius equal to given length describe a circle.

This will in general cut CD in two pts. L, M. Then lines drawn

through O par
1
, to AL and AM will be the required lines.

26. Let AB be the line to which the required line is to be

par
1

., QP and RS the other two given lines. Let QP meet AB in

P
;
draw PT on AB equal to the given length ; through T draw TR

par
1
, to PQ meeting SR in R

; through R draw RQ par
1
, to AB

meeting PQ in Q. Then QR is the required line
[i. 33].

27. Let the given lines PC, QO meet in O
;
bisect L POQ by

OS. Draw OR perp. to OS on the same side as OQ and equal to

the given length ; through R draw RT par
1
, to OP meeting OQ

in T. Through T draw TV par
1
, to OR meeting OP in V. Then

TV is equal and par
1

, to OR
[i. 33], and since it is perp. to OS it

is equally inclined to OP and OQ
[i. 26].

28. Join AP
;
bisect AP in Q, and draw QR par

1
, to AB (the

further line) meeting AC in R. Join PR and produce it to meet
AB in S. Then QR bisects PS [Ex. 1, p. 104].

Y. MISCELLANEOUS THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES. Page 108.-

1. L. ACD = L ADC
[i. 5] and _ ACB -- L ABC

;
. . L BCD^sum

of L s

CBD, BDC. That is, L BCD is a rt. L
[i. 32].

2. Let CD join the rt. L C to D the middle pt. of AB. Draw
DE par

1
, to AC meeting BC in E. Then BC is bisected at E [Ex. 1,

p. 104]. Also L s

DEB, DEC are equal, being rt. L s
.

. . A s
DEB, DEC are identically equal [i. 4].

.*. DC = DB.

3. By Ex. 2 each of the lines is equal to half the base.

4. By Ex. 2, p. 96, AZYX is a par
m

. . . ZXY= L BAG.

Again DY=AY in the rt. angled A ADC [Ex. 2];

Similarly ^LZDA-z.ZAD; . . /.ZDY-^BAC.

5. Let AD be the perp. on the hypotenuse. Then

L DAC = comp*. of L DCA = L ABC.

8. This follows at once from Ex. 7
(ii)

and Ex. 3, p. 65.
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9. The L at B = diff. of L s
BCD, BAG

[i. 32],

and L at F = diff. of L s
FCD, FAC

-half diff. of L* BCD, BAG (hyp.).

10. Let L- B be double of L. A. Let CD be drawn from rt. L
to middle pt. of hypotenuse AB. Then since CD= DA, L.CDB is

double of ^CAD. /. z.CBD = ^CDB, so that CB = CD=half
hypotenuse [Ex. 2, p. 108].

11. Let ABCD be a par
m

. and let BE = DF on the diag. BD.
Then A 8

ABE, CDF are identically equal [i. 4], so that AE= FC.

Also Z.CFE-supp*. of /.DFC-supp*. of Z_AEB= /_ AEF. . . FC
is par

1
, to AE; .*. AF is equal and par

1
, to EC

[i. 33].

12. The A 8
ACZ, ABX are identically equal [i. 4].

- L ACZ.

Now ext. L. PRQ = sum of /_
s
RAC, ACR = sum of /_

s
RAG,

ZAR = L BAG. Similarly each of L s of A PQR may be proved
equal to the angle of an equilat. A .

13. The A s
APS, CRQ are identically equal [i. 4].

. . PS = QR, and L APS - /. QRC.

Again L APR = alt. A.CRP;

. . .LSPR^/LPRQ.

That is, SP is equal and par
1
, to QR. Hence SR is equal and

par
1

, to PQ
[i. 33].

14. It may be proved as in the prop, that AABF is equilat.
. . L CAF = two-thirds of 2 rt. L s

,
and L. PAF is one-third of 2 rt.

L s
. Again AP = AF. .*. L APF = AFP, and each is one-third of

2 rt. L s

[i. 32]. Similarly L BFQ is one-third of 2 rt. L 8
. Thus

the three L * at F together = 2 rt. L s
. Also L s at P and Q being

each equal to L C, A CPQ is equilat.

15. Let AB be the given st. line, P and Q the given points.
At A and B make L s

BAG, ABD each equal to the angle of an

equilat. A. Through P and Q draw st. lines par
1
, to AC, BD

meeting AB in X and Y and intersecting in Z. Then XYZ is the

required A.
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16. Let O be the given pt., AB and CD the two given st.

lines of which AB is the nearer to O. Draw OEF perp. to AB, CD
respectively, and OG perp. to OF making OG equal to OF. Draw
GH perp. to AB

; join OH, and draw OK perp. to OH meeting BC
in K. Then A s OHG, OFK are identically equal [i. 26], and
OH=OK.

The line OG may be drawn par
1
, to AB in either direction

;

thus there will be two solutions corresponding to each position
of O.

17. Let AB, AC, AD be the three given st. lines. Take any
pt. P in AD ;

draw PQ par
1
, to AB meeting AC in Q, and draw QR

par
1
, to AD. Then APQR is a par

m
. and its diagonals bisect each

other [Ex. 5, p. 70].
Thus PR is bisected by AQ. As P may be

taken anywhere on AD the number of solutions is unlimited.

18. Let L, M, N be the three given lengths, and B the given

point. From B draw BC equal to N
;
and on BC describe a

ABFC, having BF equal to twice M and CF equal to L. Bisect

BF at E. Join CE, and produce it to A, making EA equal to CE.

Join BA. Then BA, BE, BC are the required lines. For BC = N,

and BE = M by constr., and it may be shewn that the A 8
AEB, CEF

are identically equal [i. 4]. . . AB - CF L. Also AE=EC by
constr.

19. Let ABC be an equilat. A; bisect the angles at B and C

by BO, CO
; through O draw OD, OE par

1
, to AB and AC respec

tively meeting BC in D and E. Then, by I. 29, 32, A ODE is equi

angular to A ABC, so that ODE is equilat. Again

L DOB = alt.

. . OD- BD.

Similarly OE = OC.

= DE= EC.

2O. Bisect L ABC by BO meeting AC in O
; through O draw

OD par
1
, to AB and OE par

1
, to BC meeting BC and AB in D and E

respectively. Then as in Ex. 19, OD = BD, and OE = BE. Hence
it easily follows that EBDO is a rhombus

[i. 34].
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VII. ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRIANGLES WITH GIVEN PARTS.

Page 115.

2. Let the given diff. be equal to AB and the hypotenuse
equal to K. From A draw AE making with BA produced an L

equal to half a rt. L. From centre B, with radius equal to K,

describe a circle cutting AE or AE produced in the points C, C .

From C and C draw perps. CD, C D to AB
;
and join CB, C B.

Then either of the A s
CDB, C D B will satisfy the given con

ditions. [See Note to Ex.
1.]

3. See fig. on p. 97. Let AB be the given sum, then using
the construction and proof given on p. 97, it is shewn that

AX ss XC, and BX = BC. Thus CBX is the required triangle.

5. This is clearly a particular case of the preceding example.

6. Let P, Q be the given pts. through which the sides are to

pass, XY the st. line in which the base is to be. At X draw XZ
equal to the given altitude. Through Z draw ZKL par

1
, to XY.

Then by Ex. 7, page 55, draw through PQ two lines PK, QK
making equal angles with ZKL. Produce KP, KQ to meet XY in

M and N : then KMN is the required A.

7. Draw AB, CD two par
1
, st. lines at a dist. from each

other equal to the given altitude. At P. any pt. in AB, make
L APQ one third of two rt. L s

[i. 1] and L BPR = one-third of

two rt. z_
s

. If PQ, PR meet CD in Q and R respectively, PQR
is the required A .

8. Let AB be the base and K the given difference. Bisect

AB at X
;
from X draw XH perp. to AB, making XH equal to K;

join AH. At the pt. A make L MAC equal to L. AHX, and since

HX &amp;lt; AX [Ex. 7, p. 44], . . C must fall on the side of AB which is

remote from H. Let AC meet HX produced in C
; join CB. Then

ACB is the required A. [See proof of Ex. 1. p. 96.]

9. Let AB be the base
;
make L BAX equal to given L

,

and AX equal to sum of sides. Join BX. At B in XB make
L. XBC equal to L BXA. Then ACB is the required A.
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10. Let AB be the base
;
make L BAX equal to given L

,
and

AX equal to cliff, of sides. Join BX. Produce AX to C, and make
__ XBC equal to L BXC. Then ACB is the required A.

12. Let AB be the given base, K the sum of the remaining
sides and X the difference of the L s at the base. Make the

/.ABD equal to half the ^X; draw BE perp. to BD, and from
centre A and with radius equal to K describe a circle cutting BE
in E. At B make L EEC equal to L. AEB. Then ACB is the

required A. [Ex. 7, p. 109.] Since, if AE meets BD at F, it

may be shewn that CB = CF.

13. Let AD be the given perp. and let the two given differ

ences be X and Y. On AD as base describe a AABD having
L ADB a rt. L and the diff. of AB and BD equal to X. Also on
the other side of AD describe a A ADC having L ADC a rt. L and
the diff. of AC and DC equal to Y. [Ex. 10, p. 116.]

Then ABC is the required A.

VIII. ON AREAS. Page 117.

1. Let ABCD be a par., O the middle pt. of the diag. BD.

Draw any line through O meeting AB, CD in E and F respectively.
Then A s

EOB, DOF are identically equal [i. 29, 26].
. . AEFD = A ADB = half the par

m
.

2. Join the given pt. to the middle pt. of a diagonal, and

produce it to meet two of the parallel sides.

Examples 3 and 4 are particular cases of Ex. 1.

5. Let EXF drawn par
1

, to AD meet DC in E and AB in F.

Then A 8
BXF, XEC are identically equal [i. 29, 26]. . . the

area of the trapezium is equal to that of par
m

. ADEF.

6. In the preceding Example DE = half the sum of DE and

AF, that is half the sum of DC and AB, since BF = EC.

7. For A AX D is half the par
m

. ADEF in Ex. 5.

8. Let E, F be middle pts. of AB and DC
; join ED, EC.

Then A 8
EDF, EFC are equal, and A 8

AED, BEC are equal [i. 38].

9. The A 8
ADB, BCD are equal [i. 37]. Take away the

common part, the A BX D.
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10. The A S

ADB, BCD are equal, and therefore AC is par
1
,

to BD
[i. 39].

11. This may be proved by considering A s
BCX, OCX on a

common base CX and of equal altitudes [Ex. 13, p. 70]. Or if the

diagonals meet in O, the A S
OBX, ODX are equal, and A S ODC,

OBC are equal [i. 38].

12. ARBC= AQBC [Ex. 2, p. 104 and I. 37];

Y. ARBX = AQCX.

Again AABQ = A BQC
;

. . by taking away the equal A s
RBX,

QCX, the area AQXR = A BXC.

13. Let ABCD be the quad
1

.,
and P, Q, R, S the middle

points of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA.

Draw AC, BD intersecting at O. Let AO meet PS at X. Then
PS is par

1
, to BD, and AX = XO. [Ex. 1 and 2, p. 104.]

First shew that the perps. from A and O on PS are equal

[i. 26]. Hence it follows that the A APS = the APOS.

Similarly A BPQ = A POQ, A QCR = A QOR, and A SDR = A SOR.

Hence by addition the par. PQRS is one half of the quad
1
.

14. Let C and D be vertices of two equal A 8
ACB, ADB on

opposite sides of the common base AB
;

let CD meet AB or AB

produced in E. Then if DF, CG are drawn perp. to AB, DF = CG,
and the A s

DEF, CEG are identically equal [i. 26].

15. Let ABCD be the trapezium having AB par
1
, to DC.

Bisect BD, CA in E and F and join EF. Then A S

AEB, AFB are

equal, being halves of equal A s
ADB, ACB

[i. 38].

. . EF is par
1

, to AB
[i. 39].

16. (i)
Let ABC, DBC be two A* on a common base BC, ABC

having the greater altitude.

Draw BX perp. to BC, and through A and D draw AA
,
DD

par
1

, to BC to meet BX at A
,
D . From A X cut off A E equal to

BD
,
and join EC, A C, D C.

Then EB is the sum of the altitudes of the A s

ABC, DBC.

And since EA = D B, . . AEA C= AD BC
[i. 38].
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Hence A ABC 4- ADBC = AA BC+ A D BC

= AA BC+ AEA C

= A EBC.

(ii) may be proved by a similar method.

17. If O lies between the parallel sides AB, CD, the perp.
EOF to these sides is equal to the perp. from A to CD.

Thus the A s
CAB, OCD, ADC have equal bases, and the altitude

of ADC is equal to the sum of the altitudes of the other two.

. . the sum of the A S
OAB, OCD- A ADC which is half the

par
m

.

If O does not lie between AB and CD, the diff. of the A s
OAB,

OCD- AADC.

18. (ii)
If O is within L DAB and its opp. vert. L

,
then AO

intersects the par
m

.
;
so that the perp. from C on OA is equal

to the diff. of the perps. drawn from B and D to OA [Ex. 20, p. 107].
Therefore since the A 8

OAC, OAD, OAB are on the same base OA,
AOAC-diff. of A 8

OAD, OAB.

19. Let the lines EOF, GOK drawn through O par
1
, to AD,

AB respectively meet AB in F, AD in G.

Then par
m

. GB = 2 AAOB, and par
m

. DF-2ADOA. And
since par

m
. GF is common to these two par

ms
.,
the diff. between

par
ms

. BO and DO = twice the diff. between A S AOB and DOA
= 2 AAOC [Ex. 18.

ii.].

20. Draw BO par
1

, to the diag. AC, and CO par
1
, to AB; then

ABOG is a par
m

. Also the perp. from D on BO is equal to the sum
of perp. from D on AC and perp. from B on AC.

/. A DBO = A DAC + A ABC,

since these A s have equal bases [Ex. 16
(1)].

22. Let ABC be the given A, and B the given L. In BA
take BD equal to the base of the required A, and by Ex. 21 draw

through D a st. line to meet BC produced in E, so that ADBE
may be equal to A ABC.

23. Let CAB be the given A on base AB. Through A draw
AD perp. to AB and equal to the given altitude, and through C
draw CE par

1
, to AB meeting AD in E. Join DB, and draw EF par

1
,

to DB meeting AB in F. Then A DAF = A EAB - A CAB [Ex. 21].
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24. Let AB be the given base, CD the given line in which

the vertex is to lie. On AB describe a A ABE equal to the given
A [Ex. 21]. Through E draw EC par

1
, to AB meeting CD in C

;

then CAB is the required A.

25. (i)
On AB the given base describe A ABC equal to the

given A [Ex. 21, p. 119], Bisect AB at D, draw DE perp. to AB

meeting CE, drawn par
1
, to AB in E; then AEB is the req

d
. A.

(ii) Draw AF perp. to AB meeting CF, drawn par
1

, to AB in F
;

then FAB is the req
d

. A.

26. Let X. Y be the two given A s
. If they are not on equal

bases, make a triangle Z equal to Y and having a base equal to

that of X [Ex. 21, p. 119]. The construction now follows easily

by Ex. 16(i), p. 118,

27. Through A draw AD par
1
, to BC meeting BX in D. Then

ACDB = A ABC. Through X draw XF to meet BC so that

AXBF = ACDB [Ex. 21, p. 119].

28. The A s

BOX, BDC are equal [i. 37]. To each add A ABD.

29. Take a five-sided figure ABCDE. Join EC. Through D
draw DF par

1
, to EC meeting BC at F. Then the quadrilat.

ABFE^the given fig. For AEFC= A EDC
[i. 37]; add to each

the fig. ABCE. Similarly a six-sided figure can be replaced by an

equal figure of five sides, and so on. Thus any rectilineal figure
can ultimately be reduced to a triangle of equal area.

30. Through C arid D draw CE, DF par
1
, to BX and AX

respectively meeting AB in E and F; then EXF is the req
d

. A
[Ex. 21, p. 119].

31. Let ABCD be the par
m

.
; through C draw CE par

1
, to the

diag. BD
;

bisect BD at F, and draw FG perp. to BD meeting
CE in G

; join GB and GD. Then it is easily seen that BGD is an

isosceles A equal in area to ABCD, and by drawing a ABHD
identically equal to A BGD but on the opp. side of BD, a rhombus
BGDH will be formed equal to the given par

m
.

32. Let ABC be the given A on BC as base. Bisect BC in

D, and draw AE par
1

, to BC. With centre B and radius equal to

half the sum of sides BA, AC, describe a circle cutting AE in E;
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through D draw DF par
1
, to BE meeting AE in F. Then par

m
.

BEFD is double of AABD, and is therefore equal to A ABC. Also
sum of BE and DF = sum of BA and AC, and sum of BD and
EF=BC.

33. The bisecting line is the median through the given

angular pt. [i. 38],

34. Join the given pt. to the pts. of trisection of the opp.
side.

35. Divide the side opp. to the given pt. into the required
number of parts, and join the points of division to the given pt.

38. As the method is quite general it will be sufficient to

take a particular case. Let ABC be a triangle from which it is

required to cut off a fifth part by a st. line through a pt. X in AB.

Take BD a fifth part of BC [Ex. 19, p. 107]. Join AD, and through
X draw XE to meet BC in E, so that ABXE- AABD [Ex. 21,

p. 119].

40. With the construction of Ex. 28, p. 120 let BAX be a A
equal to the given quadrilateral. Take AY equal to one-fifth of

AX; join BY. Then A BAY = one-fifth of A BAX, that is, of the

quadrilateral. The method is quite general.

41.
(i)

Let AL meet BC in X. Then

sq. on AB = sum of sqq. on BX, AX
= sum of sqq. on DL, AX

;

sq. on AE = sum of sqq. on AL, LE

sum of sqq. on AL, CX.

.&quot;. sum of sqq. on AB, AE = sum of sqq. on DL, AL, AX, CX = sum
of sqq. on AD, AC.

(ii)
Produce AC to M making CM equal to AC; join BM.

Then /.BCM^supp*. of ^ACB = ^ECK, and A s

BCM, ECK are

identically equal [i. 4], Therefore

sq. on EK =
sq. on BM

= sum of sqq. on BA, AM [i. 47]
SB

sq. on BA with four times sq. on AC.
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(iii) Sq, on EK= sq. on AB, with four times sq. on AC,

sq. on FD =
sq. on AC, with four times sq. on AB;

. . sum of sqq. on

EK, FD = five times sq. on AB with five times sq. on AC
= five times sq. on BC.

42. Let AB be divided at C; from C draw CD perp. to AB
and equal to CB. Join AD, DB. Then ^_CDB= L CBD

[i. 5];
. . L. AD B is greater than ^LABD, and . . AD&amp;lt;AB.

Now sq. on AD = sum of sqq. on AC, CD
[i. 47]

= sum of sqq. on AC, CB.

. . sq. on AB is greater than sum of sqq. on AC, CB.

43. Let sq. on AC be greater than the sum of sqq. on AB, BC;
then shall L ABC be obtuse. Draw BD perp. to BC and equal to AB.

Then sq. on DC = sum of sqq. on DB, BC
[i. 47].

But sq. on AC &amp;gt; sum of sqq. on AB, BC.

. . sq. on AC &amp;gt;

sq. on DC, or AC &amp;gt; DC.

Hence by I. 24 in the A S
ABC, DBC. the /.ABC is greater

than L DBC
;
that is, L ABC is obtuse.

44. The sq. on BQ = sum of sqq. on AB, AQ [i. 47] ;

and sq. on CP = sum of sqq. on AC, AP.

. . sum of sqq. on BQ, CP-sum of sqq. on AP, AQ, together
with sum of sqq. on AB, AC.

That is, sum of sqq. on BQ, CP = sum of sqq. on PQ, BC.

45. Let the medians be BQ, CP. Then by preceding example
four times the sum of the sqq. on BQ, CP = four times the sum of

the sqq. on PQ, BC.

But four times the sq. on PQ = sq. on BC [Ex. 3, p. 105].
. . four

times the sum of the sqq. on BQ, CP five times the sq. on BC.

46. Let AB be a side of the given square; produce AB to C
making BC equal to AB. On AC describe an equil. AACD. Join
DB. Then, as in I. 11, DB is perp. to AC, and therefore the sq. on

AD^sq. on AB with sq. on DB. But AD is double of AB
;

sq. on AD 4 times sq. on AB.

sq. on DB 3 times sq. on AB.
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47. Let AB be the st. line to be divided, K a side of the

given sq. At B make L. ABD equal to half a rt. L. From centre

A with radius K draw a circle to cut BD at C and C . From C (or
C

)
draw CX perp. to AB. Then AB is divided as required at X.

For sq. on AC^sqq. on AX, XC
[i. 47]

sqq. on AX, XB,

for XC=rXB, since CXB is a rt. L
,
and XBC is half a rt. L

[i. 32,
and i.

6].

There will be two solutions, one solution, or no solution,

according as the circle with radius K cuts BC in two pts., touches

at one, or does not meet it at all.

IX. ON Loci. Page 125.

4. The locus is a concentric circle whose radius is equal
to the sum or difference of the radius of given circle and the given
distance.

5. Let OA, OB be the two intersecting st. lines, K the given
const, length. At O draw OC perp. to OA and equal to K

;
draw

CD par
1

, to OA meeting OB in D. In OA make OE equal to OD
and join DE. Then DE is the required locus

; for by Ex. 22, p. 107,

the sum of the perps. on OA and OB from any pt. in DE is equal
to the perp. from D on OA = OC = K.

6. With the same lettering and construction as in Ex. 5, let

DE be produced both ways indefinitely to X and Y. Then the

required locus is the part of XY external to the A ODE. [See
Ex. 23, p. 107.]

7. Let AB be the rod of given length, and C the intersection

of the rulers at right angles. Bisect AB in D
;
then CD = half of

AB. Therefore the locus of D is a circle whose centre is the fixed

pt. C and whose radius is half the given length of the rod.

8. Let AC B be a rt. angled A on A B as hypotenuse. Then,
if A B is bisected at D, CD is constant, being equal to half of AB.

Thus the locus
if

a circle whose centre is D and radius equal to

half the given base.

9. Bisect AB in C and AX in D and join DC. Then the locus

required is the locus of the vertices of right angled A a on base AC
as hypotenuse [Ex. 8].
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10. Let AB be the base, and AD the altitude, which is known
since the base and area are given. Then the locus required is a

st. line through D par
1
, to AB

[i. 39].

11. The diagonals of a par
m

. divide it into four equal A s

having their vertices at the inters11
, of the diagonals. Thus the

problem is the same as in Ex. 10, and the required locus is a st.

line through the inters11
, of the diagonals par

1
, to the given base.

12. Let BC be the given base, and ABC the A in any of its

positions. Then since the area of the A is constant, A must
move on a fixed st. line par

1
, to BC. Let AX be the median

bisecting BC
;

then if O is the inters&quot;, of medians AO = 2OX
[Ex. 4, p. 1131. Draw AD perp. to BC and in it take AP = 2PD

(Ex. 19, p. 107]. Join OP. Then it may be shewn [as in Ex. 2,

p. 104] that OP is par
1
, to BC. But P is clearly at & fixed distance

from BC (being one-third of the distance between the par
18

.) ;

. . O lies on a st. line par
1
, to BC and at a fixed distance from it.

X. INTERSECTION OF Loci. Page 127.

1. Let X, Y be the given pts., AB the given st. line. Join
XY and bisect it in C

;
draw CZ perp. to XY meeting AB in D.

Then from equal A s
OCX, DCY

[i. 4] DX = DY.

2. If the lines are not par
1
, let them be AB, CB meeting in

B
;
and let P, Q be the given distances. Draw BE perp. to AB

and equal to P
;
at E draw EF par

1
, to BA

; then the required pt.
lies in EF.

Again draw BD perp. to BC and equal to Q
;
at D draw DF

par
1
, to BC

;
then the required pt. lies in DF. That is, F is the

required pt.

There are four solutions since each of the lines BE and BD
may be drawn in either direction.

3. Let AB be the given base, X the given L.
,
and Y the length

of the side opposite. At A draw AZ making i_ BAZ equal to X.
From B as centre and with radius equal to Y describe a circle.

Draw BD perp. to AZ
;
then BD is the shortest distance of B

from AZ.

H.K.K. n
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(i)
If Y &amp;lt; BD, the circle will not cut AZ, and there is no A

possible with the given parts.

(ii)
If Y = BD, the circle will meet AZ in one pt., and there is

one solution, viz. the right-angled A BAD.

(iii)
If Y&amp;gt; BD, the circle will cut AZ in two pts. Clt C2 and

there will be two triangles ABCj, ABC2 each of which satisfy the

data. This last case however requires that Y shall be less than

AB, for then both pts. CI5 C2 will lie on AZ on the same side of A.

If one of these pts. Ca lies on opposite side, the A BAC2 would
have the L BAC

2 equal to the supplement of given L X, and
would not satisfy the data.

4. Let ABC be the given A on base BC, and DE the given
st. line. Through A draw AF par

1
, to BC meeting DE in F and

join FB, BC. Then FBC is the required A
[i. 37]. If ED is par

1
,

to BC the solution is only possible when DE passes through A.

In this case any pt. in DE may be taken as the vertex of the

required A, and the number of solutions is unlimited.

5. Let ABC be the given A on base BC. Draw AD par
1

, to

BC. Bisect BC at E and draw ED perp. to BC meeting AD in D.

Then BDC is the required A
[i.

4 and i. 37].

6. Let AB, CD be the two given par
1
, st. lines, and X the

given pt. Draw AC perp. to CD and bisect it at E. Through E
draw EF par

1
, to either of the given st. lines. Then the required

pt. must lie in this st. line. With centre X and radius equal to

the given distance describe a circle cutting EF in P and Q; then

P and Q satisfy the required conditions. If the circle meets EF
in one pt. only there is one solution

;
if the circle does not meet

EF there is no solution.
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BOOK II.

EXERCISES.

Page 137.

(i)
AP = IAB = I{AQ + QB}.

(ii) Mark off AQ equal to BQ. Then P is clearly the middle

point of QQ
,
so that

PQ - 1QQ - 1
(AQ - AQ )

=
J (AQ - BQ).

Page 139.

Take the enunciations as given on p. 139, that is,

AQ. QB=,PB 2 ~ PQ2

AQ + QB 2 AQ - QB
2

(See the last Exercise.)

Page 151.

(i)
The two A s

FAB, MAC are identically equal [i. 4].

.*. the /_ABF = the /_ ACH,

and the L LHB = the vert. opp. &amp;lt;_ AHC
;

/. the z_
s
HBL, LHB ^ the L s

ACH, AHC,

.*. the remaining L HLB = the remaining L HAG
fi. 32]

= a rt. angle.
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(ii)
Since EF = EB, .*. L EBF = L EFB.

Arid in the A s

OBL, CFL, we have the L_
s

OLB, CLF rt. angles,

/. the _FCL-the _BOL-the L. EOC
[i. 15].

. . EO-EC-EA.

Hence it may be proved that AOC is a rt. angle after the

method of in. 31.

(iii)
Produce FG, DB to meet at M. Then since the sq. FH

= the rect. HD, these are complementary par
ms

.,
and hence H lies

on the diagonal CM.
[i.

43. Converse.]

Hence it may easily be shewn that the diagonals GB, FD, AK
of the rectangles GHBM, FCDM, ACKH are par

1
.

(iv) For the fig. FK - the fig. AD ;

or, the rect. CF, FA the sq. on AC.

Page 155.

1. Let ABC be an isosceles A, having its vertex at A, and let

BD be drawn perp. to AC.

Then each of the ^s

ABC, ACB must be acute,
[i. 17.]

Hence by II. 13, AB2 - AC2 + BC2 - 2AC . CD.

But AB2 = AC2
,
so that BC2 = 2AC . CD.

2. Let ABC be the A
, having the L ABC equal to one-third

of two rt. angles. From A draw AX perp. to BC. First prove
AB = 2 . BX : this may be done by joining X to the middle point of

AB. [See Ex. 4, p. 65.]

Then by II. 13, AC2 = AB2 + BC2 - 2BX . BC
= AB2 +BC2 - AB. BC.

3. Let the A ABC have the z_ABC equal to two-thirds of two
rt. angles. Draw AX perp. to CB produced.

Then the L. ABX = one-third of two rt. angles; hence, as in

the last Ex., AB = 2BX.

And by II. 12, AC2 = AB2 + BC2 + 2BX . BC
= AB2 + BC- + AB . BC,
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THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK II.

ON II. 4 AND 7.

1. Let AB be the st. line, and C its middle point, then by n. 4

AB2 = AC2 + CB2
4- 2AC . CB

= AC 2 + AC2 + 2AC . AC

2. Let AB be divided into three parts at the points X, Y.

On AB describe the sq. ABCD. Join BD. Through X and Y
draw XP, YQ par

1
, to AD or BC and cutting BD at H and K.

Through H and K draw LHMN and EFKG par
1
, to AB. Then prove

as in ii. 4 that

(i)
the figs. LP, FM, YG are respectively the sqq. on AX, XY, YB.

(ii)
the fig. AF = the fig. MC^the rect. AX, YB.

(iii)
the fig. EH = the fig. HQ = the rect. AX, XY.

(iv) the fig. XK = the fig. KN = the rect. XY, YB.

3. Let ABC be a A rt. angled at B, and let BD be drawn

perp. to AC.

Then by ii. 4, AC2 = AD 2 + DC2 + 2AD . DC.

But by I. 47, AC2 = AB 2 + BC 2

= AD2 + BD 2 + DC 2 + BD2
.

. . AD2 + DC2 + 2BD2 = AD2 + DC 2 + 2AD . DC,

or BD2=AD . DC.
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4. Let ABC be an isosceles A, having its vertex at A. Draw
BD perp. to AC.

Now by II. 4, AC2 - AD2 + DC2 + 2AD . DC.

Add to each of these equals BD 2

,

/. AC 2 + BD 2 = AD2 + BD2 + DC2 + 2AD . DC,

or, AC2 +BD 2 -AB2 + DC2 +2AD.DC.

But AB2 =AC2
;

. BD2 =DC2 + 2AD. DC.

5. Let ABCD be a rectangle; and on AB, BC let sqq. ABGH,
BCEF be described externally to the rectangle.

Join HB, BE. Then HB, BE are clearly in one line, for the

L.
s
ABH, CBE are each half of a rt. angle.

Also as in n. 9, HE2 = 2HD2
.

But by II. 4, HE2 - HB2 + BE2
-f 2MB. BE,

and HD2 = HA2 + AD2 + 2HA. AD.

So that HB2 + BE2 + 2MB. BE = 2HA2 + 2AD2 + 4HA . AD.

But, as in II. 9, HB2 - 2HA2

,
and BE2 = 2BC2 = 2AD 2

,

.*. 2MB. BE = 4HA. AD;

or, the rect. HB . BE = twice the rectangle ABCD.

6. Let ABC be the given A. From A draw AX perp. to BC.

Then by n. 4, BC2 - BX2 + XC2 + 2BX . XC.

To each of these equals add 2 . AX 2
.

So that BC2 + 2AX2 = BX 2 + AX*_+ XC2 + AX2 + 2BX . XC

= AB2 + AC 2 + 2BX. XC.
[l. 47.]

ON II. 5 AND 6.

7. Let ABC be a A rt. angled at B.

Then AB2 - AC2 - BC2
.

[i. 47].

- (AC + BC) (AC - BC). [n. 5.]
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9. Let ABC be an isosceles A, having its vertex at A; and

let AQ be drawn to any point Q in BC.

Draw AP perp. to BC. Then, by I. 26, BP= PC.

Hence by n. 5, rect. BQ, QC + PQ2 = PC2
.

To each of these equals, add AP2

;
so that

BQ . QC + PQ2 + AP2 = PC2 + AP2
;

or, BQ . QC + AQ2 = AC2
.

[l. 47.]

10. Let ABC be the isosceles triangle having its vertex at A,

and let Q be any point in the base BC produced.

Join AQ, and draw AP perp. to BC.

Then it may be shewn by i. 26 that BC is bisected at P.

Hence by ir. 6, BQ . QC + PC2 = PQ2
.

To each of these equals add AP2
.

/. BQ . QC + PC2 + AP2 = PQ2 + AP2

;

or, BQ . QC + AC2 = AQ2
.

11. Taking the same letters as in the last Ex. we may shew

that BQ . QC + AC2 - AQ2
.

But BQ . QC = AC2

[Hyp.]

.;. AQ2 -2AC2
.

12. Draw XP, YQ perp. to BC.

Then BY2 - YC2 = BQ2 - QC2

[Ex. 8, p. 159]
= (BQ + QC) (BQ

-
QC) [n. 5]

= BC. PQ^ BC. XY.

13. Let ABC be the A rt. angled at B.

Draw BX perp. to AC.

Then by II. 7, AC2 + CX2 = 2AC . CX + AX 2
.

But AC2 = AB2 + BC2 = 2BX 2 + AX2 + XC 2

[l. 47].

. . 2BX2 + 2CX2 + AX2 = 2AC . CX + AX 2
;

or, BX 2 + CX 2 = AC . CX
;

or, BC 2 = AC. CX.
[i. 47.]
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ON II. 9 AND 10.

14. Let AB be the given st. line divided equally at P and

unequally at Q.

Then AB2 - 4AP2

;
also AB2 = AQ2 + QB2 + 2AQ . QB. [n. 4.]

Hence AQ2 + QB2 = 4AP2 - 2AQ . QB.

But AQ . QB = AP2 - PQ2

[li. 5].

/. AQ2 + QB2 = 4AP2 - 2AP2 + 2PQ2
;

or, AQ2 + QB2 - 2 {AP
2 + PQ2

}.

15. Let the st. line AB be bisected at P and produced to Q.

Then, as before, AB 2 = 4AP2

;

also by II. 7, AQ2 + QB2 = 2AQ . QB + AB2
.

/. AQ2 + QBS = 2AQ . QB + 4AP2
.

But by II. 6, AQ . QB = PQ2 - AP2
.

, . AQ2 + QB2 = 2PQ2 - 2AP2 + 4AP2

= 2 {PQ
2 + AP2

}.

16. Let the given st. line AB be divided equally at P and

unequally at Q.

Then AQ2 + QB2 = 2 {AP
2 + PQ2

} [n. 9].

But AP2 = AQ . QB + PQ2

[11. 5].

/. AQ2 + QB2 = 2 {AQ . QB + 2PQ2

}

= 2AQ . QB + 4PQ2
.

ON II. 11.

17. Let AB be divided in medial section at H.

From A cut off AH equal to BH.

Given AB . BH = AH 2
,
and AH = BH.

Now AB. BH = AH . HB + HB2

[li. 3]

-AH . AH 4- AH 2
;

also AH2 = AH . AH + AH . HH
[li. 2].

. . AH . AH + AH 2 = AH . AH + AH . HH
;

or, AH 2 = AH . HH .

That is, AH is divided in medial section at H .
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18. Tf AB is divided in medial section at H,

then (AH + H B) (AH
- H B)

= AH 2 - H B 2

[n. 5]

- AB. BH-HB2

[Hyp.]
= AH . HB + HB2 - HB2

[n. 3]

= AH . HB.

19. Given AB . BH = AH 2
.

But AB. BH = XB2 -XH 2

[ll. ,6].

. . AH 2 =XB 2 -XH 2

,

or, AH 2 + XH 2 =XB2
.

.*. the A, whose sides are AH, XH and XB, is right-angled,

20. Given AB . BH - AH 2
.

But AB 2 +BH 2 ^ 2AB. BH + AH 2

[ll. 7]

^2AH 2 + AH 2

[Hyp.]
= 3AH 2

.

21. Produce DC to K.

Then by II. 6, AF . F C + EC 2 = EF 2

= EB 2

^EA2 + AB2
. [I.47.J

/. AF . F C = AB2
,

or, fig. F K = fig. AD.

To each of these equals add the fig. H C.

/. fig. H D^fig. H F
,

or, AB . BH = AH 2
.

ON IT. 12 AND 13.

22. Wehave AB2 - AC2 + BC2 - 2AC . CE. [n. 13.]

Also AC 2 = AB2 + BC2 - 2AB . BF.

By addition AB2 + AC2 = AB2 + AC2 + 2BC 2 - 2AB. BF - 2AC. CE,

or, AB . BF + AC.CE= BC2
.
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23. Join BD.

Then from the AADB, since DE is drawn perp. to AB,

BD 2 = AD 2 + AB 2 - 2AB . AE [n. 13].

Again from the AADB, since BC is drawn perp. to AD produced,
BD 2 = AD2 + AB 2 - 2AD . AC [n. 13].

.*. AB. AE = AD.AC.

25. Let ABCD be the par
m

;
and let the diag

s
. meet at O.

Then O is the middle point of AC and BD [Ex. 5, p. 70].

Then by the last Ex., from A ABC, AB 2
4- BC 2 = 2AO2 + 2OB 2

.

Also, from A CDA, CD 2 + DA2
=* 2OC2 + 2CD 2

.

By addition, remembering that AO = OC and OB CD,

AB2 + BC2 + CD 2 + DA2 = 4AO2 + 4OB2

-AC2 +BD 2

[Ex. 1, p. 158].

26. Let ABCD be the quad., and P, Q, R, S, the middle

points of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then PQRS is a par
m

. [Ex. 9, p. 105]

and AC = 2PQ, also BD = 2SP [Ex. 3, p. 105].

. . AC2 + BD2 = 4PQ2
4- 4SP2

= 2 {PQ
2
4- SR 2

4- SP2 + QR 2

}

= 2 {PR
2 + SO.2

} [Ex. 25, p. 161].

27. Let ABCD be the rect., and P the given point within it.

Let the diagonals meet at O. Then AC = BD
[i. 4] and the diag

s
.

bisect one another [Ex. 5, p. 70], . . AO = DO.

Then from AAPC, PA2 4-PC2 = 2 [AO
2

4- PO2

] [Ex. 24, p. 161],

and from A BPD, PB 2
4- PD2 = 2 [DO

2 4 PO2

],

. . PA2 + PC 2 - PB2 4 PD 2
.

28. Let ABCD be the quad., and X, Y the middle points of

BD, AC. Join YB, YX, YD.

Then from the A ABC, AB2 + BC2 = 2 AY2
4- 2 BY2

[Ex.24, p. 161];
also from the A ADC, AD2 + DC 2 = 2AY2 + 2DY2

.

. . AB2 + BC2 + AD 2
4- DC 2 = 4AY2

4- 2 (BY
2
4- DY2

)

= AC2 + 4 (DX
2 + XY2

) [Ex. 24, p. 161]
= AC2 + BD2

4- 4XY2
.
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29. From the AAPB, AP2 + BP2 = 2AO2 + 2OP 2

[Ex. 24, p. 161}

But both AO and OP are constant,
-

. . AP2 + BP2
is constant.

30. Let BC be the base, and ABC the A in one of its

positions.

Bisect BC at X, and join AX.

Then BA2 + AC2 = 2 (BX
2 + AX2

) [Ex. 24, p. 161].

But BA2 + AC2
is constant by hyp.

/. BX2 + AX2
is constant.

And since BX is constant, . . AX is constant
;
and X is a fixed

point ;
. . the locus of A is a circle, whose centre is at X.

31. Since CB is a median of the A ACD,

/. DC 2 + CA2 = 2AB 2 + 2BC2

[Ex. 24, p. 161].

But CA2 = AB2

[Hyp.]

32. Let ABC be a A rt. angled at B, and let the hypotenuse
be divided into three equal parts AE, EF, FC.

Then from the AABF, AB2 + BF2 = 2BE2 + 2EF2

[Ex. 24, p. 161]

and from the A EBC, BE2 + BC2 = 2BF2 + 2EF2
.

Hence by addition

AB2 + BC2 + BF2 + BE2 = 2BF2 + 2BE2 + 4EF2
,

or, AC2 - BF2 + BE2 + 4EF2
.

But, since AC = 3EF, . . AC2 =9EF2
.

. . 5EF2 =BF2 + BE2
.

33. Let AX, BY, CZ be the medians of the A ABC.

Then AB2 + AC2 = 2AX2 + 2BX 2

[Ex. 24, p. 161],

and AB2 + BC2 = 2BY2 + 2AY2
,

also BC2 + AC2 = 2CZ 2 + 2AZ 2
.
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By addition

2AB2
4- 2BC2 + 2AC2 - 2 (AX

2 4 BY2 + CZ 2

)
4- 2BX2 + 2AY2 + 2AZ 2

and the doubles of these equals are equal, so that

4AB2 + 4BC2 + 4AC2 = 4 (AX
2 + BY2 + CZ 2

)
+ 4BX2 + 4AY2 4 4AZ 2

= 4 (AX
2 + BY2 4 CZ 2

)
+ BC2 + AC2 + AB2

.

Hence 3 [AB
3 + BC2 4 AC2

]
- 4 [AX

2
-f BY2 + CZ 2

].

34. Let AX, BY, CZ be the medians, intersecting at O.

Then OA = 2OX, OB = 2OY, OC = 2OZ [Ex. 4, p. 113],

and from the A BOC, OB2 + OC2 = 2BX2 + 2OX2
.

Again from A COA, OC2 + OA2 - 2CY2
4- 2OY2

,

also from A AOB, OA2 + OB2 = 2AZ 2
4- 2OZ 2

.

. . by addition

20A2 4 20B2 4 20C2 = 2BX2 4 2CY2 + 2AZ 2 4 2OX 2 4 2OY2 4 2OZ 2
,

and doubling these equals, we have

4OA2 4 4OB2 4 4OC2 = 4BX2 4 4CY2 4 4AZ 2 + 4OX 2 4 4OY2 4 4OZ 2

=5 BC2 4 CA2 4 AB2 4 OA2 4 OB2 4 OC2
.

Hence 3 {OA
2 + OB2 + OC2

}
= BC2 4 CA2 4 AB2

.

35. Let H and K be the middle points of the diags. BD, AC.

Now PA2 4 PC2 - 2AK2 4 2PK2

[Ex. 24, p. 161],

and PB2 4PD2 =2BH 2 4 2PH 2
.

By addition

PA2 + PB2 4 PC2 4 PD2 = 2AK2 4 2BH 2 4 4XH 2 4 4XP2

- 2AK2 + 2XK2 4 2BH 2 4 2XH 2 4 4XP2

- XA2 4 XC2 4 XB2 4 XD2 4 4XP2
.

36. Let ABCD be the trapezium, AB and DC being the par
1
,

sides, and let DC be less than AB.

Draw CX, DY perp. to AB.

Then AC2 = BC2 4 AB2 - 2AB . BX [n. 13],

also BD2 = AD2 4AB2 - 2AB . AY;

/. AC2 4 BD2 = BC2 + AD2 4 2AB2 - 2AB . BX - 2AB . AY.

But AB2 = AB. BX4AB. XY 4 AB . AY.
[ll. 1.]

So that 2AB2 - 2AB . BX - 2AB . AY = 2AB . XY = 2AB . CD.

Hence AC2 4 BD2 = BC 2 + AD2 4 2AB . CD.
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PROBLEMS.

37. Let H and K be sides of the given sqq., of which H is the

greater.

Draw AP equal to H
; produce AP to B making PB equal to H,

and from PB cut off PQ equal to K.

Then the rect. AQ, QB is that required.

For since AB is divided equally at P and unequally at Q,

.*. AQ. QB = PB2 - PQ2

[n. 5]

=
sq. on H sq. on K.

38. Let BF be the st. line, and K a side of the given sq.

[See fig. p. 156.]

On BF describe a semi-0, and from any point X in BF, or BF

produced, draw XY perp. to BF, making XY equal to K. Through
Y draw YHH par

1
, to BF cutting the semi-0 at H and H . From

H (or H
)
draw HE perp. to BF.

Then shall BE. EF = HE2 - K2
. [Proof as in II. 14.]

39. Let BE be the side of the rect., and K a side of the given

sq. At E draw EH perp. to BE, making EH equal to K. Join
BH

;
and draw HF perp. to BH to meet BE produced at F. Then

shall EF be the other side of the rect. For
[p. 65, Ex. 4, or in. 31]

a semicircle described on BF will pass through H.

Hence BE . EF - EH 2 = K2
. [Proof as in n. 14.]

40. Let AB and X be the two given st. lines.

Analysis. Let AB be bisected at P and produced to Q.

Then AQ . QB = PQ2 - PB2
. [n. 6.]

Required AQ . QB = X 2
.

Hence we must have PQ2 = X 2 + PB J
.

Thus the length of PQ may be found by drawing a rt.-angled
triangle [i. 47]. And as P is a fixed point, Q is determined.

41. This is the same as dividing a line externally in medial
section. [See Ex. 21, p. 160, and

p. 151.]
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42. Draw the rect. ABDH, contained by AB and X.

Produce HA to F, so that

H F . FA - AB . X [n. 1 4 and Ex. 40, p. 162].

On FA describe a sq. AFGC as in n. 11. Produce GC to meet-

HD at K.

Then tig. FK=fig. AD.

Take from these equals the common lig. AK.

Then % FC = fig. CD.

Or AC2 -BC. X.

BOOK III.

EXERCISES.

Page 171.

1. The st. line bisecting AB at rt. L S is the st. line passing

through both centres.

2. Let the bisector of /_ BAG cut BC in D. Then in A s

ADB, ADC, it follows that DB=DC and z_ADB = ^ADC
[l. 4].

. . AD passes through the centre.

3. If the chords are not par
1

.,
bisect each at rt. L s

. If they
are par

1

., join their extremities : and bisect each of these new
chords at rt. L s

. The pt. of intersection of the bisectors is the

required centre.

4. See fig. to Ex. 1, p. 111. Let A, B, C be the three given

pts. Let XO, YO bisect BC, AC at rt. L.
s

. Join OB, OC. Then in

A 3
OBX, OCX, OC = OB

[l. 4] and in A 3
OCY, OAY, OC = OA.

. . OA = OB = OC, and O is the centre of the required .

5. The required locus is the st. line bisecting at rt. L 3 the

st. line joining the two given pts.

6. With the two given pts. as centres, describe circles each of

which has a radius equal to the given radius. Again, with the pt.

of intersection of these circles as centre, describe a circle with the

given radius. This is the circle required.
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7. If possible, let a st. line cut the in the three points
A, E, B, whereof E is between A and B. Then E must fall within

the . But it was assumed to be on the circumference. Hence
the st. line AB cannot cut the in more than two points.

8. Draw a chord perp. to the st. line joining the given pt. to

the centre. This chord will be bisected at the given pt.

9. Let O be the common centre, ABCD the st. line cutting
the inner in B, C, and the outer in A, D. Draw OX perp.
to ABCD. Then BX = CX and AX = DX. /. difference AB = dif

ference CD.

10. The st. line, through the centre, perp. to one of the par
1
,

chords, is perp. to the other
[i. 29]. And this st. line bisects both

chords. Hence, the st. line joining the middle pts. of two par
1
,

chords passes through the centre.

11. The st. line, through the centre, perp. to one of the par
1

,

chords, is perp. to all of them
[i. 29]. And this st. line bisects all

the chords. Hence it is the required locus.

12. Let the two s intersect in A, B. Let CAD, EBF be

par
1
, st. lines cutting the one circle in C, E and the other in D, F.

Then the st. line through the centre of ABEC perp. to the chords

AC, BE bisects these chords in P and Q, say. Similarly the st. line

through the centre of ABFD perp. to the chords AD, BF bisects

these chords in X and Y, say. But PQ is par
1
, to XY

[i. 28].
/. PX = QY

[i. 34]. But CA is double of PA, and AD is double of

AX. /. CD is double of PX. Similarly EF is double of QY,
/. CD=EF.

13. Bisect PQ in R, and XY in Z. Let PY, QX intersect in

O. Join OR, OZ. Then A PXY = AQXY: and AXOZ= AYOZ.
.*. APXO=AQYO. Also APOR = AQOR. /. A 8

POR, PXO, XOZ
together =A S

QOR, QYO, YOZ : i.e. the lines OR, OZ bisect the

trapezium PXYQ. But the st. line RZ bisects the trapezium
PXYQ [Ex. 8, p. 117, i. 38]. .*. the st. line RZ coincides with the
st. lines OR, OZ : that is, O lies on RZ. Similarly if PX, QY
intersect in O

,
O lies on RZ.

Page 172.

1. The diagonals of a par
m

. bisect one another. . . their pt.
of intersection is the centre.
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2. Let the par
m

. ABCD be inscribed in a Q. Then the

diagonals AC, BD intersect in O, the centre of the [Ex. 11
Because AO = BO, . . L OAB = L OBA. And because AO = DO,

. . whole L DAB = sum of L.
s

ABD, ADB ;

. . L. DAB is a rt. L
[i. 32].

3. Let C, D be the centres of two s

intersecting in A.

Draw AX perp. to CD, and produce it to B, so that BX=AX.
Then CA= CB and DA = DB

[i. 4]. . . B is a pt. on both circles.

Page 182.

1. Let A be the centre of the larger, B of the smaller 0.
Produce AB to C, making BC = the radius of the smaller 0. Then
AC is the radius of the larger, . .the s meet at C. Let D be

any other pt. on the smaller 0. Then BD=BC. . . AB, BD

together -AC. But AB, BD together &amp;gt; AD. /. AC &amp;gt; AD. /. D
cannot be on the circle with centre A and radius AC.

2. Let C be the pt. of contact. Then ABC is a st. line [HI. 11].
Because AC = AP, therefore L ACP = /. ARC. And because BC = BQ,
. . L BCQ = L BQC. /. L ARC = L BQC. . . AP, BQ are parallel.

Page 183.

1. The required locus is the st. line joining the centre of the

given to the given pt. [in. 11, 12].

2. Let O be the centre of the given 0, XOP its radius. On
OP take PC equal to the given radius of the circles which are

to touch the given . Then the with centre C and radius

CP will touch the given at P. And OC = the sum or the differ

ence of OP and CP. Hence the required locus is a circle with
centre O and radius equal to the sum or the difference of the

radius of the given circle and the given radius of the touching
circles.

3. Let A, B be the centres of the two circles. From AB cut

off AC = radius of with centre A. Then BC = radius of with
centre B. .*. the s meet at C. Let D be any other pt. on with
centre B. Then AD, DB together &amp;gt; AB. But BD BC. . . AD &amp;gt; AC.

, . D cannot be on the circle with centre A and radius AC,
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4. Let C be the pt. of contact. Then AC B is a st. line [in.

12]. Because AC = AP, /. L. ACP = L. ARC. And because BC = BQ,
.*. u. BCQ = z_ BQC. . . L. ARC = L. BQC. . . AP, BQ are parallel.

Page 185.

1. Let A, B be the two given pts. Bisect AB in C : draw CX

perp. to AB. Then, if CX coincides with the given st. line, with

any pt. X on CX as centre, the circle described with centre C and
radius CA will pass through B. But if CX is par

1

, to the given st.

line no circle can be described as required. Finally,
1

if CX cuts the

given st. line in X,,the circle described with centre X*.and radius

CA or CB is the circle required.

2. Let A be the given pt., XY the given st. line. Draw AM
perp. to XY, and produce it to B, so that BM AM. All the

circles will pass through B. [See Ex. 1, p. 233.]

3. Let A be the centre of the given Q, P the given pt. Take
PC equal to the given radius, either on PA (produced if necessary)
or on AP produced. The circles described with centre C and
radius CP will touch the given circle at P : but, if the given radius

is equal to the radius of the given circle, one of the two circles so

described will coincide with the given circle.

4. Let A be the centre of the given ,
B the given pt. Let

AB cut the given in C and D. The described with centre B

and radius BC or BD will touch the given 0. Hence there are

two solutions except when B is on the O ce of the given .

5. Let A be the centre of the given 0, B the given pt. on it,

C the given pt. through which the required is to pass. Let the

perp. bisector of BC cut AB in O. The described with centre O
and radius OB is the required : but, if C is on the circumference

of the given O, O will coincide with A [in. 1],
and the described

will coincide with the given . The solution is also impossible,
if CB is perp. to AB. For then the perp. bisector of BC will not

cut AB.

6. Let A and B be the centres of the two given
s X and Y.

Describe a circle with centre A and radius equal to the sum or the

difference of the radius of the required circle and the radius of X.

Describe a circle with centre B arid radius equal to the sum or the

H.K.E. E
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difference of the radius of the required circle and the radius

of Y. Then the circle described with either of the pts. of intersec

tion of these two circles as centre and with the required radius

will be the circle required. There are thus in general 8 possible
solutions.

7. Let A, B be the middle pts. of the given chords DAF, EBG,
so that AD = 3 in. and BE = 4 in. Then, supposing the chords to

be on the same side of the centre, let AB be produced to C the

centre. Then

CD 2 = CE2
;
that is, CA

2 + 9 = CB2 +16. , . CA2 - CB2 = 7.

But CA - CB = 1. /. CA + CB, that is, AB + 2CB = 7. . . CB = 3.

.*. CE2 = CB2 + BE2 = 3 2 + 42 =25. /. CE (the radius)
= 5.

8. Let A, B be the centres of the two circles, touching ex

ternally at C. Then ACB is a st. line [in. 12]. Draw the parallel
diameters DAE, FBG. Then, because AD^AC, . . .ADC^ L ACD,
. . ext. &amp;lt;iEAC twice L. ACD. Similarly, ^CBF = twice L BCG.
But L EAC = L CBF, because AE, BF are par

1
. . . L ACD L. BCG.

.*. DC, CG are in a st. line
;
that is, the st. line joining GD passes

through C.

9. Let A, B be the centres of the two O s
;
and D, E the pts.

where AB cuts the circles. Let PQ be any other st. line cutting
the circles in P and Q. Let QA cut the * A circle in R. Then
QP&amp;gt;QR (ill. 8).

Also AQ&amp;gt; AE, of which AR = AD; . . QR&amp;gt;DE.

. . a fortiori, QP &amp;gt; DE. . . DE is less than any st. line PQ cutting
the s in P and Q. Similarly, if AB produced cut the circles in

FG, FG is greater than any of the st. lines PQ cutting the s in P

and Q.

10. Let BC be a chord : A the centre, and ADE the radius

bisecting BC at rt. L s in D. Let G be any pt. in BD, and GF

perp. to BD, cutting the arc BEC in F. Draw AH perp. to FG.

Then AE = AF &amp;gt; HF. And AD HG
;

. . the whole or remainder

DE&amp;gt; whole or remainder GF. In DG take a pt. L, and draw
MLK perp. to BC to meet the arc at K. Then AK2 = AF2

,
that is,

AM 2 +MK2 =AH 2 + HF2
. But AH 2

&amp;gt; AM 2
.

. . HF2
&amp;lt; MK2

,
that is, GF &amp;lt; LK.

11. Let A be any pt. on the circumference : ACB the diameter,
AD any other chord. Then CB = CD; .*. AB=AC + CD&amp;gt;AD.

And if AF is nearer to AB than AD, the two sides AC, CD are
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equal to the two sides AC, CF, but the angle ACF &amp;gt; angle ACD,
. . base AF&amp;gt;AD

[i. 24]. Make z.ACE= z_ACF. Then AE^AF
[i. 4].

But AF &amp;gt; AD. Hence two and only two chords from A
can be drawn equal to one another.

Page 187.

1. Since equal chords are equidistant from the centre, the

locus is a circle, whose centre is the centre of the given circle and
radius is equal to the distance of any of the chords from the centre.

2. Let chords AB, CD cut in E. Let F be the centre. Draw
FG, FH perp. to AB, CD. Then in the right-angled A s

FEG, FEH,
the hypotenuse EF,is common and the angles GEF, HEF are equal.
. . GF HF

[i. 26], . . the chords AB, CD are equidistant from the

centre, and are therefore equal [in. 14].

3. Take fig. of preceding Ex. Then EG = EH. But BG, HD,
the halves of AB, CD [in. 3],

are equal. . . the whole or re

mainder BE = whole or remainder CE.

4. With centre, A, on the O ce of the given 0, describe a

circle having radius equal to the required length, cutting the given
circle again in B. From the centre of the given circle, draw a st.

line perp. to the required direction and equal to the distance of

the centre from AB. The chord drawn through the extremity of

this st. line, par
1
, to the given direction, will be the chord re

quired.

5. Let O be the centre : and AX, BY, OZ the perp*. on PQ.

Then OZ =
J the sum or difference of AX and BY, according as A

and B are on the same or opposite sides of PQ [Ex. 18, p. 106].
. . the sum or difference of AX and BY = twice OZ = a constant.

Page 189.

1. Let A be the given pt., and B the centre. Draw the
chord CAD perp. to AB, and any other chord EAF through A. Draw
BG perp. to EF. Then the hypotenuse BA &amp;gt; BG. . . chord
CD &amp;lt; chord EF

; that is, CD is the least chord through A.
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2. Let XZY, X Z Y be two chords bisected at Z and Z in

AB, of which Z is nearer than Z to C the middle pt. of AB. Let

O be the centre. Then OC, OZ, OZ are respectively perp. to AB,

XY, XV. . . OZ &amp;gt;OZ&amp;gt;OC [Ex. 3, p. 101]. . . X Y &amp;lt;XY&amp;lt;AB.

Hence AB is the greatest length of XY, and XY increases as Z

approaches C. When Z coincides with A or B, XY vanishes.

3. Place any chord PQ of required length in the 0. [See
solution of Ex. 4, p. 187 or iv. 1.]

Let O be centre of given 0,
and AB the given chord upon which the middle pt. of the required
chord is to lie. Draw ON perp. to PQ. With centre O and radius

ON describe a circle cutting AB in Z and Z . Then the chord XZY

perp. to OZ will be equal to PQ, and be bisected at Z in AB.

There is no solution if PQ &amp;gt; AB [Ex. 2] ; one solution if PQ = AB
;

and two solutions if PQ &amp;lt; AB.

Page 195.

1. Draw a diameter (i)
at righu angles to, (ii) par

1

, to the

given straight line. At either extremity of the diameter draw
a line perp. to the diameter. These will be the tangents, (i)

and

(ii), required.

2. The tangents are perp. to the same diameter, and there

fore parallel [i. 28].

3. The pt. of contact is in the line of centres [in. 11, 12],
. . the st. line drawn from the pt. of contact perp. to the line of

centres is a tangent to both circles [in. 16].

4. The radius from the pt. of contact of the inner is perp.
to the tangent [in. 18], and . . bisects the chord of the outer

[in. 3].

5. The tangents to the inner are chords of the outer at

equal distances from the centre of the outer
;
and therefore are

equal chords [in. 14].

Pages 196, 197.

1. Let O be the centre of a touching AB and AC in B and
C. Then OB = OC, OA is common, and L.

s
ABO, ACO are rt. L 8

[111. 18], . . in the rt.-angled A 8

AOB, AOC, /_ OAB = L OAC [Ex.
12, p. 99].
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2. Let AO cut BC in D. Then L. BAD - u CAD [Ex. 1],

. . in A s
BAD, CAD, BD = DC and i_ BDA = L. CDA

[i. 4].

3. The chords of the outer which are tangents to the

inner are equal [Ex. 5, p. 195] and are bisected at the pt. of

contact [Ex. 4, p. 195].
Hence the tangents, that is the half-

chords, are equal.

4. The tangent at an extremity of a diameter is perp. to

the diameter. . . the chords par
1
, to it are bisected by the

diameter [in. 3],

5. The required locus is the perp. to the given st. line through
the given pt. [HI. 19].

6. The required locus is the st. line which is par
1
, to the two

given st. lines and equidistant from them.

7. The required locus is the pair of bisectors of the angles
between the two given st. lines [Ex. 1, p. 196].

8. If the lines are par
1
, there is no solution unless the given

radius is equal to half the perp. distance between the par
18

. If

they are not par
1
, let them be OX, OY

;
at O draw OA, OB equal

to given radius and perp. to OX, OY respectively. Through A and
B draw AP, BP par

1
, to OX, OY respectively ;

then P is the centre

of the required .

9. Let A be given pt. Place a chord CD in the given equal
to the given st. line. Describe a circle concentric with given
and with radius equal to the distance of the centre from CD.

From A draw a tangent to this 0. The tangent is the required
chord.

If A is without the circle, the given line must be not greater
than the diameter. If A is within the circle, the given line must
also be not less than the chord through A perp. to the line joining
A to the centre.

10. Let CD, BE be the two par
1

, tangents at the extremities

of the diameter CAB : and DFE a tangent at F. Then the A s

ABE,
AFE are identically equal [in. 17 and I.

8].
. . AE bisects L. BAF,

Similarly AD bisects L CAF. . . DAE is a rt. /. [Ex. 2, p. 35].
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11. Let ABCD circumscribe a whose centre is O, the pts.

of contact of AB, BC, ... being E, F, G, H. ;*. AE = AH. [in. 17.

Cor.] Similarly BE=BF, DG = DH and CG = CF. . . AE, BE,

DG, CG together = AH, DH, BF, CF
;

i.e. AB, CD together = AD,
BC.

12. The opp. sides of a
par&quot;

1
, are equal : and the sum of one

pair of opp. sides of a quad
1

, circumscribing a is equal to the

sum of the other pair [Ex. 11]. Hence double of one side

- double of the adjacent side. . . the circumscribing par, is

equilateral.

13. Take fig. of Ex. 11. Then, by in. 17. Cor. and i. 8,

^AOE=^AOH; /_ BOE = L BOF
;

L DOG - L DOH
;

L COG = L COF.

/. L 8
AOE, BOE, DOG, COG together- ^ s

AOH, DOH, BOF, COF;
i.e. L s

AOB, COD together = L s

AOD, BOG.

But these four L s

together = 4 rt. L s
.

. . L 8
AOB, COD = L s

AOD, BOC - 2 rt. L s
.

14. Let O be centre. Then OB, being perp. to tangent BD,
is par

1
, to AD. .*. L DAB = L. ABO. But OA = OB,

. . AB bisects L CAD.

15. Let O be centre, and let AT, BT be two equal tangents
at A and B. Then OT - OT [in. 18 and I.

4]. . . locus of T is

circle with centre O.

16. See fig. p. 194. Let BCD be given 0, EBF the given
diameter produced. Draw BA perp. to EB and equal to the

required length. Join AE cutting the in D. Draw DF perp.
to ED meeting EBF in F. Then the tangent DF AB, the given

length. Hence F is the required pt.

17. See fig. p. 194. At E the centre make the angle BEA

equal to the complement of half the given angle. Let EA meet
the tangent at B in A, and the BCD in D. Draw DF perp.
to ED meeting EB in F. Then L. DFE = L BAE = complement
of L BEA half the given angle. Hence the tangents from F

contain the angle required [in. 17. Cor.].
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18. Let A be the pt. through which the is to pass. B the

pt. on the given st. line which the is to touch. Join AB. Draw
BC perp. to the given line, and make L BAG /_ ABC. Then
CA CB. . . C is the centre of the required 0. [See solution of

Ex. 28, p. 238.]

19. Let the line drawn parallel to the tangent line at a

distance from it equal to the given radius cut the centre line in

O. Then O is the required centre. Two solutions.

20. Describe a concentric with the given 0, having its

radius equal to the sum or difference of the radii of the given
and of the required . A pt. of intersection of the so

described with a line drawn par
1

, to the given line at a distance

equal to the radius of the required ,
is the centre of the re

quired 0. [See solution to Ex. 33, p. 239.]

Page 200.

1. The sum of L s

PAB, PBA is the supplement of the constant

L. APB
[i. 32], and is therefore constant.

2. The L s

QRS, QPS in segment QRPS are equal: and the

L s
RQP, RSP in segment RQSP are equal : and the opp. vertical

L s
RXQ, SXP are equal.

3. The L PBl is the supplement of the sum of the L s

BPQ,
BQP, i.e. of L s in the segments BPA, BQA of the two s

,
which

are constant.

4. The /_ PBX = L PAX [in. 21] = vert. opp. L YAQ
= ^YBQ

[ill.
21

].

5. The L AOB is the supplement of the sum of the halves of

L S

PAB, PBA and is /. constant [Ex. 1]. Hence locus of O is

the arc of a on chord AB. [Converse of Prop. 21, p. 201.]

Page 202.

1. The opp. L * of a par
m

. are equal ;
and if a circle can be

described about the par
111

., they are together equal to two rt. L s
.

, . each L. is a rt. L. .

2. The /_ ABC = L AXY = L AYX = supplement of L XYC.
. . XBCY is concyclic. [See Converse of Prop. 22, p. 203.]
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/

3. The exterior L. = supplement of adjacent interior _ = op
posite interior _ . [See solution to Ex. 5, p. 240.]

Page 204.

1. Let ABCD be a quad
1
, inscribed in a 0. Let BE bisect

the int. L. at B, and let DE bisect the ext. L at D. Then angle
CDE = half the supplement of &amp;lt;xADC

= half the L ABC = ^.CBE.
. . CBDE is concyclic [Oonv. of Prop. 21]. . . E is on the ABCD.

2. Let ABC be the A, and P, Q, R any points in the ext.

arcs BC, CA, AB. Then the sum of the ^ s

BAG, BPC -two rt.

^ s

[in. 22]. So that the sum of the L s
BAG, BPC, CBA, CQA,

ACB, ARB = 6 rt. /_
s

. And of these the ^ s
BAG, CBA, ACB -2

rt. /_
s

[i. 32]. . . the ^ s
BPC, CQA, ARB = 4 rt. L s

.

3. Let A be the centre, and AB any radius of the 0. With
B as centre and BA as radius describe a cutting the given in

C and D. CD shall divide the given as required. For _ CBD in

the one segment = L CAD = twice /_ in the other segment [in. 20].

Page 205.

1. In tig. in. 23, _ ACB in smaller segment is greater than
i. ADB in larger segment [i. 16].

2. If P is without the segment, some part of the arc of the

segment must lie within the AAPB. If Q is any pt. on this part
of the arc, L. AQB &amp;gt; APB

[i. 21]. If P is within the segment, AP

produced will cut the segment in some pt. Q, so that the ext.

_ APB &amp;gt; the int. opp. L AQB.

3. Let P and X be on BC, Q on CA. Then QX - QC [Ex. 2,

p. 108]. . . L QXC - L QCX = L. PRQ, since PCQR is a par. [Ex. 2,

p. 104]. . . L QXP is supplement of L. PRQ. . . P, R, Q, X are

concyclic.

4. If Y and Z be the feet of the perp
s

. from B and C on CA
and AB, P, Q, R, Y and P, Q, R, Z are concyclic. But only one
circle can pass through P, Q, R [in. 10]. Hence the six pts.

P, Q, R, X, Y, Z are concyclic.
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Page 211.

1. Let AB, CD be par
1

, chords. Then L. DAB on arc BD L ADC
on arc AC

[i. 29]. . . arc BD =arc AC [in, 26G.

2. Let AC, BD be equal arcs. Then L A^CTm arc AC = L. BAD
on arc BD [in. 27]. . . AB is par

1

, to CD
[i. ^7].

3. See fig. in. 26. Let L. BGC = L. EHF. Then the A 8
BGC,

EHF are identically equal. Also arc BKC = arc ELF, and the

whole O ce KBAC = whole O ce
LEDF, . . remainder arc BAG = arc

EOF. .*. L. BKC = L ELF [in. 27]. /. segments BKC, ELF are

similar : and they are on equal chords. . . they are equal, [in.

24.] Also A BGC = A EHF. /. sector BGC = sector EHF.

4. Let chords AC, BD intersect at rt. L S in X. Then
L AXD = z_

s
ABD, BAG together, . . the arcs AD, BC subtend at the

circumference L s

together equal to a rt. L. And .AXB = ^ S
ACB,

CBD together, . . the arcs AB, CD subtend at the circumference
L.

s

together equal to a rt. L. . . . arcs AD, BC together = arcs AB,
CD the semicircumference.

5. As in preceding ex., L AXD = sum of the L s subtended

by AD, BC = L subtended by an arc equal to sum of AD, BC.

6. The L AXB = difference of L s
ABD, BAC = difference of L &quot;

subtended at the O ce
by AD, BC = L. subtended by arc equal to

difference of AD, BC.

7. Let bisector of _ APB cut the conjugate arc in Q. Then
_ APQ = L BPQ, . . arc AQ = arc BQ. . . Q is the pt. of bisection

of the conjugate arc AQB.

S. Let PA, PB cut the other in Q and R. Join BQ.

(1) Let Q and R be in PA, PB produced. Then L QBR =sum
of L.

s

BQA, BPA = sum of L s subtended at the O ces
by AB == con

stant.

(2) Let Q and R be in PA, PB. Then L. QBR = difference of

L s
BQA, BPA = difference of L s subtended at the O ces of the two

O s

by AB = constant.

(3) Let R be in PB and Q in PA produced. Then L. QBR = sup
plement of L s

BQA, BPA = supplement of L s subtended at the O ces

by AB = constant.

9. The ^AXY- ^ABY =
JB. And L_ AXZ = L. ACZ -

\ C.

/. L ZXY -
| (B + C) = complement of \ A.
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10. Let AB, CD be par
1

, chords of a . Then L ADC = L DAB

j. 29]. . . arc AC = arc BD [in. 26]. .*. chord AC = chord BD
I. 291. And L CAB = supplement of L ACD

[i. 29]
= ^ABD

i. 22} /. chord BC = chord AD [in. 26, 29].

11. PX and QY subtend at A opp. vertical L s
. Hence

arc PX = arc QY. Hence chord PX = chord QY.

12. Each = the common chord [Ex. 1].

13. Since the chord AB is common to the two equal
s
,
the

arc AB in one - the arc AB in the other [in. 28]; . . L. APB
L. AQB [ill. 27]. .*. BP= BQ.

14. Each of the chords BX, XA, AY, YC subtends an L equal
to half the base L .

Hence, if the base L.
s are each double of the vertical L.

,
the

pentagon is equilateral.

Page 214.

1. See fig. p. 214. Let tangent at D be par
1
, to AB. Then,

if DC be perp. to tangent, the centre is in DC [in. 19]. But DC
is also perp. to AB. . . DC bisects AB [in. 3.] Hence arc ADB is

bisected at D [in. 30].

2. Let CB be the quadrant, A the centre. On AB describe

an equilateral A ADB. Because AD = AB, . . D is on the circum

ference. Bisect L. DAB in E. Then the rt. L BAC is trisected by
AD, AE [Ex. 6, p. 66]. /. the arc BC is trisected at D and E.

Page 217.

1. The L opp. the diameter must be a rt. L. Hence the

vertex is on the O ce
. [Converse of Prop. 21.]

2. The locus is the on hyp. as diameter.

3. The locus is a quadrant of the whose centre is the pt.

of intersection of the rulers, and radius half the length of the rod

[m. 31].

4. Each of the L s

PBA, QBA in a semicircle is a rt. L.

. . PB, QB are in a st. line.

5. The line joining the vertex of an isosceles A to the

middle pt. of the base is perp. to the base. Hence the on a

side as diameter passes through the middle pt. of the base [Ex. 1].
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6. Let A be pt. of contact, AB diameter of inner, and ABC of

outer 0. Draw any chord ADE. Then each of the L.
s
ADB, AEC

in a semicircle is a rt. L. . . BD is par
1
, to CE, But B is middle

pt. of AC. .*. D is middle pt. of AE [Ex. 1, p. 104.]

7. Both the circles described on the sides of a A as diameters

must pass through the foot of the perp. from the vertex on the

base or base produced.

8. The required locus is the whose diameter is the line

joining the given pt. to the centre of the given . If the pt. is

without the O ce
,
the locus is confined within the two tangents to

the . If the pt. is on the O ce
,
the locus is the on the radius

through the point as diameter. [See solution of Ex. 40, p. 229.]

9. On the side of the greater of the two given squares as

diameter describe a semicircle : from its extremity draw a chord

equal to the side of the other given square. The chord com

pleting the A is the side of the required square [in. 31, i. 47].

10. Let A be a pt. of intersection of two s
;
B the centre

of one of them. Let the other cut the described on AB as

diameter in C. The chord AC produced will be bisected at C

[in. 31, 3}

11. Since the diagonals of a rhombus are at rt. z_
s to one

another [Ex. 11, p. 27], . . the required locus is the described

on the iA^en st. line as diameter.

Page 221.

1. If, from one extremity of a chord of a circle, a straight
line be drawn making an angle with the chord equal to the angle
in the alternate segment, this straight line shall touch the circle.

Take fig. p. 220. Let BA be the diameter through B. Then,
if the /.DBF is acute, the alternate segment must be &amp;gt; a semi
circle. . . the diameter BA must fall in this segment.

. . L. DBF = L. BAD: add Z.ABD.

.*. L ABF = L s
BAD, ABD = a rt. L

[l. 32, III. 31].

. . BF is a tangent. Similarly, if L. EBD is an obtuse angle, EB
must be a tangent.
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2. Each of the _
s made by the tangents with the line joining

their pts. of contact is equal to the angle in the alt. segment.
. . these L.

s are equal. . . the tangents are equal [i. 6],

3. Let A be pt. of contact, AB, AC the diameters of the given
s
. Draw ADE to cut the s in D and E. Then L s

ADB, AEC
-in semicircles are rt. L.

s
. . . BD, CE are par

1
, and L.

s
DAB, EAC

are in (i) coincident and in
(ii) opp. vertical. Hence the remain

ing L S
ABD, ACE are equal [i. 32] : i. e. the segments DBA, ECA

are similar.

4. Draw T AT the common tangent to the two s at A.

[Ex. 3, p. 195.] Let AX be between AP and AT.

Then _ TAX = L APX [in. 32].

And, in
(i), L. TAX = L AQY :

in
(ii),

_TAX- ^T AY=^AQY.

/. in
(i)

and in
(ii) /_ AQY = L. APX.

. . PX is par
1

, to QY.

5. Tangent at A to first makes with AO an _ equal to

OBA in alternate segment. But because O is centre of the other

0,OA = OB. . . ,LOBA = _OAB. . . AO bisects L between AB
and the tangent at A.

6. The tangent at P makes with PAC an _ equal to

i, PBA = _ ABD (or its supplement)
= L. ACD (or its supplement).

. . tangent at P is par
1
, to CD.

7. Let A be pt. of contact, AB chord through A, C the middle

pt. of arc cut off by AB
; CM, CN perp

8
. on the tangent at A and

the chord AB. Then L CAM = L ABC [in. 32] and L. ABC = _ CAB

[ill. 30]. .*. L. CAM = L CAB. .*. the L s

CAM, CAN are identi

cally equal [i. 26]. . . CM = CN.

Page 223.

1. On the given base describe a segment containing an

L. to the given L. . The pt. or pts. in which the arc of the

segment cuts the given st. line give the required vertex.
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2. The required vertex is the intersection of the arc of the

segment described on the base and containing an _L equal to the

given L.
,
and

(i)
The circle, whose centre is an extremity of the base and

radius is equal to the given side
;

(ii)
The st. line parallel to the base at a distance from it equal

to the given altitude
;

(iii)
The circle whose centre is the middle pt. of the base and

radius equal to the given median
;

(iv) The perp. to the base drawn through the given point.

3. Because arc AP = arc BP
;

. . L ACP = L BCP.

4. Because L ACB = K, and L AXB =
JK,

. . L. XBC = JK [i. 32]
= L AXB.

. , CB = CX
[i. 6] ;

. . AC + CB = AX = required length.

5. On AB, the given base, describe a segment containing an
L equal to the given L. K

;
also another segment containing an

angle greater by a right L than JK. From centre A, with radius

equal to the given difference of the sides, describe a cutting
the last drawn segment in X. Join AX and produce it to cut

the first segment in C. Then ABC shall be the required triangle.

Let the bisector of L. ACB cut BX in D. Then ext. L. AXD is

greater by the L XDC than &amp;lt;_ XCD, i.e. than
|-K. .*. L. XDC is a

rt. L. . . the A s

XCD, BCD are identically equal [i. 26]. There
fore CX = CB. . . AX = the difference of AC and CB.

Page 221

1. Let AB be the base of given segment, produced to C.

From A draw AP to meet the arc of the segment at P
; join PB,

and through C draw CQ par
1

, to PB to meet AP produced at Q.

Then a segment described on the base AC to pass through Q
[Ex. 4, p. 171]

is that required. For ^.APB=- L. AQC
[i. 29].
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2. Let A be the given point and C the centre of the given
O- From A draw the tangent AP

;
and from P draw PQ, making

the L. APQ equal to the given angle. From centre C describe a

O to touch PQ ;
and from A draw a tangent to the O of con

struction, cutting the given at XY. Then AXY is the required
line. For PQ = XY [Ex. 3, p. 197]. Hence the arc PQ = the arc

XY [in. 28] ;
. . the angles at the O ce subtended by these arcs are

equal.

Page 227.

1. Bisect AB in G, and CD in H. Draw GF, HF perp. to AB, CD.
Then rect. AE, EB+sqq. on EG, GF=sqq. on AG, GF, i.e. rect.

AE, EB + sq. on EF = sq. on AF. Similarly, rect. CE, ED + sq.
on EF =

sq. on CF. . . AF-CF. But AF = BF and CF = DF.

. . A, B, C, D are coneyclic. [Or : by reductio ad absurdum from

Prop. 35.]

2. The shortest chord through a pt. within a is the chord
bisected at the pt. [Ex. 1, p. 189].

3. On AB as diameter describe a circle. This passes through
C [in. 31]. Produce CD to cut the in E. Then CE being perp.
to the diameter is bisected at D [in. 3].

And rect. AD, DB
= rect. CD, DE = sq. on CD.

4. The on AB as diameter passes through P and Q [in.

31]. Therefore rect. AO, OP = rect. BO, OQ.

5. Let O be any pt. in AB : and POQ a chord of one circle,

ROS a chord of the other. Then rect. PO, OQ = rect. AO, OB - rect.

RO, OS. . . P, Q, R, S are concylic [Ex. 1].

6. Draw the chord CABD
;
bisect it in E, and join E to centre

F. Then rect. CA, AD + sq. on EA = sq. on EC [n. 5]. And
rect. CB, BD + sq. on BE=sq. on EC. But rect. CA, AD = rect.

CB, BD. . . sq. on EA = sq. on EB. Add sq. on EF. Then sq. oil

FA =sq. on FB
;

i.e. A and B are equidistant from centre.

7. Use the lettering of
fig. Prop. 35, but take E outside the

0. Then rect. EA, EB + sq. on AG =sq. on EG.

Add sq. on GF. Then

rect. EA, EB + sq. on AF = sq. on EF.

Similarly rect. EC, ED + sq. on CF = sq. on EF.

/. rect. EA, EB-rect. EC, ED.
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8. Let AD be diameter of ACD, and AE of AFE : then

^ s
ACD, AFE are rt. L s

[in. 31], . . C and F lie on whose

diameter is DE. .*. rect. CA, AE = rect. DA, AF.

Page 229.

1. The sq. on either tangent rect. contained by the segments
of any secant. Hence the tangents are equal.

2. Let AB, the common chord, be produced to C. Then sq.

on tangent from C to either = rect. CA, CB.

3. Let the chord AB produced cut PQ in C. Then sq. on

CP^rect. CA, CB =
sq. on CQ. . . PQ is bisected at C.

4. The sq. on tangent from P to any through A and

B = rect. PA, PB. Hence sqq. on all the tangents from P are equal.

5. Since ^ s

PQB, PCB are rt. L s

,
. . Q and C are on the

whose diameter is PB [m. 31]. . . rect. of segments AC,
AP^rect. of segments AB, AQ [in. 36].

6. [This is proved in the course of I. 47, p. 90.] Or: The
on BC as diameter passes through D [in. 31]. And AC being

perp. to the diameter is tangent at C. . . sq. on tangent AC = rect.

of segments of secant, AB, AD [in. 36].

Page 232.

1. Let PABQ be a secant cutting the O ce in A and B. Bisect

AB at E. Then EF, the perp. to AB, passes through the centre C

[in. 1, Cor.]. Let PABQ move, while A remains fixed, and B

approaches A. Then the perp. EF ultimately coincides with the

perp. from A to the tangent at A
;
and always passes through C.

2. Let AB be the common chord of two s whose centres are

E, F. Then EF bisects AB at right angles in C. When A
and B coincide, C must coincide with each

;
and each be

comes the pt. of contact of the two s
. Hence the line joining

the centres of two s which touch one another passes through
their point of contact.

3. If the pts. of intersection of two s come to coincide, the

proof that they cannot have the same centre is unaltered.
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4. Since two circles cannot cut in 3 points, if two pts. of

intersection come to coincide, so that the s

touch, there can be

no other point at which they meet.

5. From O the centre draw ON perp. to the given straight
line. Then if ON &amp;lt; radius of the 0, N is within the 0, and no
st. line can be drawn through N without cutting the closed figure
in two pts., B and C, say. Now ON 2 + BN 2 = OB J ~ ON 2 + CN 2

.

. . as ON increases towards equality to OB or OC, BN and ON
decrease towards zero. And ultimately when ON becomes equal
to OB, BN and ON become zero: i.e. B and C each coincide

with N.

When ON becomes &amp;gt; the radius, any pt. in the straight line is

further from the centre than N, . . a fortiori at a greater distance

than the radius.

6. Since the ext. L. QAB of the quadrilateral APCB [see fig.

p. 232] is equal to the int. and opp. L PCB, . . when P coincides

with A and AP becomes the tangent at A, the ext. z_ made by the

tangent with AB becomes equal to the L. ACB.

7. Since rect. EA, EB=rect. EC, ED, . . when C coincides

with D, and EC becomes the tangent at C, rect. EA, EB = sq.
on EC.

8. Let AB be the diameter and C any pt. in the circum
ference. Join CB and produce it to Q. Then L. ACQ is a rt. L. .

When C coincides with B, CQ becomes the tangent at B. Hence
AB is perp. to the tangent at B.

9. Let BE bisect the int. L. at B, and let DE bisect the ext.

L at D. Then E is on the O ce
. When D coincides with A, the

internal bisector at B meets the bisector of the L between AC and
the tangent at A on the O ce

.

THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK III.

I. ON THE CENTRE AND CHORDS OF A CIRCLE.

Page 233.

2. Let A, B, C be the three given points. Join AB, BC.

Bisect AB, BC at rt. angles by st. lines which meet at O. Then O
shall be the centre of the required 0. [Proof as in in. 25.]
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3. Let A, B be the two given points, and PQ the given st.

line. Join AB, and bisect it at rt. angles by a st. line which

meets PQ at O. Then O is the centre of the required 0.

[Proof by HI. 1. Cor.} Impossible when PQ is at rt. angles to

AB or AB produced.

4. Let A, B be the given points, and R the given radius.

Join AB, and draw CO bisecting it at rt. angles. From centre A

(or B) with radius equal to R describe a cutting CO at O.

Then O is the centre of the required . [Proof by Ex. 1,

p. 233.]

Impossible when the given radius is less than half AB.

5. In the A S
ABX, ACY, we have the L ABX = the L ACY,

the L AX B = the L. AYC, and AB = AC
;

/. BX = CY
[i. 26].

Or, draw AE perp. to BC
;
then BE = CE by i. 26, and XE = YE

by in. 3. . . RX = CY.

6. Let AB be the common chord of two s whose centres

are E, F
;
and let the st. line par

1
, to AB cut one at P, Q and

the other at X, Y. Join EF, cutting PQ at O. Then EF is perp.
to AB [Ex. 1, p. 171]. /-. EF is perp. to PQ

[i. 29]. .*. OP = OQ;
and OX - OY [HI. 3].

Hence PX = QY.

7. Let the two s intersect at A, B
;
and let PAQ, XAY be

twro st. lines equally inclined to AB and terminated by the O ces
.

Through B draw P BQ par
1
, to PQ. Then P Q =PQ [Ex. 12,

p. 171]. Now the L. XAB = the L P BA
;
whence it may be shewn

XA = P B, and similarly AY = BQ . . . XY - P Q = PQ.

8. Let the two s

,
whose centres are E and F, cut at A, B.

Let PAQ be the st. line through A par
1
, to EF and terminated by

the O ces
,
and let XAY be any other st. line terminated by the O ces

.

Then PQ shall be greater than XY.

By drawing perp
8

. from E, F to PQ it is seen that PQ is double
of EF [in. 3].

From E, F draw EG, FH perp. to XY
;
and from E

draw EK perp. to FH. Then XY is double of GH, that is, double
of EK. But in the rt.-angled A EKF, EF is greater than EK.

. . PQ is greater than XY.

9. For, from the two isosceles A s

CPA, DAQ, the L CPA =^the

L CAP, and the /_ DQA - the L. DAQ. . . the two z_
s

XPQ, XQP
together - the two L s

CAP, DAQ. Hence the L PXQ = the L CAD

[i. 32, and I. 13].
H.K.E. F
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10. Let A, B be the points of section of the s whose centres

are C, D. Join CD, and bisect it at O. Join OA, and draw PAQ
perp. to OA. Then shall PA = AQ. Draw CE, DF perp. to PQ.
Since CE, OA, DF are par

1

, and CO = OD, . . EA = AF [Ex. 13,

p. 106]. Hence PA = AQ [in. 3].

11. Let the bisector of the L CPQ meet the O ce at E. Join
CE. Then in the isosceles A CEP, the z_CEP = the z.CPE=the
L EPQ. . . CE is par

1
, to PQ

[i. 27] ;
that is, CE is perp. to AB.

Hence the bisector passes through one or other of the extremities

of the diameter at rt. angles to AB.

12. The middle points of the sides of the quad
1

, (that is, the

centres of the O s

)
are the vertices of a par

1

&quot;. [Ex. 9, p. 105].

Again, the st. line joining the centres of two intersecting O s

is perp. to their common chord [Ex. 1, p. 171]. Hence the com
mon chord of two consecutive Q s and the common chord of the

other two are perp. to par
1

, lines, and are therefore par
1
, to one

another.

13. Let B, C be the centres of two equal O s which have
external contact at A

;
and let AP, AQ be the two chords at rt.

angles to one another. Join PB, QC. Then BC passes through
A [in.

1 2] and the L s

BAP, CAQ together = one rt. angle ;

. . the four L.
s

BAP, BPA, CAQ, CQA together = two rt. angles;
. . the two L s

PBA, QCA together = two rt. angles [i. 32].
. . PB, QC are par

1

.,
and they are also equal ;

. . PQ is equal and

par
1
, to BC.

14. Let A be the given external point, B the centre of the

,
Q any point on the O ce

,
and P the middle point of AQ. Re

quired to find the locus of P. Bisect AB at O, and join OP. Then
because O, P are the middle points of AB and AQ, . . OP is half of

QB [Ex. 3, p. 105]. That is, OP is of constant length, and O is a

fixed point ;
. . the locus of P is a whose radius is equal to

half the radius of the given .

15. Complete the s of which the equal segments are parts.

Let C and D be their centres, C and Q being on opp. sides of AB,
also P and D. Join CD

;
then CD will pass through O [Ex. 1,

p. 171]. Join CQ, DP. Then in the A 8
COQ, OOP, we have CO=DO,

CQ= DP (for the* s must be equal) and the L. COQ = the L DOP.

. . the A COQ -the A DOP identically [Ex. 13, Cor. p. 100];
for the L 8

COQ, DOP are obtuse angles.
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II. ON THE TANGENT AND THE CONTACT OP CIRCLES.

Page 235.

1. Let AB be a chord of fixed length, P its middle point, and

O the centre of the 0. Join OP. Then OP is perp. to AB [in. 3],

and is of fixed length for all positions of AB [in. 14]; . . the

locus of P is a concentric
,
which is touched by AB at P, since

AB is perp. to the radius OP [in. 16].

2. Let AP, AQ be two tangents drawn from A to a whose

centre is O, and PR the diameter through P. Then shall the

L. PAQ be double of /_ QPR. Join AO, cutting PQ at B. Then AO
bisects the L PAQ [in. 17, Cor.], and also bisects PQ at rt. angles

[Ex. 2, p. 196] : also PR is perp. to AP [in. 18].
Hence from the rt. angled A s

PAO, BPO, the L. PAO = the

L BPO, each being the compt. of the L POA. . . the L PAQ is

double of the /_ QPR.

3. Let A be the point of contact of the two s
,
PAQ the st.

line through A terminated by the O ces
,
and PB, QC the tangents

at P, Q. Then shall PB, QC be par
1
. Through A draw BAG perp.

to the line of centres, meeting PB, QC at B and C. Then BAG
touches both s at A [in. 16]. And because BP = BA [in. 7, Cor.],
. . the ^BPA-the _ BAP -the vert. opp. /_ CAQ --= the /_ CQA
(since CA -

CQ). That is, the L BPQ - the /_ CQP ;
. . PB, QC are

par
1
,

[i. 27].

4. Let A be a point of intersection of the two s

,
PAQ the

st. line through A terminated by the O ces
,
and PR, QR the tangents

at P, Q : and let the tangents at A meet PR, QR at B, C.

Then shall the L PRQ = the L BAG. For, from the two isosceles

A s
BPA, CAQ

[ill. 17, Cor.], the i_BPA=the z_ BAP, and the

/_CQA = the ^CAQ: /. the two L S

RPQ, RQP together - the

two A 8

BAP, CAQ. Hence the L PRQ=the L BAC
[i. 32, i. 13].

5. Let the two par
1

, tangents AP, BQ touch the at A, B,

and cut off the segment PQ from a third tangent whose point of

contact is R. Take C the centre. Then shall the L PCQ be a rt.

L . Join CA, CB, CR.

Then CA, CB being perp. [in. 18] to par
1

, lines are in one st.

line. And PC, QC respectively bisect the L 3
ACR, BCR [in. 17,

Cor.]. Hence the L PCQ is half of the four L s at C, that is, half

of two rt. angles [i. 13].
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6. Let O be the centre of the circle
; B, C the points of

contact of the fixed tangents AP, AQ, and R the point of contact

of the third tangent PQ. Then shall the L POQ be constant.

Join OB, OR, OC. Now OP, OQ respectively bisect the L s
BOR,

COR [in. 17, Cor.]; . . the &amp;gt;_ POQ is half the reflex L BOC,
which is constant, for B, O, C are fixed points.

NOTE. The L POQ = one rt. angle + half the L at A. [See
Ex. 36, p. 246.]

7. Let ABCD be the quad
1

.,
and P, Q, R, S the points of

contact of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then AS = AP [in. 17, Cor.] and DS = DR; . . by addition

AD = AP, DR. Similarly BC = BP, CR. Hence AD and BC together
= AP, BP, DR, CR=AB, DC.

8. Let ABCD be a quad
1
, in which AB, CD together = BC, DA.

By bisecting the two L s

ABC, BCD describe a O to touch three

sides AB, BC, CD [Ex. 1, p. 196]. Then shall AD also touch this

0. For if not, from A draw AD touching the and cutting CD
at D . Now by hyp., AB, CD together = BC, AD. Also by Ex. 7,

AB, CD together = BC, AD . . . taking the differences of these

equals, DD = the difference of AD and AD
;
hence either AD - AD,

DD
,
or AD AD

,
DD

;
which is impossible [i. 20].

9. Let A be the point of contact, B the centre of the inner 0,
C of the outer 0. Then A, B, C are collinear [in. 11]. Let BC,

produced if necessary, cut the inner O ce at D. Let EF be the

chord of the outer which touches the inner at D, and is

therefore perp. to AD [in. 18]; and let PQ be any other chord

touching the inner 0. From C draw CR perp. to PQ : then R
is outside the inner [in. Def. 5.] Let CR cut the O ce at S.

Now CS is greater than CD [in. 71; much more is CR greater
than CD

;
. . EF is greater than PQ

[ill. 15].

10. Let ABC be a A, and F the middle point of the side AB.

On BC as diameter describe a
;

call its centre D. Join FD arid

produce it to meet the O ce at P. Then FP is made up of FD and

DP; of which FD is half AC [Ex. 3, p. 105] arid DP is half BC :

that is FP is half the sum of BC, CA. And a described from
centre F with radius FP will touch the on BC at P

;
for the

centres of the two circles arid the point P are collinear. Similarly,
the same will touch the on AC.
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11. Let A be the given point, O the centre of the given O,
and X the given st. line. In the place a chord PQ equal to X

[see iv.
1].

With centre O, and radius equal to the perp. from O
on PQ, describe a circle, which will be touched by PQ [m. 16].
From A draw ABC to touch the inner [in. 17] and to cut the

given at B, C. Then BC = PQ, being chords at equal distances

from the centre of the given [in. 18 and 14].

If A is without the 0, X must be not greater than the

diameter. If A is within the
,
X must be not greater than the

diameter, and not less than the chord drawn through A perp. to

OA.

12. Let O be the given point in the given st. line
;
and let

AB, the given par
1

.,
cut any of the system at A, B. Draw AP

the tangent at A, and OP perp. to AP. Take C the centre of the

0, and join AC, OC : then OC cuts AB in R at rt. angles [Hyp.
and i. 29].

Then the L. POA = the L ROA, for each is equal to the L. OAC
[i. 29, i.

5].
Hence A s

AOP, AOR are identically equal by I. 26.

So that OP = OR
;
and OR is constant, for all s of the system.

Now AP is perp. to OP. . . AP touches the fixed whose centre

is O and radius OR.

13. Let A be the centre of the outer, and B of the inner fixed

. Let P be the centre of any third touching the first at

D and the second at E. Then shall AP + BP be constant. Let
ru T&amp;lt;

i-&amp;gt;

rs denote the radii of the three s
. Then the points A, P, D

and B, E, P are collinear [in. 11 and 12].

And AP + BP = r-j r3 + r2 + r3
= r

x
+ r2 .

NOTE. This problem is a special case of the following: If

any two circles are touched one internally and one externally by
a third circle, the sum or difference of the distances of this third

circle from the centres of the given circles is constant.

14. Let PA, PB be any pair of tangents containing the given
angle. Take C the centre of the 0, and join CA, CP. Now CP
bisects the L. APB [m. 17, Cor.]. Hence in the A CAP, the
_ S

CAP, CPA, and the side CA are constant; /. CP is constant

[i. 26]. . . the locus of P is a concentric 0.

15. Let A and B be the centres of the two given
s

,
X and

Y the given st. lines. At any point C on the O.
ce of the first

draw a tangent CP equal to X. From A as centre with radius
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AP describe a 0, and shew that its O ce
is the locus of points

from which tangents of the required length may be drawn to first

given circle. Proceeding in a similar manner with the second

circle, we see that the points common to the two locus-circles

satisfy the conditions. There are two solutions, one solution or

no solution according as the loci-circles intersect, touch one

another, or do not meet.

16. Lemma. If ABC is a triangle, and X a point in the

base, such that AB2 ~ AC2 BX 2 ~
CX&quot;,

then AX is perp. to BC.

This is the converse of Ex. 7, p. 92, and may be proved indirectly
from that theorem.

Let A, B, C be the centres of the three s
. Then BC, CA,

AB pass respectively through P, Q, R the points of contact

[in. 12]. Let the common tangents at Q and R meet at O. Join

OP. Then OP shall touch the s

(B) and (C) at P. Join OA,
OB, OC.

Now OB2 =OR 2 + BR 2

,
and OC2 = OQ2 + CO.2

[ill. 18, I. 47]

Hence by subtraction, remembering that OQ=OR [in. 17, Cor.]

OB2 ~OC2 = BR2~CQ3 = BP2 ~CP2
.

. . OP is perp. to BC. (Lemma.)
/. OP touches the s

(B) and (C).

/. OP - OQ [in. 17, Cor.] a OR.

COMMON TANGENTS. Page 236.

17. (i)
The two direct tangents only can be drawn in this

case : for when we attempt to draw the transverse tangents we
find the point B within the circle of construction.

. . no tangent can be drawn to it from B.

(ii) Here the two direct tangents may be drawn, and the

two transverse tangents become coincident. For B will fall on

the O ce of the circle of construction
;
hence only one tangent (or

two coincident tangents) may be drawn to it from B.

(iii)
Hence for similar reasons the two direct tangents are

coincident and the two transverse tangents are impossible.

(iv) Both direct and transverse tangents are impossible.
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18. In this case the of constr. is reduced to a point.
Proceed thus : join AB the centres of the given

s

,
and draw AD,

BE perp. to AB, cutting the O ces in D and E. Join DE, which
will be one direct common tangent. [Proof by i. 28, 33, 34, and
in. 16.]

19. Let a pair of common tangents touch the greater at

D, D
,
the smaller at E, E

,
and cut one another at P.

Then by in. 17, Cor., PD = PD
,
and PE = PE .

. . for direct tangents PD PE PD PE
;

and for transverse tangents PD + PE=PD + PE
;

. . in either case DE = D E .

If the s are equal, then the direct common tangents are

equal [i. 34]. Or again, with the fig. of p. 236, DE = BC; simi

larly D E - BC
;
but BC = BC

,
. . DE = D E .

20. Let the direct common tangents DE, D E touch the s

whose centres are A, B at D, E and D
,
E

,
and cut one another at P.

Join PB, BE, BE . Then in the A s

PEB, PE B, we have BE^BE
and BP common, also the L s

PEB, PE B are rt. L s

[in. 18] ;

.*. /_ EPB= L E PB [Ex. 12, p. 99].

That is, the centre B lies on the bisector of the L between the
common tangents. Similarly the centre A lies on the same
bisector. Therefore the points A, B, P are collinear.

21. Let B, C be the centres of the two given
s

: then BC
passes through A [in. 12]. Join BP, CQ.

Then the sum of ^ s

BAP, CAQ=the sum of L s
BPA, CQA

= the sum of the comp
1

*. of /_
s
APQ, AQC [in. 8]

- L PAQ.
[i. 32.]

Hence L PAQ is half of two rt. L s
;

that is, the L PAQ is

a rt. L .

22. Let B, C be the centres of the two given
s

;
then BC

passes through A [in. 12]. At A draw the common tangent to

meet PQ at X. Then XA - XP and XA = XQ [HI. 17, Cor.].

. . a described on PQ as diameter passes through A, and
touches BC, for XA is perp. to BC

[ill. 16].
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23. Let the bisector of the L PCA meet PQ at R. Join RA.

Then by I. 4, the A S
CPR, CAR are identically equal; . . &amp;lt;_ RAC

is a rt. /_
;
hence RA is the tangent to both s at A [in. 16].

Thus the bisector of the L. PCA meets PQ at the point at which it

is cut by the tangent at A. Similarly the bisector of the L QC A
meets PQ at the same point : that is, the bisectors intersect on
PQ ;

and are at rt. angles, for they are also the bisectors of the

L s

PRA, QRA [Ex. 2, p. 35].

24. Let C, C be the centres of the two s
. From centre C

with radius equal to the difference of the radii of the given
s

,

describe a to cut CC at X, Y
;
and from C draw the tangent

C P . Then [Ex. 17, p. 236] PQ -- C P .

. . the sq. 011 PQ the sq. on P C

= the rect. C X, C Y

= 2C A . 2CA

- the rect. contained by the diameters.

25. Let A be the centre of the to which the tangent is to

be drawn, and B the centre of the which is to cut off from the

tangent an intercept equal to K. In the (B) place a chord

equal to K, and describe a concentric to touch this chord (i.e.

to pass through its middle point). Then draw a common tangent
to the (A) and the of construction. Then the (B) will

cut off from this tangent a part equal to K [Ex. 5, p. 195].

Impossible when K is greater than the diameter of the (B),

or when, of the circle (A) and the of construction, one falls

within the other. In general there are four solutions.

26. Let A and B be the centres of the given
s

,
H and K the

two given lines. Place chords equal to H and K respectively in

the O s

(A) and (B), and describe concentric s

touching these

chords. Then draw a common tangent to the two s of con

struction. From this tangent the two given
s will cut off

parts equal to H and K [Ex. 5, p. 195].
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PROBLEMS ox TANGENCY. Page 238.

Loci, (i)
The st. line which bisects the line joining the given

points at rt. angles.

(ii)
The st. line perp. to the given st. line at the given,

point.

(iii)
The radius through the given point, indefinitely pro

duced both ways.

(iv) Two st. lines par
1
, to the given line, one on each side

of it, at a perp. distance from it equal to the radius of the touch

ing circles.

(v) Two concentric circles, whose radii are r^ + r2 and

?*!
~ r2 ,

where r^ is the radius of the given circle, and rz the radius

of the circles which touch it externally or internally.

(vi) The two st. lines which bisect internally and ex

ternally the angle between the two given st. lines.

27. The three given st. lines are supposed to be of infinite

length. The locus of the centres of s

touching any pair must
be the internal and external bisectors of the angle between them.

Four different centres will be given by the intersection of these

loci, corresponding to what are known as the inscribed and
escribed s of the A formed by the three given lines.

28. Let AB be the given st. line, C the given point in it,

and D the other point through which the required is to pass.
Then since the required is to touch AB at C, its centre must
lie on the st. line through C perp. to AB.

Again, since the required is to pass both through C and D,

its centre lies on the st. line which bisects CD at rt. angles.
Therefore O, the intersection of these loci, is the centre of the

required 0.

One solution: except when D is in AB, then impossible, for the

loci will in that case never meet.

29. Let C be the centre of the given 0, A the point on its

O ce
,
and D the other point through which the required is to

pass.

Then since the required is to touch the given at A, . .its

centre must lie on CA, or CA produced [in. 11, 12].
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pairs of coincident solutions, two distinct, and the remaining two

impossible ;
and if x is less than r^ ,

six solutions are possible.

Finally, all eight solutions are possible, if

T &amp;gt; 2r and x &amp;lt; r 2r.

34. Let AB be the given st. line, and r1} r2 the radii of the.

given O s
.

Describe a of radius r
x to touch AB.

(i)
Then the centre of 2nd required circle must lie 611 one or

other of the concentric s whose radii are r^ + rz or i\ ~rz .

(ii)
The centre of the 2nd required must also lie on the

st. line par
1

, to AB at a distance from it equal to r2 ,
and on the

same side of it as the 1st 0.

Hence theoretically we have four solutions.

The 0, whose radius is ^ + 7^, will always give two possible
distinct solutions. The whose radius is r^ r2 gives two coin

cident solutions.

35. Let PQ be the given line, and C the centre of the given
;
and let a second

,
whose centre is F, touch the given at

E and PQ at A. Then shall AE produced meet the O ce of the

given at D, an extremity of the diameter perp. to PQ. Join

DC, FA, CF. Then CF passes through E [in. 12].

Now L. FAE = L FEA, because FA - FE
;

= ^CED
[i. 15]

= L CDE, because CD = CE.

.*. DC is par
1
, to FA; but FA is perp. to PQ [in. 18].

. . AE passes through an extremity of the diameter perp. to QP.

36. Because CD = CE, . . _ CDE = L CED
;

= ^FEA
[i. 15].

Also _ CDE = alt. L. FAE
[i. 29].

. . L FEA = ^ FAE; .*. FE-FA.

Now FE produced passes through the centre C, and FA is perp.
to PQ;

-.&quot;. a described from centre F with radius FA satisfies the

required conditions [in. 12 and 16].
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(i)
If PQ is without the given ,

then the derived from
AD has external contact, that derived from AB internal contact

(the given being within the other).

(ii)
If PQ touches the given 0, then the derived from AD

has external contact, that from AB is impossible.

(iii)
If PQ cuts the given 0, then both s touch externally,

or both internally, according as the point A is without or within
the given 0.

37. Let PQ be the given st. line, and E the given point on
the of which C is the centre. Draw the diameter BD perp. to

PQ. Join DE (or BE), and produce it to meet PQ at A. Draw
AF perp. to PQ ;

and join CE, producing it to cut AF at F. Then
F shall be the centre of the required . [Proof as in Ex. 36.]

38. Let BD be given st. line, and D the given point in it.

Let F be the centre of the given circle. [See fig. p. 239.]

To the given draw a tangent AP perp. to BD, A being the

point of contact. Join AD, meeting the O ce at E. Join FE and

produce it to meet BD in C.

Then C shall be the centre of the required circle. [Proof as

in Ex. 36.] Two solutions, since two tangents may be drawn to

the given perp. to BD.

ORTHOGONAL CIRCLES. Page 240.

39. Let A and B be the centres of the two s

,
and C, C

their intersections. Then /_ ACB = /_ AC B
[i. 8].

And the angles between the tangents at C, and the tangents
at C are respectively supplementary to the L.

s

ACB, AC B.

40. This follows immediately from in. 19.

41. This follows from Ex. 40, by the aid of i. 47.

42. It follows from Ex. 40 that the required locus is the

tangent to the given circle at the given point.
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Again, since the required Q is to pass through the points
A and D, its centre must lie on the st. line which bisects AD at rt.

angles. . . O, the intersection of these loci, is the centre of the

required 0.

One solution : except when D lies on the tangent at A
;
then

impossible, for the loci in that case will never meet.

30. Let r be the given radius, AB the given st. line, C the

given point.

.(i)
Then since the required is to touch AB, its centre

must lie on one or other of the two st. lines par
1
, to AB and at a

distance from it equal to r.

(ii) Again, since the required is to pass through C,
its centre must lie on the O ce of a of which C is the centre,
and r the radius.

Hence the intersections of either st. line in
(i)

with the in

(ii)
will give centres of the required . Theoretically there will

}&amp;gt;e four solutions.

(i)
If C is in AB, the circle-locus will touch both of the

par
18

.,
and there will be two pairs of coincident solutions.

(ii)
If C is not in AB, the circle-locus can only cut that

parallel which is on the same side of AB as C : thus of the four

theoretical solutions, two will be impossible, and the other two
will be distinct, coincident or impossible as the distance of C
from AB is less, equal to, or greater than 2?*.

31. Let A and B be the centres of the given
s

,
and rl9 r2

their radii
\
and let r be the radius of the required circle.

(i)
Then the centres of all s of radius r which touch

the (A), lie on one or other of the concentric s whose radii

are r
l + r, or r^

~ r respectively.

(ii) Again, the centres of all s of radius r which touch

the (B), lie on one or other of the concentric s whose radii

are r2 4- r or r2
~ r.

Hence the intersections of either in
(i) with either in

(ii) give centres of the required .

Thus theoretically we get eight solutions. Which of them
are real, and which impossible will be found to depend upon
the relative magnitudes of rx ,

r
s ,

and r\ and also upon the
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relative position of the two given
s whether one is without

the other, one within the other, or whether they intersect.

32. Let AB, CD be the two given st. lines, and r the radius

of the req. O .

(i)
Then all O s of radius r which touch AB must have

their centres on one or other of the st. lines par
1

, to AB, and
at a perp. distance from it equal to r.

(ii) Similarly all s of radius r which touch BC must
have their centres on one or other of the st. lines par

1
, to BC,

and at a perp. distance from it equal to r.

Hence the intersections of either st. line in
(i)

with either

st. line in
(ii) gives a centre of the required .

Thus there will be four solutions, all of which will be real,

when the given lines intersect. If AB and CD are par
1

.,
the

method fails.

In this case there will be no real solution, unless r half

the perp. distance between AB and CD : then there will be an
infinite number of solutions.

33. Let AB be the given st. line, r
l
the radius of the given

,
r the radius of the required .

(i)
Then the centres of all b of radius r, which touch

the given ,
will lie on a concentric of radius r-^ + r or

r ~ r.

(ii)
And the centres of all s of radius r, which touch

AB, will lie on one or other of the st. lines par
1
, to A B at a distance

from it equal to r.

Hence the intersections of either in (i) with either st. line

in (ii) give centres- of the required .

Thus theoretically there are eight solutions.

Suppose r
l greater than r,

Let x denote the distance of AB from the given centre. Then
if x is greater than r

t
+ 2r all the solutions are impossible.

If x = r-i + 2r then two solutions are coincident, the rest im

possible.

If x lie between r
l
and r

l

+ 2r, two solutions are real (and
distinct), the rest impossible. Again, if x = r

,
there are two
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43. Let A be the centre of the given 0, P the point on its

O ce
,
and Q another point.

Draw PR the tangent at P. Then the centre of the required
must lie 011 this tangent [Ex. 40]. Again, the centre of the

required must lie on the line which bisects PQ at rt. L s

Hence the centre is determined.

III. ON ANGLES IN SEGMENTS, AND ANGLES AT THE CENTRES

AND CIRCUMFERENCES OF CIRCLES.

Page 240.

2. Let the chords AB, CD intersect without the at E.

Join AD.

Then L AEC = L ADC ~ L DAB. 1.32.

That is, L AEC = the difference of the L s at the ce subtended

by the arcs AC, BD
;
or the L at the centre subtended by half the

difference of the arcs AC, BD.

3. Let AB, CD two chords of a intersect at rt. L.
s at E.

Then by Ex. 1, the L. AED is equal to the sum of the L s sub

tended at the ce
by AC, BD.

That is the sum of the arcs AC, BD subtend a rt. angle at the

O ce
; or, the sum of the arcs is equal to a semi-circumference

[in. 31. Converse].

4. For the L AXY - the L subtended at the ce
by the sum

or diff. of the arcs AQ, PB. [Ex. 1, p. 240.]

Similarly the L AYX = the L subtended at the ce
by the sum

or diff. of the arcs QC, A P.

But by hyp. the arcs AQ, PB--the arcs QC, AP respectively.

. . L. AXY =
. AYX; . . AX = AY.

5. Let ABCD be a quad
1
, inscribed in a Q, having one side

DA produced to E.

Then the L a
DAB, DCB together -two rt. angles [ill. 22],

and the _ 8 DAB, BAE together = two rt. angles [i. 13].

Hence _ BAE -^ L. DCB.
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6. Let the two s intersect at A, B, and let PAQ, X BY be

the two st. lines terminated at the O ces
. Join AB. [In the

figure taken A lies between P and Q, and B between X and Y.]

Then the /_
s

XPA, XBA together -two rt. angles [in. 22], and
the L ext. XBA^the L AQY. [Ex. 5.]

. . the i_
s

XPA, AQY together = two rt. angles.

. . PX and QY are par
1

,

[i. 28].

7. Join PR, QR. Then PR, QR shall be in one st. line.

For L PRB = the supp*. of L PCB [in. 22]

= the supp
fc

. of L. BAD [Ex. 5.]

= the supp
fc

. of L. BRQ.

. . P, R, Q are collinear
[i. 14].

8. Let ABC be the A, rt.-angled at B, and let the on AB
as diameter meet AC at D. Then the tangent at D shall bisect

BC at E. Join BD.

Since ABC is a rt. L
,
BC is the tangent at B [in. 16]

/. BE = DE. [in. 17, Cor.]

And since BDC is a rt. angle [in. 31], it follows that

Z.EDC-.LECD. . . DE-EC.

Hence BE = EC.

9. Let A, B, C be the three points. Through B draw any
st. line BX, in which take any point P on the same side of BC as

A. At P in BP make L. BPQ equal to L BAG. Through C draw
CD par

1
, to PQ. Then D is a point on the O.

For L BDC = L BPQ
[i. 29]

= L BAC [constr.].

Hence the points B, A, D, C are concyclic [in. 21, Cor.].

10. Let A, B, C be the given points. On the side of CB
remote from A make .L CBD equal to z_ BAC.

Then PD is the tangent at B [in. 32. Converse].
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11. Let E be the centre of the second 0. Join AB, EB, DE
and EC. [In the fig. taken ACD lies between E and B.]

Then L CEB = ^ CAB [in. 21].

And _ DEB is double of L DAB [in. 20].

. . _ DEB is also double of L. CEB,

. . _DEC-_BEC.

Hence A s
DCE, BCE are identically equal [i. 4].

12. Join BQ. Then ^.APB-^PQB [in. 32].

But L PQB = L BPQ [in. 27],

/. Z_ APB = ,1 BPQ.

13. For L. BAD = L ACB [ill. 32],

and L BAC - L. ADB
[ill. 32].

= ^ DBA
[i. 32].

14. Let AB be the chord, C any point on the exterior seg
ment.

Let AC, BQ meet interior segment at P and Q. Then shall

PQ be constant. Join AQ.

Then ^AQB = sum of L* ACQ, CAQ
[i. 32].

. . L. CAQ = difF. of L.
s
AQB, ACB, both of which are of con

stant magnitude [in. 21].

. . L CAQ, i.e. the L PAQ, is constant.

Hence the arc PQ is constant [in. 26].

15. If all the given A s stand on a fixed base BC, and have
a given vertical angle, they also have the same circumscribed circle

[ill.
21. Converse].

Take BAC, any one of these A s

,
and let the bisector of the

_ A meet the circum-circle at X.

Then since L. BAX = L. CAX (hyp.), /.arc BX = CX [in. 26].

. . X, being the middle point of the arc BC, is same for all

triangles of the series.
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16. Draw CF perp. to AE. Then AE bisects the L BAG

[in. 27]. Hence L FOB = half the diff. of the /.
s at B and C

[Ex. 7, p. 109],
Now DE, EA are respectively perp. to BC, AE.

. . L. DEA = L BCF [Ex. 3, p. 65]
= half the diff. of the L 8 at B and C.

17. Let BC be the chord of the ext. 0, and D its point
of contact with the int. 0. Then shall AD bisect L BAG.

At A draw the common tangent AT.

Then /. DAG - L DAT - L CAT
= ,_ ADC-Z. ABD[III. 17, Cor., in. 32]
- L BAD

[i. 32].

18. Let BC, the chord of the ext. 0, cut the int. at

P, Q. Let A be the point of contact of the two s
.

Then shall L BAP = /_ CAQ.

At A, draw the common tangent AT.

Then z_ BAP =fc L TAP - /_ TAB
= ^AQP-^_ ACB

[ill. 32]
- L QAC

[i. 32].

ON THE ORTHOCENTRE OF A TRIANGLE. Page 244,

In an acute-angled A the orthocentre is within the A .

In an obtuse-angled A the orthocentre is without the A .

22. For, in the fig. of p. 243, produce ED to X.

It has been shewn that L EDC = L FDB [Ex. 20, p. 239],
But L EDC = Z. BOX

[i. 15]; . . L FDB = L BOX.

That is, the ext. L. FDX is bisected by BD : and so on for the
other L s of the pedal A .

The latter part of the proposition may be solved in a similar

manner.

23. For, with the fig. of p. 227, since the L* AFO, AEO are
rt. angles (hyp.), . . the four points A, F, O, E are concyclic.

. . the L S

FAE, FOE together = two rt. angles [in. 22].

That is, the L s
BAG, BOG together = two rt. angles [i. 15].

H.K.E. G
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24. For, with the fig. of p. 243, consider the AOBC.

Here BF is the perp. from B on the opp. side CO produced :

and CE is the perp. from C on the opp. side BO produced.

Now BF and CE intersect in A, and AO produced is perp. to

BC. Hence A is the orthocentre of the AOBC.

25. Consider the O s circumscribed about the A s
ABC, OBC;

and let X be any point on the O ce of the BOG, on the side of

BC remote from O.

Then the L s

BOG, BXC are supplementary [in. 22],

and the L s
BOG, BAG are supplementary [Ex. 23, p. 244] ;

. . L BXC = ,L BAC.

Hence the segments BAC, BXC are equal, for they stand on

equal bases, and contain equal angles [in. 24], /.the circles of

which these segments are parts are equal.

26. Consider the A FAB. BD is perp. to the side AF [in. 31],

and AE is perp. to BF for the same reason:

. . G, their point of intersection, is the orthocentre of the

AAFB.

. . FG (produced, if necessary) is perp. to AB [Ex. 19,

p. 242].

27. It will be seen that D is the orthocentre of the A EAC.

For AD, being par
1
, to BC, would meet EC at rt. angles [i. 29].

And CD, being par
1
, to AB, would meet EA at rt. angles.

Hence ED, produced if necessary, must meet AC at rt.

angles [Ex. 19, p. 242].

28. For L BCK = L. BAK, in same segment

= compt. of L. AKB [in. 31]

= comp
fc

. of ^ACB [in. 21]

= ^OBC [p. 243. Ex. 20].

Similarly L KBC = L BCO
;

/. BO is par
1
, to KG, and BK par

1
, to OC

[i. 27].
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29. For, with the figure of the last exercise, since BOCK is

a par
m

.,
. . the diagonals bisect one another [Ex. 5, p. 70].

That

is, KO passes through the middle point of BC. Hence the st. line

joining O to the middle point of BC, passes through K.

30. For, from Ex. 29, we see that the st. line joining the

orthocentre to the middle point of the base passes through an

extremity of the diamr
. drawn from A.

. . L. APQ is a rt. angle [in. 31]; and since AP is also perp. to

BC, . . PQ is par
1
, to BC

[i. 28].

31. Let SX be the perp. drawn from S the centre of the

circuin-0 on BC. Then by [Ex. 29, p. 245]
AS and OX meet

the O ce at the same point Q. And SX, passing through the

middle point of AQ, is par
1
, to AO

; . . SX is half of AO [Ex. 3,

p. 105].

32. Let S be the centre of the circumscribed about the

A ABC, and A
,
B

,
C the centres of the s about the A s

OBC,
OCA, OAB.

Then it follows from [Ex. 25, p. 244] that SA and BC bisect

one another at rt. angles. Also SB and AC.

Hence by [Ex. 31, p. 245] AO = A S Similarly OB - SB .

Again SA and AO are par
1

.,
for both are perp. to BC.

Similarly SB and BO are par
1
. . . L AOB = /_ A SB .

/. A B = AB.
[i. 4] Similarly B C = BC and C A = CA.

It may be noticed that in the A s
ABC, A B C the orthocentre

of each is the circumcentre of the other.

33. Let AP meet RQ in X. Consider the A PRX.

The L XPR = L ACR [m. 21]
-

.

The L PRX = L PRC + L. CRQ

- L PAC + L CBQ [m. 21]
-
*
+ ?

.

ABC
. . the L *

XPR, PRX together + -_ + one rt. angle.

. . AP is perp. to RQ.
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34. Let A be the vertex, O the orthocentre, and S the centre

of the circum- .

From centre S with radius SA describe a .

Join AO and produce it to meet the O ce at G.

Bisect OG at D, and draw the chord BC perp. to AG. Join

AB, AC. Then ABC shall be the required A . Proof follows from

[Ex. 21, p. 244].

Loci. Page 247.

38. Let BC be the given base, and BAG any A of the system,

having the vertical z_ BAG constant in magnitude, but not fixed

in position. Let the bisectors of the exterior angles at B and C
intersect at l

a
.

Then L CBIj is half the supplement of the L B.

P
That is, L CBIj is the complement of the L

^
.

f\

And L BCIj is the complement of the L ^ .

But in A ^BC
L \

l + L IjBC + L IjCB = two rt. angles [i. 32].

B C
Hence L. U =

^
+

2

A
= comp*. of L -~

,
and this is constant.

. . since the base BC is fixed, the locus of
Ij

is the arc of a

segment of a circle [in. 21, Cor.].

NOTE. The locus of I in Ex. 36 and the locus of \
l
are

conjugate arcs of the same .

39. Let the bisectors meet at X.

Then L PAB, QBA together = two rt. angles [i. 29].

. . L XAB, XBA together - one rt. angle [Hyp.].

. . ^AXB is a rt. angle [i. 32].

And since AB is fixed, the locus of X is a circle on AB as

diameter [in.
31. Converse].
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40. Let A be the fixed point, C the centre of the 0, and
APQ any chord through A, meeting the O ce at P, Q. Let X be
the middle point of PQ. Then CX is perputo^PQ [in. 3].

That is, the z_ AXC is a rt. angle, ancT-PMibe
1 C is a fixecl/basc,

the point X lies on the O ce of a on AC as diam.

(i) If A is external, the locus is that part of the on AC
which is intercepted within the given .

(ii)
If A is on the O ce

,
the locus is a complete described

on the radius AC as diam., and having internal contact with the

given .

(iii)
If A is internal, the locus is a complete falling with

in the given .

41. Let A be the given point, and B the common centre

of the concentric s
. Let P be the point of contact of a tangent

from A on any one of these s
. Then APB is a rt. angle [in. 18].

And since A and B are fixed points, the locus is a circle on AB
as diam.

42. Let A, B be the fixed points on the O ce
,
PQ the arc

of constant length but variable position. Let AP, BQ intersect

at X. To find the locus of X. [In the fig. taken AP, BQ intersect

without the 0]. Join PB.

Then /_ APB = sum of L s

AXB, PBX
[i. 32],

or L X = diff. of L s

APB, PBQ.

But these are constant angles, being subtended by the constant
arcs AB and PQ [in. 21]; . . the L X is constant.

. . the locus is the arc of a segment described on AB [in. 21,

Cor.]. When AP, BQ intersect within the 0, the value of the L X
is supplementary to that found above, and the conjugate segment
is obtained.

43. Let PA, QB intersect at X. Join PB. [In the fig. taken
PQ and AB do not intersect within the circle, and X is also ex

ternal].

Then L X is the diff. of ^ s
PBQ, XPB

[i. 32].

But L. PBQ is constant, being a rt. angle [in. 31].

Also L XPB is constant, being subtended by the fixed arc AB.
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: t . . . the, L X is censtant
;
and since the points A, B are fixed, the

ktcips of X .is the: arc of a segment [in. 21]. When X is internal,

the z_
t
X is supplementary to the value found above, and the con

jugate Segment of the locus is obtained.

44. It follows that AP = AC, /. L APC = !_ AC P.

But L BAG = sum of /_
s

APC, ACP
[i. 32].

. . L BAG is double L APC.

Or, L BPC is half of L BAG, and is therefore constant.

Then, since BC is fixed, the locus of P is the arc of a segment
on BC

[ill. 21, Cor.].

45. The intersection of the diagonals is X, the middle point
of BC [Ex. 5, p. 70]. Join X to D, the middle point of AB.

Then XD is par
1
, to AC [Ex. 2, p. 104].

/. L DXB-z. ACB
[i. 29].

But L ACB is constant [m. 21].

. . L DXB is constant, and D, B are fixed points.

. . the locus of X is a 0, the segment on DB being similar to

the segment ACB.

46. Let A be the point of intersection of the rulers.

Then PXQA is a rectangle.

. . AX = PQ, which is constant, and the point A is fixed. Hence
the locus of X is the quadrant of a circle described from the centre

A with radius PQ.

47. Prove as in [Ex. 9, p. 234] that ^PXQ^^CAD, (or is

supplementary to it).

But C, A, D are fixed points; and the arms PX, QX pass

through two fixed points C, D.

. . the locus is a Q through C and D.

And since L CBD = L CAD
[i. 8],

.*. this passes through B.

48. [Take the figure in which PA and PB must both be

produced to meet the second O ce
.]

Let AY, BX intersect at R.

Then the locus of R is required.
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Now L ARB = sum of L s
RBY, RYB

[i. 32]
= sum of L * at P, X, Y

[i. 32],

and these are all constant, being subtended by fixed arcs.

. . L ARB is constant; and since the points A and B are fixed,

the locus is part of a circle. If PA or PB cuts the O ce without

being produced, the L ARB = the supplement of the sum of the

L s

P, X, Y. Hence the rest of the circle is obtained.

49. Let PH and KQ intersect at X. Required the locus

of X.

From the A PXQ it will be seen by I. 32 that the L X = the

diff. of the L *

HPA, AQK
;
both of which are constant, since they

stand on the fixed arcs HA, AK.

And since H, K are fixed points, the locus of X is part of a 0.

If P and Q are on the same side of A, the value of the L X is

supplementary to that found above, and the rest of the O is

obtained.

50. Let the bisectors meet at X. Then the locus of X
is required.

Now L XAB = one-half of sum of ^ s
PAB, QAB.

And L. XBA = one-half of sum of L* PBA, QBA.

. . the sum of the L s at the base of A XAB one-half of the
sum of the L.

s at the base of A s

PAB, QAB.

Hence
[i. 32] the vertical L. AXB = one-half of vertical L s

APB,
AQB, both of which are constant [in. 21].

. . L. AXB is constant; and A, B are fixed points. . . the locus

of X is the arc of a segment of on base AB [in. 21, Cor.].

51. Let C, D be the centres of the two s

,
and in the figure

considered let X, the middle point of PQ, fall in PA.

Bisect CD at G, and draw CE, GH, DF perp. to PQ.

ThenEF = |PQ; for EA = JPA, and AF = JAQ.
.*. EF - XQ : also EH = HF [Ex. 14, p. 106].
Hence it may be shewn that XH = HA.

Then from the A s

GHX, GHA, we have GX = GA
[i. 4].

. . the locus is a circle, with centre G and radius GA or GB.

A better proof follows from Book vi., Prop. 6.
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Join BP, BX, BQ. Then for all positions of PQ the angles
of the ABPQ are constant [in. 21 and I. 32].

. . the ratio BP : PQ is constant
[vi. 4] : hence the ratio

BP : PX is constant.

But the L BPX is constant : hence [vi. 6] the L PXB is

constant.

. . the L BXA is constant. . . the locus of X is the arc of a

segment on AB.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ON ANGLES IN A CIRCLE.

Page 248.

52. Because the points P, Q, C, B are coneyclic ;

. . the /_
s

BPQ, BCQ together = two rt. angles [in. 22].

Similarly, the L s BP Q
,
BCQ together = two rt. angles.

.*. L BPQ = L BP Q
;

. . PQ and P Q are par
1
,

[i. 28].

Again, let TAT be the tangent at A to the circum- .

Then L TAB = L BCA
[ill. 32].

Hence L BAT - L BPQ
[l.

13 and in. 22].

. . TT is par
1
, to PQ.

53. [In the fig. taken AB, AC when produced meet the second

at D and E],

Let AT be the tangent at A : then

Z.TAB-A ACB
[ill. 32]

-Z.BDE [Ex. 5, p. 241];

. . TA is par
1
, to DE

[i. 27].

54. For /.PTA-Z.TBA
[ill. 32]; and z_ATC^z.CTB;

hence L PTC = sum of L s
PTA, ATC

= sum of L s
TBC, CTB

- ext. L TCP
[i. 32] ;

.*. PT -PC
[l. 6].

55. Join BF. Then L BCA^z. BFA [in. 21]

-comp
fc

. of L BAF [in. 31]
= L ADF.

. . L BCk= L ADE, and the L. DAE is common to the two A 8
;

= /_ AED
[i. 32].
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56. Join AD. Then the points B, F, O, D are concyclic ;

.*. L BOD = L BFD
[ill. 21]

= sum of L s
FAD, FDA

[i. 32].

Similarly /_ COD = sum of L &

EAD, EDA.

Hence, by addition, L BOG = sum of L s
BAG, FDE.

57. Let A be the external point, BC the chord of contact,

and let the tangent AB be produced to D.

Then z_ BAG - the diff. of L.
s
DBG, BCA

[i. 32]
= the diff. of L.

s in the alt. segments, [in. 32].

58. Let A be the point of intersection of the two s
, AD, AE

the two diams., and let the line through A meet the a at X and Y.

Then in the A s
AXD, AYE

L DAX = L EAY [Hyp.], and L AXD - L AYE [HI. 31] ;

, . L. ADX = z_ AEY
[i. 32].

. . the segments are similar.

59. Let ABX, ABY be the two equal
s
,
and let the de

scribed from centre A cut the 0ABY at C and the 0ABX at D,

the points C, D being on the same side of AB.

Then the arc AC = the arc AD, for they are cut off from equal
O a

by equal chords
;
and B is a point on the O ce of both of the

given O s

;
hence the arcs DA, AC subtend equal angles at B on

the same side of AB [HI. 27]. That is, BC and BD coincide in

direction
; or, the points B, C, D are collinear.

GO. [In the fig. taken the A ABC is acute angled, and A is

on the minor arc AB].

Because B A
,
A c are par

1
, respectively to BA, AC,

. . the z_A = the /.A, . . the arc B c = the arc BC [HI. 26].

From these equal arcs take the arc BC :

then the arc BB = the arc CC
;

. . the L B CB =the L CBC [in. 27];

.*. B C is par
1
, to BC

[i. 27].
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61. Join HB, BK, AB.

Then L. HBK + L X - L ABK + L_ ABH + L. X
= L ABK + L QPX + L X [in. 21]

-_ ABK + ^ AQK
[i. 32]

= two rt. angles [in. 22] ;

. . the points H, B, K, X are coneyclic [in. 22. Converse].

62. Let AB be the given st. line, P the given point of contact,
and X and Y the given points in AB.

[The problem is only possible when P is between X and Y.]

At P draw PQ perp. to AB
;
then the centre of the required

lies on PQ.

On XY describe a semicircle, meeting PQ at O.

From centre O, with radius OP, describe a 0, and from X
and Y draw the tangents XC, YD. These tangents shall be par

1
.

This is proved by shewing by the converse of [Ex. 10, p. 197]
that the sum of the L s

CXP, DYP is two rt. angles.

63. Because the L S
CXP, CYP are rt. angles,

. . the four points C, X, P, Y lie on a whose diameter is

CP [in. 31]. And this is of constant magnitude, since CP is

a radius of the given .

Now the L YCX is also constant. . . the chord XY is constant.

64. Call the tangent NPT. Join AP.

Then the L BPT - the L. PAB [in. 32]

-the L MNP [in. 21],

for the points A, N, P, M are obviously coneyclic.

Hence MN and PB are par
1
,

[i. 28].

65. Join XN, YN.

Then each of the L a
AXN, APB, NYB is a rt. angle [in. 31].

/. the fig. XNPY is a rectangle.

. . L NXY = /_ NPY
= L MAX, from the rt. angled A s

PAB, NPB
[i. 32].

.*. XY touches AXN [Converse of in. 32].

Or, otherwise. Join X to C, the centre of the AXN.

Then L CXA = L. CAX = L NPB = NXY.
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Hence L AXN = L CXY.

. . L. CXY is a rt. angle; . . XY is a tangent.

Similarly XY may be proved a tangent to the other circle.

66. Let AB be the common chord, through A draw APXQ
to cut the arcs. Then shall PX = QX.

For since L. APB is the supp
fc

. of L AQB,

/. L BPQ = ^ AQB,
and :_

s
BXP, BXQ are rt. angles [in. 31].

Hence PX = QX
[l. 26].

67. Let AD, AE be the given lines touching the given at

B and C. Let the chord PQ be bisected by BC at Z, and produced
to meet AD and AE at X and Y.

Then shall PX = QY.

Take centre O. Join OZ, OB, OC, OX, OY.

Then the ^ s OZX, OBX are rt. ^ s

[in. 3, in. 18];
. . the four points O, Z, B, X are coneyclic [in. 22].

. . the L. ZXO -=the L ZBO, in the same segment.

Similarly, the L ZYO = the L ZOO.

But since OB = OC, /.the ^ZBO^the L ZCO.

. . L ZXO - L ZYO, . . ZX == ZY
[i. 6].

And by hyp. ZP = ZY, . . PX = QY.

68. Let C, D be the centres of the given
s which intersect

at A, and X the given line.

On CD describe a semicircle
;
and from centre D with radius

half of X cut this semicircle at E. Join ED.

Through A draw PAQ par
1
, to ED. PQ shall be the line

required. Join CE and produce it to meet PQ at G, and draw
DH par

1
, to CG, meeting PQ at H.

Then since L CED is a right L. [in. 31],

. . CG, DH are perp. to PQ
[l. 29], and GH = ED.

Also GH is half of PQ
[ill. 3] ;

. . PQ = X, and is drawn through A.

69. Let ABC be the given A, on the sides of which equilat.
A 8 are described externally, and let the s about the equilat.
A 8 on BC, CA meet at O. Join AO, BO, CO.
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[In the fig. taken O falls within the A.]
Since the L. of an equilat. A is J of two rt. angles,

. . each of the L.
s
AOC, BOG is of two rt. angles [in. 22],

Hence the z_ AOB is | of two rt. angles [r. 15, Cor.
1].

. . a circle described about the equilat. A on AB will pass

through O [in. 22. Converse].

70. Let the O a about the A s
BRP, CPQ intersect at O.

Join PO, RO, QO.

Then L POR = supplement of L
B| ^ 99

-.

Also L POQ = supplement of L C)
*

But since the three L 3
POR, POQ, ROQ=4rt. angles, and

A + B + C 2 rt. angles,

. . L ROQ supplement of L A.

. . a about A RAQ will pass through the point O

[in. 22. Converse].

71. On each of the sides of the A describe segments con

taining an angle equal to f of two right angles (twice the L of

an equilat. A ).

Then [Ex. 69] the arcs of these segments meet at a point,39] th.

ude wiat which each side will subtend an angle equal to f of two right

angles, or \ oifour rt. angles.

72. Let P, Q, R be the fixed points. On PR and PQ describe

(externally to the APQR) segments containing an angle of an

equilat. A .

Through P draw any at. line BC terminated by the O ces
.

Join BR, CQ, and produce them to meet at A.

Then ABC is an equilat. A.

For since each of the L s
B, C is one-third of two rt. angles,

. . the L. A is also one-third of two rt. angles.

73. Let P, Q, R be the given points, ABC the given A.

On PQ, RP describe segments (externally to the A PQR) capable
of containing angles equal to the z_

8
B, C. Through P draw B PC

terminated by the O ces and equal to BC [Ex. 68, p. 249]. Join

B Q, C R, and produce them to meet at A . Then A B C shall be

the required A. [HI. 21 and I. 26.]
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SIMSON S LINE. Page 250.

75. Take the figure of Ex. 74, p. 250.

Now as in Ex. 74, the L. PDF = the L PBF = L ACP.

Hence the ^.
s
PDF, PDE = the z_

3
ECP, PDE.

But the L a
PDF, PDE = two rt. angles [i. 13].

. . the L S
ECP, PDE = two rt. angles.

. . the points P, D, E, C are concyclic [HI.
22. Converse].

. . the L PEC =the L PDC, in the same segment,
= a rt. angle [Constr.].

76. Again take the figure of Ex. 74, p. 250.

Since the points P, F, B, D are concyclic,

. . the L DPB = the L DFB, in the same segment.

And since the points P, C, E, D are concyclic,

. . the L. DPC = the supplement of L DEC [HI. 22]
= the L. DEA.

By addition, the whole L BPC = the sum of the L *

EFA, FEA
= the supplement of the L A.

. . P lies on the O ce of the Q circumscribed about the A ABC.

77. Draw PD, PD
, PE, PF perp. respectively to the four

lines BC, B C
,
ACC

,
ABB .

Then since P is on the circumscribed about the A ABC,
.*. the points E, F, D are collinear [Ex. 74].

And since P is on the circumscribed about the AAB C
,

. . the points E, F, D are collinear.

Hence D and D both lie on the st. line through E and F.

78. Let ABC be the A, P the given point on the circum
scribed .

Let PF, PD be the perps. on AB, BC; so that FD produced
is the pedal of P. Draw AH perp. to BC, and produce it to

meet the O ce at G. Take HO equal to HG. Then O is the

orthocentre [Ex. 21, p. 244].
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Let OP meet the pedal of P at X. Then shall OX = XP.

Draw PB, PC. Let PG, produced if necessary, meet the

pedal at K, and BC (or BC produced) at L. Join OL.

[The proof given below is for an acute-angled triangle. P

is taken in the arc BG. F falls within AB, and PG meets BC

produced.]

Then L PDK = L. PBF [Ex. 5, p. 241] - supp
fc

. of L ACP [in. 22]
= supp

l
. of ^AGP [in. 2l]

= L.DPG
[i. 29].

So that ^KDL = /_KLD, since A PDL is rt. angled [i. 32].

/. PK= KD = KL. v &quot;

But by i. 4, the A s
HLG, HLO are equal in all respects.

/. ^OLH=/_DLK = z.KDL; /. XK, OL are par
1
. But K is the

middle point of PL, . . X is the middle point of OP

[Ex. 1, p. 104].

IV. ON THE CIRCLE IN CONNECTION WITH RECTANGLES.

Page 251.

2. Since the L s
AEB, ADB are rt. angles, . . the four points

A, E, D, B are coneyclic [HI. 31],

. -. the rect. AO, OD =the rect. BO, OE [HI. 35].

Similarly, the rect. BO, OE = the rect. CO, OF.

3. Since the L s
AEB, ADB are rt. angles,

. . the points A, E, D, B are coneyclic ;

/. the rect. CA, CE = the rect. CB, CD [m. 36 Cor.].

4. Since the L s
ADE, ACE are rt. angles,

. . the four points D, A, C, E are concyclic [HI. 22].

/. BE. BC^BD. BA
[ill. 36],

or, BE. EC + BE 2 =BD. DA + BD2

[n. 3],

or, BE2 -BD2 =BD. DA- BE. EC,

that is,
DE2 - BD . DA - BE . EC

[i. 47].
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5. Let any through P, Q cut the given at R.

Then by Ex. 1, p. 251, the rect. OP . OQ- OR 2
.

. . OR is a tangent to the second O [ni. 37].

Hence the tangents to the two s at the point R are perp. to

one another; . . the circles cut orthogonally.

6. Let A, B be the given points through which all the

circles pass, and C the fixed point in BA produced.

From C draw CT a tangent to any one of the circles.

Then CT2 = CA . CB [in. 36].

. . CT is constant. That is, all the points of contact are at a

constant distance from the fixed point C; . . their locus is a

with centre C. And since each radius of this is a tangent
to a of the given series, . . the locus cuts each of the

system orthogonally.

7. Let C be the centre of the given 0, and A the given
fixed point. Let DAT be any passing through A, and cutting
the given orthogonally at T. Join CA, and produce it, if neces

sary, to meet the DAT at B.

Then since the s cut orthogonally at T, CT is a tangent
to the DAT [in. 16}

:. CB.CA-CT 2

[ill. 36].

But CA and CT are constant
;

. . CB is constant.

. . B is a fixed point.

8. Since by the last Ex. all s which pass through a fixed

point A and cut a given orthogonally pass also through a

second point B, the locus of their centres is the st. line bisecting
AB at rt. angles [ill. 1].

To find this point B. Draw any radius CT to the given .

Describe a to pass through A and touch CT at T

[Ex. 28, p. 238].

This will cut the given orthogonally. Join CA, and

produce it if necessary, to cut the of construction at B. Then
B is the required point.
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9. Let C be the centre of the given 0, and A, D the given

points.

Then by Ex. 7, all s

through A cutting the given orthogo

nally must pass through another fixed point B. Find B, as in

the last Example. Then the circumscribed about ABD is that

required.

10. Describe any to pass through the points A, B, arid

any other through C, D intersecting the first at X, Y.

Join XY, and produce it to meet AD at O. Then O is the re

quired point.

For OA . OB = OX . OY
[ill. 36]

-OC.OD [in. 36].

11. Let AB and CD intersect at E. Join BQ.

Then the L.
s
PQB, PEB are rt. angles [in. 31, and Hyp.]

. . the points Q, P, B, E are concyclic ;

/. AQ . AP = AE . AB
[ill. 36].

And since AE and AB are constant,

. . rect. AQ, AP is constant.

12. Let CD cut A B at E. Join BQ, BC.

Then the ^ 8
PEB, PQB are rt. angles [Hyp., and in. 31].

. . the points E, P, Q, B are concyclic ;

.*. AP. AQ = AE. AB
[ill. 36].

Now the about the ACEB has its centre on BC,

for the L CEB is a rt. angle [in. 31].

And AC is perp. to BC [HI. 31], . . AC is a tangent to the

about the ACEB.

Hence AE, AB = AC2

[ill. 36],

. . AP. AQ-= AC 2
.

13. Draw AE perp. to CD, and from Q draw QR perp. to AP

meeting AE at R.

Then since the z_
a
PQR, PER are rt. angles,

. . the points P, E, R, Q are concyclic ;

. . AE. AR-AP. AQ [ill. 36].
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. . AE.AR is constant, for AP . AQ is constant [Hyp.]; and

since AE is constant, . . AR is constant. That is, R is a fixed

point.
And the L AQR is a rt. angle.
. . the locus of Q is a circle on AR as diameter.

14. Let T be one point of intersection of the two given Q s
,

A any point on the O ce of one of them, and C the centre of

the other. Draw AC, and produce it if necessary to meet the O ce

of the first at B. Join CT.

Then since the s are orthogonal, CT is a tangent ;

/. CT2 =CA. CB [in. 36].

Hence [Ex. 1, p. 251] B is the point at which AC is cut

by the chord of contact of tangents from A.

But this chord is bisected at rt. angles by AC.

Hence the first passes through its middle point.

15. Draw PX perp. to AB. Join AD, BC.

Then since the L.
s

PCB, PXB are rt. angles

[in. 31, and Constr.],

. . the points P, C, B, X are concyclic;

. . AP. AC^AX . AB
[ill. 36].

Similarly BP . BD = BX . BA
;

. . AP . AC + BP . BD = AX . AB + BX . AB

- AB 2

[ii. 2].

16. For by Ex. 3, p. 229, GA = G E, and H D = H F.

Also by Ex. 19, p. 237, AE = DF. Hence it may be proved
that GB=HC.

Now since GC is divided at B,

. . 4GC.GB+ BC2 = GH 2

[n. 8],

or, 4GA3 + BC 2 = GH 2

[in. 36] ;

that is, AE2 + BC 2 = GH 2
.

17. Let PM meet the O ce of the given at XY.

Then because XY is bisected at M and produced to P,

. , PM 2 =PX . PY + XM 2

[n. 6]

= PC . PD + AM . MB [in. 36, and 35].
H.K.E. H
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18. Join AF, AG. Then shall AF, AG be in the same st.

line. Join DB, DC.

[Various figures arise according to the magnitude and dis

position of the given Q s

;
the proof given below may be adapted

to the various cases by interchanging the application of in. 21

and in. 22.]

(i)
Because the four points G, A, C, D are concyclic,

.*. the ^GAD = Z.GCD [in. 21].

And because the points F, A, B, D are concyclic,

/. the L FAD = L. FBD
[ill. 21].

/. the ^ s
GAD, FAD -the L s

ECD, EBD

= two rt. angles, for the points E, B, D, C are

concyclic [HI. 22].
. . GA, AF are in the same st. line.

(ii) EF. EB-EA. ED) e)r
v [in. 35 or 36] ;= EC. EG/

.*. the points B, F, C, G are concyclic.

19. Join AO, and produce it to meet BC at D.

Then AB2 + AC2 = AB . AF + AB . BF + AC . AE + AC . CE [n. 2].

But AB . AF = AC . AE = the sq. on tangent from A [in. 36].

And it may be proved that AB. AF + AC.AE BC2

[Ex. 15, p. 252].

. . AB2 + AC2 = BC2 + twice the sq. on the tangent from A.

20. Let AB be the given diameter.

Then PQ2 = PX2 + QX 2 + 2PX . XQ [n. 4],

. . PQ2 + PY2 + QY2 = PX 2 + PY2 + QX2 + QY2 + 2PX . XQ.

But PX 2 + PY2 - 2PC2 + 2XC2
, }

, Y which are constant,
and QX 2 + QY2 - 2QC2 + 2XC2

J

Also PX . XQ = AX . XB [in. 35], which is constant
;

, , PQ2 + PY2 + QY2
is constant.
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PROBLEMS ON TANGENCY. Page 257.

26. Let A be the given point, BC the st. line to be touched,
and PQ the line on which the centre is to lie.

From A draw AM perp. to PQ, and produce AM to A
, making

MA equal to MA.

Then the required must pass through A [Ex. 1, p. 233].

Hence we have only to describe a through A, A to touch
BC. This is done in Ex. 21, p. 253

27. As in the last example a second point may be found

through which the required must pass [Ex. 1, p. 233].

The problem is thus reduced to that solved in Ex. 22,

p. 254.

28. Let A and B be the given points, and C the centre of

the given 0, of which XY is a given arc. Required to describe

a to pass through A, B and cut off from the given an arc

equal to XY.

Join XY, and from centre C describe a circle to touch XY.
Then the given intercepts on every tangent to the of con
struction a part equal to XY.

Describe a through A, B to touch the given at T

[Ex. 21, p. 253].

Draw the common tangent at T to meet BA produced at O.

From O draw a tangent to the of construction cutting the

given at P, Q.

Then OA . OB = OT2 = OP . OQ [in. 36].

.*. A, B, P, Q are coneyclic.

. . a described through the points A, B, P will pass through Q.

And PQ = XY [Ex. 5, p. 195], . . arc PQ = arc XY [in. 28].

29. Worked out on page 239 of Euclid.
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3O. Let A, B be the centres of the given
s

,
and PQ the

given st. line. Required to draw a O to touch the given
8

and PQ. Of the two s

(A), (B) let (B) be the greater. From
centre B, with radius equal to the difference of the given

s

,

describe a .

Draw XY par
1
, to PQ, at a distance from it equal to the

radius of (A),
and on the side remote from the given

s
.

Through A describe a (centre O) to touch the of con

struction at D and XY at F [Ex. 25, p. 256],

Join OA, OB, OF meeting the given
s and PQ respectively

at G, E, C. Then clearly

OG -OE = OC.

. . a described from centre O with radius OC is that re

quired.

V. ON MAXIMA AND MINIMA.

1. Take one of the given sides as base, and from an ex

tremity of this base, with the other side as radius, describe a .

Then the vertex of the A must lie on this . Now, the

base being given, the A is greatest when the altitude is greatest :

this may readily be shewn to be when the second side is drawn
at rt. angles to the first

[i. 19].

2. If the base and area of a A ABC are given, the vertex C
must move on a st. line PQ par

1
, to the base AB

[i. 39].

Arid since AB is fixed, the perimeter is least when the sum of

AC, BC is least. This is the case when

the ^PCA-the L QCB [Ex. 3, p. 261].

But ^PCA = ^.CAB, and ^QCB^^CBA
[i. 29].

/. AC = BC
[i. 6].

3. If the base and vertical L of a A are given, then the

vertex must move on the segment of a described on the base

BC, and containing the given angle [in. 21. Cor.]; and the

A of greatest area is that which has the greatest altitude.
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Now the greatest altitude is the st. line AX which bisects BC

at X at rt. angles. For take any other point P on the arc of the

segment, and draw PM perp. to BC. Find O, the centre, which

must lie in AX or AX produced [in. 1].
Join OP, and let PM

(produced, if necessary) meet the diameter par
1 to BC at N.

Then OP is greater than PN
[i. 19]; . . XA is greater than

PM, since OX-NM.

4. Let O be the centre of the given ,
and M N the given st. line.

Draw OA perp. to MN, and let P be any point in MN. Then
the tangents from A shall contain a greater angle than the

tangents from P.

From A and P draw tangents AB, PQ. Join OB, OQ, OP.

Then OP is greater than OA
[i. 18].

And OP2 - OQ2 + PQ2
;
also OA2 - OB2 + AB 2

.

But OB OQ. Hence PQ is greater than AB.

In QP make QX equal to BA, and join OX.

Then the A s
ABO, XQO are identically equal [i. 4].

/. L BAG - L QXO. But L QXO is greater than L QPO
[i. 16].

. . L BAO is greater than L QPO.

But the L. between the tangents at A is double the L BAO,
and the L between the tangents at P is double the L QPO.

. . the tangents from A include the greater angle.

5. Let AB be the straight rod, C its middle point, and O the
intersection of the rulers. Then OC = half of AB and is constant
for all positions of AB [in. 31].

And since the base is given in magnitude, the area of the A
is greatest when the perp. from O on AB is the greatest.

Now when AB makes equal angles with the two rulers, OC
is perp. to AB

[i. 6, and
4]. And in any other position of AB,

OC is greater than the perp. from O on AB
[i. 19].

Hence the greatest A is obtained when AB is equally inclined
to the two rulers.
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6. Let AB be the given line, and K the side of the given

square.

(i)
At B draw BC, making the L ABC half a rt. angle.

From centre A, with radius K, describe a O cutting BC at

P (or P
).

Draw PX perp. to AB.

Then shall AX 2 + XB2 -
sq. on K.

For L XBP =
Jrt. angle, and /_ PXB = one rt. angle,

. . z.XPB=Jrt. angle; . . PX-XB.
Hence AX 2 + XB2 = AX 2 + XP2

= AP2 =
sq. on K

[i. 47].

(ii)
Thus AX 2 + XB2

is a minimum, when AP is a minimum;
that is, when AP is the perp. on BC.

In this case the L PAB = Jrt. angle = L ABP.

. . AP = BP, and hence X is the middle point of AB.

7. (i)
See Ex. 68, p. 249.

(ii) Using the letters there employed, we see that PAQ is a

maximum, when ED is a maximum. But ED has its greatest
value when it coincides with CD. Hence PQ is a maximum
when it is par

1
, to CD.

8. Let OA, OB be the tangents. Take P the middle point
of the arc AB, and let PX, PY be the perps. on OA, OB.

Then PX + PY shall be a minimum.

Let Q be any other point on the arc AB (in the fig. chosen,

Q is on PB), and QM, QN the perps. on OA, OB. Let PY, QM
intersect at R. Join PQ.

Then the tangent at P may be shewn to make equal L.
s with

OA, OB, therefore with PY. QM. Hence if this tangent cuts

QM at K, K must be without the 0, and the L. RKP = the L RPK.

But L RKP is greater than /.RQP
[i. 16],

. . L. RPQ is greater than L RQP.

. . RQ is greater than RP.

Also RM = PX, and QN = RY.

. . RQ + RM + QN is greater than RP + PX + RY,

or QM + QN is greater than PX + PY.
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9. Let A and B be the fixed points, PQ the tangent at T,

and let L PTA = L QTB.

Then AT + BT shall be a minimum.

This problem supposes that AB does not meet the 0, and

that AT, BT are on the side of PQ remote from the .

Take X any other point on the O ce
: then AX must cut

PQ (hyp.) at some point K. Join KB, XB.

Then AK + KB is greater than AT + TB [Ex. 3, p. 261];

and AX + XB is greater than AK + KB
[i. 21].

Hence AX + XB is greater than AT + TB.

10. Let AP, AQ be st. lines of indefinite length including
the fixed vertical angle.

Let ABC be the isosceles A, having the given altitude AD.

And let AB C be any other A having an equal altitude AD .

Then by I. 26, D is the middle point of BC.

Through D draw XDY par
1

, to B C meeting AP, AQ at X, Y.

Now A ABC is less than AAXY [Ex. 4, p. 262].

And AAXY is less than AAB C by the strip B XYC
,
since it

may be shewn that B C must lie on the side of XY remote from
A. For let XY meet AD

,
or AD produced, at K : then the L AKD

is a rt. angle, . .AD is greater than AK
;
that is, AD is greater

than AK.

11. For all such triangles have the same vertical angle,
and the same altitude, namely the radius of the [in. 18].

And it may easily be shewn that the A whose base is bisected

at the point of contact is isosceles
[i. 4]; hence the proof of

the last exercise applies.

12. Let AP and AQ be the two fixed tangents, and BC any
other tangent to the convex arc. Let O be the centre of the .

Join OB, OC.

Then the quad
1

. APOQ is of constant area.

Hence the A ABC is a maximum when the fig. OPBCQ is a
minimum.
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And this figure is double the AOBC [proved as in Ex. 6,

p. 235].

Hence A ABC is a maximum, when A BOC is a minimum.

Now the L BOC is constant [Ex. 6, p. 235], and the altitude

of the AOBC is also constant, . . its area is a minimum when it

is isosceles [Ex. 10, p. 263]; that is, when BC touches the arc PQ
at its middle point.

13. Let AB be the given base. Then, since the area is given,
the vertex must lie on some st. line XY par

1
, to AB. Describe a

Q to pass through A, B and to touch XY at C [Ex. 21, p. 253,

note]. Let P be any other point in XY.

Join AC, CB and AP, PB.

Then one at least of the lines AP, BP must cut the 0. Let
AP cut it at Q. Join BQ.

Then L AQB is greater than L APB
[i. 16]

and L AQB = z_ ACB [in. 21];

. . L. ACB is greater than L. APB.

And from the construction of the it may be proved that

AC= BC
[i. 4].

14. Let A, B be the given points (both without the given ).

Through A and B describe a to touch the given externally
at C [Ex. 22, p. 254].

Then ACB shall be the maximum angle. Let P be any other

point on the O ce of the given 0. Join AP, BP, and let AP meet
the of construction at Q. Join QB.

Then L AQB is greater than L APB
[i. 16]

and L AQB = L. ACB
[ill. 21].

. . L ACB is greater than L. APB.

If two circles can be drawn so as to be touched externally by
the given circle, two points of maximum angle can be found, one
on each side of AB.

15. Let ABCD be the bridge, where AB = 49 ft., BC = 32 ft.,

and CD = 49 ft. The st. line AP represents the bank.

Through B, C describe a to touch AP at T [Ex. 21, p. 253].
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Then the arch BC subtends the greatest angle at T [Ex. 2,

p. 260].

Also AT2 -AB.AC [in. 36]

-49.81 sq. ft.

.-. AT -7 x 9 = 63 ft.

16. Since the sides AC, BC are constant, the area of the

A ABC is a maximum when they are at rt. angles [Ex. 1, p. 262].

Draw any two radii CA
,
CB at right angles, and join A B .

Then, by Ex. 11, p. 235, through P draw the st. line PAB
so that the part AB intercepted by the O ce

may be equal to A B .

Then clearly the /_ ACB is a rt. angle [i. 8].

17. Let ABCD be a rectangle inscribed in a given 0.

Join AC. Then AC is a diameter [in. 31].

Now the rectangle is double of the A ABC.

And since the base AC is constant, the A ABC is greatest when
the altitude BX, namely the perp. from B on AC, is greatest.

And BX may be shewn to be greatest when B is the middle

point of the arc AC. The rectangle then becomes a square.

18. Let O be the centre of the given Q. Bisect AB at X,

and join XO cutting the O ce at P. Join AP, PB.

Then shall AP2 + PB2 be a minimum.

Now AP2 + PB2 = 2AX 2 + 2XP2

[Ex. 24, p. 161].

Hence, since AX is constant, AP2 + PB2
is a minimum when XP

is a minimum.

But XP is the least of all st. lines drawn from X to the O ce

[in. 8].

19. It is shewn in Ex., 4, p. 223 how to find a point C such

that AC + PC may be equal to a given line H. Now the greatest
^value H can have, in order that this construction should be possible,
is the diameter of the second segment. This determines the point

X, and therefore the point C : and it may easily be shewn by in.

31 that CX = CB = CA
;
that isj that C is the middle point of the

arc AB.
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20. No inscribed triangle that is not equilateral can have

the maximum perimeter.

For let PQR be an inscribed triangle not equilateral ;
then it

must have one pair of sides unequal, say PQ, QR. Hence there is

an inscribed A on the base PR, which has a greater perimeter

[Ex. 19, p. 264], . . the A PQR is not the inscribed A of greatest

perimeter. And this argument may be applied to all inscribed

triangles not equilateral.

21. No inscribed triangle that is not equilateral can have

the greatest area.

For let PQR be an inscribed A not equilateral ;
then it must

have one pair of sides unequal, say PQ, QR. Hence [Ex. 3,

p. 262] there is an inscribed A on the base PR, which has a

greater area.

. . the A PQR is not the inscribed A of greatest area.

And this argument may be applied to all inscribed A 8 not

equilateral.

22. It has been proved [Ex. 20, p. 243] that every two sides

of the pedal triangle are equally inclined to that side of the

original triangle, in which they meet.

Also [Ex. 3, p. 261] if A and B are fixed points and P a point
in a given st. line CD, then AP+ PB is a minimum, when these

lines are equally inclined to CD.

Thus no triangle inscribed in the A ABC, that is not the pedal

triangle, can have the minimum perimeter.

For let PQR be an inscribed A
,
not the pedal A . Then at

least one pair of its sides, say PR, QR, are not equally inclined to

the side AB in which they meet. Hence there is an inscribed A
on the base PQ which has a less perimeter [Ex. 3, p. 243].

. . the A PQR is not the inscribed A of least perimeter. And
this argument may be applied to all inscribed A 3

, except the

pedal A.

23. Adopting the figure of n. 14.

The sq. on EH =the rectangle BD in area.
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Now since EF = ED, it follows that BF is half the perimeter of

the rectangle ;
. . GH is one-quarter of the perimeter of the rect

angle. Also HE is one-quarter of the perimeter of the square.

But GH is greater than HE
[i. 19].

Hence the perimeter of the square is less than the perimeter
of the rectangle.

24. Let D, E, F be the fixed points, and XYZ the given A .

Join FD, DE, and on these lines describe segments containing the

L s
Y, Z respectively.

Through D draw the maximum line BC terminated by the two

Qces
j-

x 7^ p 263]. Join BF, CE; and produce them to meet
at A.

Then since the L s

B, C are respectively equal to the L.
s
Y, Z,

. . the remaining L A = remaining .L. X
[i. 32].

And since the ^ s of the A ABC are fixed, the area is a

maximum, when any one of its sides is a maximum. But BC is

a maximum [Constr.].

. . the A ABC is a maximum.

VI. HARDER MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Page 264.

1. For let O be the centre of the given 0. Join OC.

Then /. EDC = L BAC [in. 21]
= LOCE.

Hence OC is a tangent to the O DEC [in. 32. Converse],

And since OC is a radius of the given 0, . . the two s cut

orthogonally [p. 240].

2.
(i)

The _ ACD - % L ACB
[i. 8]

= L APB [in. 20].

Similarly L ADC - L AQB.

/. /.CAD^APBQ
[i. 32].

(ii) Similarly Z.CBD = /

From each of which take L PBD.

BPC = L BQD.
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3.
(i)

Join BC, AD.

Then PA2 + PB2 + PC 2 + PD2 = BC2 + AD 2

[i. 47].

But since AB and CD are at rt. angles,

. . the arcs BC and AD make up a semicircle [Ex. 1, p. 240].

Hence BC2 + AD2 =
(diam.)

2

[in. 31, and i. 47]

= 4 (radius)
2

.

(ii)

= PA2 + PB2 + 2PA . PB + PC2 + PD 2

+ 2PC. PD + 4OP2

[n. 4]

= 4 (radius)
2 + 4OP2 + 2PA . PB + 2PC . PD [Ex. 3]

= 4 (radius)
2 + 2 (OP

2 + PA . PB) + 2 (OP
2 + PC . PD)

- 4 (radius)
2 + 2 (radius)

2 + 2 (radius)
2

[HI. 35]

- 8 (radius)
2
.

4. Let AC, BD be the two par
1
, tangents, O the centre of the

given 0, and let CD be the third tangent touching the at P.

Join OP, OC, OD.

Then the /_ COD is a rt. angle [Ex. 5, p. 235].

Hence a semicircle on DC as diam r
. passes through O [HI. 31].

And OP is perp. to DC.

. . by the reasoning of 11. 14, DP . PC OP2
.

5. Let OA, OB be the two given st. lines, C and D the centres

of the given
s

,
and P their point of contact. Then P is the

middle point of CD [Hyp. and HI. 12]. Also it is clear that C
and D will move on st. lines par

1
, respectively to OA, OB, and at a

distance from them equal to the radius of the given
s

.

If these lines intersect at X, the locus of P is a whose

centre is X, and whose radius is equal to the radius of either

of the given
s

. For XP - PC = PD
[in. 31].
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6. Let O be the centre of the
,
and Y the middle point of

CD. Join XY, OC, OY.

Then OY is perp. to AB [in. 3 and Hyp.].

Now XC 2 + XD2 = 2 {CY
2

-f XY2

} [Ex. 24, p. 161]

= 2{CY
2 +OY2 + OX 2

} [i. 47]

= 2 {OC
2 + OX2

}

= 2 {OA
2 + OX 2

}

= XA2 + XB2

[n. 9].

7. Join PY, QX. [In the fig. taken PX and QY are on

opposite sides of PQ.]

Then L QPX = L PQY
[i. 29]

= L. PXY [in. 21].

Also /.QPY-/.QXY [in. 21].

By addition, L XPY = L. PXQ.

But L. PXQ is constant, since PQ is fixed.

. . L XPY is constant; . . arc XY is constant [in. 26].

.*. chord XY is constant [in. 29].

.*. XY touches a fixed concentric circle [Ex. 1, p. 235].

8. Let CD be the perp. and let CD meet the first at G,

and the second at O and O .

Then by Ex. 15, p. 234, since the s are equal, the distances

from D of the two points on the one are respectively equal to

the distances of the two points on the other.

Let O be the point corresponding to G.

Then O is the orthocentre [Ex. 21, p. 244], for DO = DG.

Otherwise. The L AGB is the supplement of the L ACB [in. 22].

And since the segments AGB, AOB are equal [Hyp. and in. 28].

. . L AGB = L. AOB, .&quot;. L AOB is supp
fc

. of /_ ACB.

. . orthocentre is on arc AOB [Ex. 35, p. 245]. But the ortho-

centre is on perp. CD. . . orthocentre is at O.
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9. Call the O s

(i), (ii), (iii).
Let

(i)
and

(iii)
intersect again

at B, (ii)
and

(iii)
at C, (i)

and
(ii) at D.

Then as in the second proof of the last exercise it may be
shewn by means of the O s

(i)
and

(iii)
that the orthocentre of

the A ABC lies on the arc ADB. Similarly, by means of the
s

(ii)
and

(iii)
the orthocentre of the A ABC lies on the arc

ADC.

. . the orthocentre is at D.

Hence of the four points A, B, C, D each is the orthocentre of

the triangle formed by joining the other three [Ex. 24, p. 244].

10. Let A be the given point, and O the centre of the given .

Join AO, and bisect it at X. With centre X and radius equal to

one-half of the radius of the given O, describe a cutting the

convex O ce at Y.

Join AY and produce it to meet the concave O ce
again at B.

Then shall AY-YB.

This follows, because X is the middle point of the side AO, and
XY is half the base OB [See Ex. 2 and 3, p. 104; and vi. 7, Cor.].

Impossible when the minimum distance from A to the O ce is

greater than the diameter.

11. Let O be the common centre. Draw OA any radius
of outer 0. Bisect AO at P. On AO and AP describe semi- s

,

of which that on AP cuts the inner at X. Join AX, and

produce it to meet the semi- on AO at R. Join PX, OR.

Then L AXP = /_ ARO, for each is a rt. angle [HI. 31].

. . PX is par
1
, to OR

;
and P is middle point of OA.

. . AX= XR [Ex. 1, p. 104].

Hence if A R is produced to meet the inner and outer s at Y
and B respectively,

AB = twice XY
[in. 3],

for OR is perp. to AB,
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12. Join AA . Then since the arcs AB
,
AC are respectively

half the arcs AC, AB, . . the L s AA B
,
AA C are respectively equal

to half the L a
ABC, ACB.

Hence the L B A C = J(B + C). And so for the other angles
of the AA B C .

Again AA makes with B C an angle equal to that at the O ce

subtended by the sum of the arcs AB
,
BA

,
BC [Ex. 1, p. 240] ;

that is, an angle equal to - +
^ +95 or one r^- angle.

Hence AA
,
BB , CC are the perps. of the AA B C .

Let A&quot;B&quot;C&quot; be the pedal A of the AA B C .

Then /_ C A&quot;B&quot; = L B A&quot;C&quot; = L C A B = %(B + C)

[Ex. 20, p. 243] ,

/. L B&quot;A&quot;C&quot;
= 2 rt. angles- .C A&quot;B&quot;- L B A&quot;C&quot;

= 2 rt. angles (B + C)

13. Let ABCD be the quad
1
. Let AB, DC meet at P, and

BC, AD at Q. Let the bisectors of the /_
s at P and Q meet at O.

Join PQ.

Then L. OPQ = \( L CPQ-f L APQ),

and L OQP = \(L CQP + L AQP),

. . L. POQ =
%(t- PCQ + L PAQ) [i. 32]

= %(L BCD + L BAD) [i. 15]

= one rt. angle [in. 22].

14. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral whose sides AB, BC, CD,
DA touch the inscribed at X, Y, Z, V.

Let BA, CD, produced, meet at P; and DA, CB, produced,
meet at Q. Bisect the L s at P and Q by PC, QO.

Then PO is perp. to XZ, and QO to YV [Ex. 2, p. 196],

But since the fig. ABCD is cyclic, . . PO. QO are at rt. angles
to one another [Ex. 13, p. 265].

Hence XZ and YV are perp. to one another.
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15. Let ABC be a triangle of the system on the fixed base AB.

Produce AC to D, making CD equal to CB.

Then AD is of constant magnitude. Join BD. cutting the
bisector of the L. BCD at P. Then CP bisects BD at rt. angles.

Required the locus of P.

Bisect AB at O. Join OP.

Then OP is one-half of AD [Ex. 3, p. 105].

That is, OP is constant
;
and since O is a fixed point, the

locus of P is a circle, whose centre is at O, and whose radius
is half AD.

16. Join AQ, and produce it to meet A P at X. Join A Q .

Then, by hyp. and HI. 31, AX, PP
,
A Q are par

1

.

Also QQ and A X are par
1

.

Then AA 2 = AX 2 + XA /2

[i. 47]
- P P2 + Q Q2

.

17. Let X, Y be the centres of the two s
,
P being on the

O ce of the O (X). Join AB, AX, AY, AD.

Then AX and AY are tangents [Hyp.].

. . z_XAC = ^ADC
[ill. 32].

Also &amp;lt;LYAC = &amp;lt;LABP [in. 32]
= ^ACD

[in. 21}

Hence, by addition, L XAY = /_ ADC + ACD.

But L XAY is a rt. angle [Hyp.] ;

hence L. DAC is a rt. angle [i. 32] ;

. . DC is a diameter [HI. 31].

18. Join PA, PB, PC; and bisect these lines at S/, S 2 ,
S 3 .

Then since the L s

PEA, PFA are rt. angles, . . the four points
P, F, E, A lie on a O whose diam. is PA. Hence Sj is the centre

of the about the A EPF.

Similarly for S 2 and S 3 .

Again [Ex. 2 and 3, p. 104], S,S 2 ,
S 2S 3 , S^ are par

1
, to AB,

BC, CA, and equal to half of these lines,

. . the ASjSjjSg is equiangular to the A ABC,
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19. Take O the centre of the 0- Join PC: then PC pro
duced must pass through O. Join OA, OX, OY.

Then since the L s
PAO, AGO are rt. angles,

/.PA must touch the circumscribed about the A AGO.

. , PC . PO = PA2 = PX . PY [in. 36].

. . the four points X, C, O, Y are coneyclic.

/. LXCP = LOYX [Ex. 5, p. 241]

= /.OXY
[i. 5]

= A.OCY
[ill. 21].

And AC is perp. to PO
;

. . CA bisects the L XCY.

20. Let AB be the sum of the lines, K the side of the sq.

to which the rectangle is equal.

On AB describe a semi-0, and draw a st. line par
1
, to AB

at a distance from it equal to K, cutting the semi-0 at P, P .

From P (or P ) draw PX perp. to AB. Then AX, XB are the

required st. lines
;
for AX . XB PX2

.

This may be proved as in n. 14, or as a special case of

HI. 35.

21. Let the sum of the sqq. on required lines be equal to

the sq. on AB, and the rectangle contained by them to the sq.

011 K.

Analysis. On AB describe a semi-0: then if any point P
is taken on the O ce

,
we shall have AP2 + PB2 = AB2

[in. 31, I. 47].

Hence we have to find a point P on the O ce such that

AP. PB =
sq. on K. Suppose PX drawn perp. to AB.

Then AAPB =
Jrect. AP, PB

;
for L APB is a rt. angle.

Also A APB Direct. AB, PX
[i. 41].

Hence rect. AP, PB^rect. AB, PX.

Construction. To AB apply a rectangle equal to the sq. on K

[1.45].
H.K.E. I
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And let D be its altitude. Draw MN par
1

, to A B at a distance
from it equal to D, cutting the semi- at P or P . Then evidently
AP, BP are the lines required.

22. Let K be the sum of the required lines, and let the

sq. on AB be equal to the sum of the sqq. on them.

On AB describe a semi-circle, and also a segment containing
an angle equal to half a rt. angle.

From centre A, with radius K, draw a cutting the latter

segment at D (or D
).

Join AD cutting the semi-0 at P. Join
PB. Then shall AP, BP be the required lines. Join DB.

For AP2 +PB2 = AB2

[in. 31, and I. 47].

Also ext. L APB = L PDB + L. PBD
[i. 32].

But Z.PDB = 1/LAPB; . . /_ PBD = \ L APB [Constr.].

. . L PDB = Z. PBD; . . PD = PB.

.*. AP + PB = AP + PD=AD = K.

23. Let AB be the diff. of the required lines, and let the
rect. contained by them be equal to the sq. on K.

On AB as diam. describe a 0.

At any point T on the O ce draw a tangent TP, making TP
equal to K. Take the centre O, and draw PQOR cutting the O ce

at P, Q. Then shall PQ, PR be the required lines.

For rect. PR, PQ = the sq. on PT [in. 36]
= the sq. on K.

And the diff. of PR and PQ is QR, that is, AB.

24. Let AB be the sum or diff. of the required lines, and
the sq. on CD the diff. of the sqq. on them.

Draw DE perp. to CD, and of any length. Join CE.

Then CD2 = CE2 - ED2

[i. 47].

From centre A, with radius CE, describe a 0.

From centre B, with radius DE, describe a 0, cutting the

other at P (or P
).

From P draw PX perp. to AB, or AB produced.

Then AX and BX shall be the required lines.
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For AX2 +PX2 = AP 2

,
and BX 2 +PX 2 =BP 2

[i. 47];

. . AX 2 -BX 2 = AP 2 -BP 2 -CE2 -ED2 = CD 2
.

And AX + BX-AB.

25. The L PAP must be a rt. angle [Ex. 2, p. 35].

So that OP = OA = OP [in. 31].

Now L ObC = L CAP -z. CAP
= L. OPA - L PAB

[i.
5 and Hyp.]

= ^ABC
[i. 32],

. . OA is a tangent to the about the A ABC [in. 32].

26. Let the feet of the perps. be D, E, F.

[Take the figure, as on p. 250, in which F is in AB produced.]

(i)
The four points E, C, P, D are evidently coneyclic,

. . L. ECD = L EPD [in. 21].

That is, L ACB = L A PB .

Hence arc A B = arc AB. Hence chord A B . chord AB.

And so for the other sides. Hence the A 3 are identically

equal.

(ii) Join A B.

Since arc AB = arc A B
,

.*. L. AA B = L A BB [in. 27] ;

. . AA is par
1
, to BB

[i. 27].

27. Take two lines of the system PQ and pq.

It may be proved by method similar to that of Ex. 1, p. 211,
that arc Pp arc Qiq. Hence the chord Pp is equal and par

1
, to

chord Qiq. From which it follows that PGL=pq [i. 33].

The prop, may also be proved by noting that P is the ortho-

centre of the AAQB [Ex. 35 and Ex. 31, p. 245].

28. With figure of p. 243, let S be the centre of circum.Q,
and let SA meet EF at X.

Then L AFX = ^ACB [Ex. 20, Cor. ii, p. 243].

And L ASB = twice L ACB
[ill. 20],

/. /. SAB - comp*. of /lACB
[i. 5, i. 32].

Hence from A AFX, the ^AXF is a rt. angle [i. 32].
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29. Since the L s
CEP, CDP are rt. angles, the about

the A RED passes through C, and is described on PC as diain.

Hence it is required to find the locus of X, the middle point
of CP.

Take S the centre of the 0, and join SX.

Then since the L CXS is a rt. angle [HI. 3], and the points
C, X are fixed, . . the locus is a on CS as diain.

30. Take the figure of p. 250. Draw the diam. AX, and

join AP, PX.

Then the four points P, D, E, C are coricyclic.

/. L EDC = L EPC
[ill. 21]

comp*. of L PCE

^comp1
. of L PXA [in. 21]

= L PAX [in. 31].

31. Let ACD, AEF and EEC, BFD be the two pairs of lines.

Let the s about the A 8
ACE, BEF meet at P. Then shall the

s about the A 8
AFD, BCD pass through P. Join PF, PE, PA.

Then ^.BFP-^BEP [in. 21]
= z_PAC [Ex.5, p. 241].

Hence L s
PAD, PFD together two rt. angles.

. . the points A, D, F, P are coneyclic ;
that is, the about

the AADF passes through P.

The proposition may also be proved by the properties of

Simson s Line [See Exx. 74, 77, p. 250].

32. From the last exercise it is seen that the s about

the four A 8

pass through a common point P. Hence it may
be seen (Ex. 77, p. 250) that the four A s have a common pedal
for the point P.

Also (Ex. 78, p. 251) this pedal bisects each of the lines

joining P to the four orthocentres.

Hence, by the method of Ex. 2, p. 124, the orthocentres are

collinear.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OP TRIANGLES. Page 267.

33. Let PAB be the given vertical angle, AB the given side,

and K the given altitude.

From centre A, with radius K, describe a 0; and from B

draw BDC to touch the at D, and meet AP at C.

Then ABC is the required triangle.

For AD is perp. to BC (in. 18), and is equal to K.

34. Let D, E, F be the feet of the perps.

Bisect the .1
s

DEF, EFD, FDE, by lines which meet at O

[Ex. 2, p. 111].

Draw lines through D, E, F perp. to OD, OE, OF.

Then any one of the four A s

ABC, OBC, OCA, OAB thus

formed will satisfy the given conditions.

[See Ex. 20, p. 243].

35. Let AB be the given base, H the given altitude, and
K the radius of the circum. .

Draw PQ par
1
, to AB and at a distance from it equal to

H. Then the vertex of required A lies on PQ.

Bisect AB at rt. angles by XY
;
then the centre of the circum.

lies on XY [in. 1].

From centre A, with radius K, intersect XY at S.

Lastly, from centre S, with radius K, intersect PQ at C or C .

Then either of the A s

ABC, ABC satisfies the conditions.

36. On AB, the given base, describe a segment containing
the given angle; then the vertex of the required A must be
on the arc of this segment. Bisect AB at X.

Hence it is required to find a point C on this arc such that

AC 2 + BC2 = K2
.

But AC2 + BC2 - 2 {AX
2 + XC 2

} [Ex. 24, p. 161].

2 {AX
2 + XC 2

}
= K2

.

But AX is known, and K is given ;
hence XC can be deter

mined [n. 14, i. 47].
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From centre X, with radius XC describe a cutting the

segment at C, C .

Then either of the A s
ABC, ABC satisfies the given con

ditions.

37. Let AB be the given base, and H the given altitude.

Draw PQ par
1
, to AB and at a distance from it equal to H.

Then the vertex of the required triangle must lie on PQ. Then

apply the method of the last Exercise.

38. On AB, the given base, describe a segment of a con

taining the given angle; then the vertex of the required A must
lie on its arc.

Divide AB internally or externally at X, so that AX 2 BX2 =
the given square [See Constr.- of Ex. 24, p. 266].

From X draw XC perp. to AB to meet the arc at C. Then
the A ABC satisfies the given conditions.

For AC2 - AX2 + XC2
;
and BC2 = BX 2 + XC2

.

/. AC2 - BC2 - AX 2 - BX 2 = the given square.

[NoTE. If the side of the given square is greater than AB,
X is external to AB, in which case there may be two solutions.]

39. Let H and K be the lengths of the two medians, and
X the given angle. Draw DB equal to H, and bisect DB at P.

On PB draw a segment of a containing an angle equal
to X. Mark off DG one-third of DB [Ex. 19, p. 107].

And from centre G, with radius equal to one-third of K,

intersect the arc at F. Join FG, and produce it to C, making
GC double of GF. Join CD and BF, and produce them to meet
at A. Then ABC shall be the required A.

For DG = 1DB, and DP= JOB, . . GP = |DB.
. . DG is double GP: also CG is double GF [Constr.].

. . PF is par
1

, to CA
[vi. 2, or by the method of Ex. 10, p. 79].

And since PF is par
1
, to AC, and P is the middle point of BD,

. . F is the middle point of AB. Also AD = DC, for each is double

of FP.

40. On the given base AB describe a segment containing
the given angle, and another segment containing half the given
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angle. Make the L ABK half the given diff. of the base angles:
and draw BD perp. to BK to cut the larger segment at D. Join

AD, cutting the smaller segment at C and BK at Q. Then ABC
is the A required.

For L. ACB = L CDB + L CBD, and L. CDB -
\ L. ACB

;

. . z.CBD = J^ACB . . . z_CDB = z_CBD; . . CD - CB.

And KBD is a rt. angle. Hence CQ = CB [in. 31].

. . BK is perp. to the bisector of the vertical L. ACB.

. . /.ABK-Jdiff. of ^ s
CBA, CAB [Ex. 7, p. 109].

41. Let the bisector of the vert. /_ be a part of PQ, a line of

unlimited length. Bisect AB, the given base, at rt. angles, by
a line which cuts PQ at X.

Describe a about AXB, and let it cut PQ again at C.

Then the A ABC will be that required.

For chord AX = chord BX
[i. 4].

arc AX = arc BX [in. 28].

L ACX = L BCX
[ill. 27].

42. On AB the given base describe a segment containing
the given angle. Then the vertex of the required A must lie

on the arc. Complete the .

Analysis. Let C be the vertex. Take X the middle point
of the conjugate arc AB. Join XC cutting AB at D. Then DC
is the bisector of the vert. L.

,
for the arc AX = the arc BX.

Draw the diam. XY cutting AB at E. Then XY is perp. to AB.

Join YC.

Now the points E, D, C, Y are coneyclic, for the L s
YED, YCD

are rt. angles.

. . rect. XD, XC = rect. XE, XY, which is known.

Hence, given the rect. contained by XD, XC and DC the diff.

between these lines, the lengths XD, XC may be found by Ex. 23,

p. 266. Thus the necessary construction is obtained.

43. Draw AD equal to the given perp., and through D draw
PQ perp. to AD. From centre A with radii equal to the bisector
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of the vert. /_
,
and the median cut PQ at E and F on the

same side of D [See Exx. 12, 13, p. 102].

At F draw FX perp. to PQ to cut AE produced at X. Draw
AS, making the L XAS equal to the L. AXF, and cutting XF

produced at S.

From centre S, with radius SA, or SX, describe a 0, cutting
PQ at B, C. Then ABC is the A required.

For since SX, drawn from the centre, cuts BC at rt. angles,
. . F is the middle point of BC; . . AF is the median.

Also, chord BX - chord CX
[i. 41; . . arc BX = arc CX

[ill. 28].
ill. 27].

44. Consult Ex. 8, p. 109, and the last example.

Let AE be the bisector of the vertical L
;
on AE describe

a rt. angled triangle ADE, making the L EAD half the diffce .

of the base angles. Then AD is the altitude of the required A
[Ex. 8, p. 109], and ED produced is the base line.

From centre A, with radius equal to the given median, cut DE
produced at F. Join AF.

Then we have given the position and magnitude of the

altitude, bisector of vert. L
,
and median from A.

Hence the problem is reduced to that solved in the last

exercise.

BOOK IV.

EXERCISES.

Page 269.

1. Let A be the given point without or within the given O,
and let K be the length of the required chord.

Place any chord PQ equal to K in the given ,
and describe

a concentric to touch PQ.
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From A draw a tangent AT to the of construction, cutting
the given at X, Y. Then XY is the required chord

[Proof by in. 18 and in. 14, as in Ex. 3, p. 197].

Impossible, if A is outside the given 0, when K is greater
than the diam.

Impossible, if A is within the given 0, when K is greater
than the diam., or when A falls within the of construction.

2. Let O be the centre of the given 0, AB the given st.

line, and K the length of the required chord.

Place any chord PQ equal to K in the given 0, and, as

before, describe a concentric to touch PQ.

From O draw a perp. to AB cutting the of construction

at C. Through C draw XCY perp. to OC cutting the given at

X, Y.

Then XY shall be the required chord.

Proof as in the last Exercise.

Page 275.

1. Let ABC be the inscribed equilat. A, and YZ, ZX, XY the

tangents through the points A, B, C.

Then each of the L 8
ZAB, ZBA, = _ ACB [in. 32]

= ^ two rt. angles.

.*. the LZ = ^ two rt. angles [i. 32]: and so for the ^ s X

and Y, .*. the A XYZ is equilat. [i. 6, Cor.].

Again each of the A s
XBC, YAC, ZAB may be shewn identi

cally equal to the A ABC
[i. 26].

. . area of A XYZ is four times A ABC.

2. Let AB, CD be the two par
1

, lines cut by PQ.

Bisect the L s
APQ, CQP bylines which meet at O. Draw

OX, OY, OZ perp. to AB, CD, PQ.

Then the A s
XPO, ZPO are identically equal [i. 26].

.*. OX = OZ. Similarly OZ = OY. And since the ^ s at

X, Y, Z are rt. angles, a described from centre O with

radius OX touches the given lines at X, Y, Z.

A second is obtained by bisecting the L S
BPQ, DQP.
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Again since OX, OY are perp. to par
1
, lines, they may be

shewn to be in the same st. line.

Hence the diam. of each is the perp. distance between the

given par
18
.; . . the s are equal.

3. For if
s are described about the A s

,
the segments

containing the A s are on equal bases and contain equal angles,
. . they are equal [in. 24].

Hence the two s of which these segments are parts must
be equal [in. 10, Cor.

(ii)].

4. For because the inscribed circle touches AB and AC,
. . its centre I lies on the bisector of the /. BAG [Ex. 1, p. 196].

Similarly \ l lies on the same bisector :

. . A, I,
\
l are collinear.

5. Let ABC be the A, and I the centre both of the circum
scribed and inscribed s

.

Then
(i) IA = IB = 1C; and

(ii)
I A, IB, 1C must be the bisectors

of the L s

BAG, ABC, ACB.

Since IA=IB, . . L IAB = L IBA
;

but L BAG = twice L IAB
;
and L ABC = twice L. IBA,

/. L ABC = L. BAG.

Similarly L ACB = L BAG = L ABC.

. . A is equilateral [i. 6, Cor.]

6. Join BS, CS.

Then since SA = SB, .*. L SAB = L SBA.

And since SA = SC, . . L SAC = L. SCA.

But since I is in AS, . . L. SAB = L SAC.

. . /L.SBA^ /.SCA.

Hence the A s
BAS, CAS may be shewn identically equal

[i. 26].
/. AB-AC.
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7. Let ABC be the A rt.-angled at C, and let the inscribed

touch the sides BC, CA, AB at D, E, F; and let I be its centre.

Join ID, IE. Then clearly the fig. 1C is a square.

Hence the diam. of inscribed - DC + CE.

And since BCA is a rt. angle, the diam. of the circum. - BA

[in. 31]
= BF + AF- BD +AE

[ill.
17. Cor.].

. . the sum of the diams. = DC + CE + BD + AE = BC + AC.

8. In the A AFE, since AF = AE, . . /_ AFE = L AEF.

. . each of these L s is acute
[i. 17].

But ^AFE=/_FDE [ill. 32].

. . the L FDE is acute. So for the other two angles.

Now since AF = AE, the L. AFE is the comp
fc

. of half the _ BAG

[i. 32].

Hence the ^ s of the L DEF are the comp
fcs

. of half the ^ s

of the A ABC.

9. Join Bl, Blj, also Cl, C\
l

.

Then Bl, Bl
:

are respectively the internal and external

bisectors of the L ABC,

. . the _ \B\ T is a rt. angle [Ex. 2, p. 35].

Similarly the L ICIj is a rt. angle.

. . the four points I, B, I,, C are concyclic [in. 31].

10. Take the figure of p. 272.

Then since AG =AE [in. 17. Cor.], it follows that the diff. of

AC and AB - the diff. of GC and EB, that is the diff. of CF and
BF.

11. Let A, B, C denote the L s of the given A.

Then A + B + C = two rt. angles [i. 32],

. . JA+|B+JC= one rt. angle,

. . \ A + \ B is the comp
fc

. of | C.

But /_BID=:lA + jB, from A BAI
[i. 32],

And L EIC = the comp*. of Jc, from A EIC

. . L. B\D = L EIC.
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12. [In the figure taken AB is greater than AC.]

Since the z ASB is twice the L ACB [in. 20],

. . L SAB = one rt. angle
- C

[i. 32],

. , ^SAI - L IAB -^ SAB
= JA -

(one rt. angle C)

13. See the last Exercise, and Ex. 8, p. 109.

14. Take the figure of p. 272. Join Al.

The area of the A ABC = the sum of the areas of the A s

IBC,

ICA, IAB = the sum of half the rects. contained by BC, IF, by
CA, IG and by AB, IE

[i. 41] the rectangle contained by the
radius and half the sum of the sides [n. 1].

15. Let P, Q, R, S be the centres of the s about the A 3 in

the order named.

Then clearly SR bisects DO at rt. angles [iv. 5].

Similarly PQ bisects OB at rt. angles.

.*. SR is par
1
, to PQ. Thus also SP is par

1
, to RQ;

. . SPQR is a par
1

&quot;.

16. Join BO, Bl, OC.

Since L BAO L. CAO, . . arc BO = arc OC [in. 26],

. . chord BO = chord OC.

Again the ext. /_ BIO = L IAB + L. IBA = -JA + JB.
Also the L IBO-^.OBC + L IBC - z_ OAC +L IBC [in. 21]

-JA + JB.
. . L BIO = L IBO, . . Ol - OB = OC.

. . O is the centre of the about BIC.

17. Let AB be the given base. Draw PQ par
1
, to AB at

a distance from it equal to the given altitude.

Describe s from centres A and B with radius equal to

the given radius of circum. let these s intersect at O, on
the same side of AB as PQ. From centre O with radius OA
describe a cutting PQ at C or C . Then either of the A s

ABC,
ABC satisfies the required conditions.
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18. Find I the centre of the inscribed in the A ABC formed

by the three given st. lines.

From centre I,
with any radius greater than that of the in

scribed 0, describe a 0; this will intercept equal chords from
the sides of the A

,
because the perps. from the centre on these

chords are equal, being radii of the inscribed .

19. Let ABC be an equilat. A, I the centre of the in

scribed 0, \
l
the centre of the escribed touching BC. Then

I is also the centre of the circum. and the intersection of the

medians. Let All x cut BC at D.

Then ID, I A, I XD are the radii of the inscribed, circumscribed
and escribed s

. And IA = twice ID [Ex. 4, p. 113].

Also /_ ABD = L I
Z
BD = \ of two rt. angles ;

hence A s
IjBD, ABD are identically equal [i. 26].

/. IjD = AD = three times ID [Ex. 4, p. 113].

20. Then AB, BC, CA pass through F, D, E
[ill. 12].

And the common tangents at F, D, E meet at a point O,
and are equal [Ex. 16, p. 236]. Hence O is the centre of the
about EDF.

Again, since O is the intersection of tangents at E and F,

. . O lies on the bisector of the L A. Similarly O is on the

bisectors of the L s B and C: also OF, OE, CD are perp. to the

sides of the A ABC [in. 18]. Hence the EFD is inscribed

in the A ABC.

Page 281.

1. See solution of Ex. 7, p. 235.

2. See solution of Ex. 8, p. 235.

3. For the sum of one pair of opp. sides of a quadrilat.
about a =the sum of the other pair. But if the quadrilat.
is a par

m
.,

the opp. sides are equal ;
hence the figure must be

equilateral, that is, either a rhombus or a square.

4. For if a quadrilat. is cyclic, the opp. angles together
two rt. angles [in. 22]: and if the quadrilat. is a

par&quot;

1

., the

opp. L.
s are equal, . . each is a rt. angle.
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5. See solution of Ex. 17, p. 263.

6. Take AC, BD any two diams., and draw perps. to them at

their extremities, the resulting figure is circumscribed about

the [in. 16], and may be proved to be a rhombus by
Ex. 3.

7. For the sides of all such squares are equal to the diameter

of the .

8. In the figure of p. 278, join AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then ABCD is the inscribed square [iv. 9].

And the sqq. GE, AD, BC, EK are respectively double of the

A s
BEA, AED, BEC, CED. /. the whole fig. GK is double of

the sq. ABCD.

9. The angle subtended by a side of an inscribed square
at any point on the major arc is half the angle subtended at

the centre, that is, half a right angle.

But the sum of the angles in the major and minor arc is two
rt. angles [in. 22],

hence the angle in the minor arc is f of a rt. angle.

10. In BC, CD, DA make BY, CZ, DW each equal to AX.

Join XY, YZ, ZW, WX. Then XYZW shall be the sq. re

quired.

For the A s
XBY, YCZ, ZDW, WAX are all identically equal

[i. 4], /. the fig. XYZW is equilateral.

Also, L ZYC-^YXB;
/. L s

ZYC, XYB = L s

YXB, XYB = one rt. angle [i. 32].

. . L XYZ is a rt. angle. Similarly each of the other L s of

the figure is a rt. angle: . . it is a square.

11. The sq. of minimum area is that obtained by joining in

order the middle points of the sides of the given square.

For a square is a minimum when its diagonal is a minimum :

and the least line that can be drawn between two opp. sides

of the given square is perp. to those sides : this is obtained by

joining the middle points.
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12.
(i)

The intersection of the diagonals is the centre

[iv. 9].

(ii)
On AB, CD, two opp. sides of the rect., as hypotenuse,

describe two right-angled isosceles A s
AXB, CYD externally to

the rectangle. XA, XB, YC, YD produced will form the required

square.

13.
(i)

Let OAB be the quadrant, AB being the arc.

Bisect the rt. angle AOB by OD
;
draw DF perp. to OA

;
bisect

the L. ODF by DE
;
and at E in OA draw EC perp. to OA, meeting

OD in C. Then shall C be the centre of the required 0.

For ^.CED^alt. L EOF = L EDC [Constr.].

.*. CD = CE. And if CG is drawn perp. to OB, then CE CG,
for the

fig. GE is a square.

Finally, since the L 3 at E and G are rt. angles, and since

C is in OD, . . a G described from centre C with radius CD
touches the arc and the radii of the quadrant.

(ii) In this question it is understood that one angle of the

square is to coincide with the angle between the radii.

Bisect the L AOB by OD, and draw DF, DH perp. to OA, OB.

Then OFDH is the square required.

For L FOD = ^ rt. angle, and z_ HOF is a rt. angle.

. . ^ODF =
|rt. angle; . . OF = DF. And since the fig. is a

rectangular par&quot;

1

.,
it is a square.

(If two angular points of the sq. are to lie on the arc of

the quadrant, and the other two on the bounding radii, see

Ex. 3, p. 390.)

14. Join AC, BD, and let O be the centre. Join PO.

Then in the A ARC

PA-+PC2 = 2P02 + 2A02

[Ex. 24, p. 161]
= 4 (radius)

2 =
(diam.)

2
.

Similarly in A BPD,
PB2 + PD2 =2PO2 + 2BO 2

= 4 (radius)
2 =

(diam.)
2

.

. . PA2 + PB2 + PC2
4- PD2 = twice sq. on diain.
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Page 283.

1. For since each of the base angles is double of the vert.

angle, . . the sum of the L.
s = 5 times the vert. L .

That is, 5 times the vert. L. = 2 rt. angles [i. 32].

. . the vert. L \ of 2 rt. angles.

2. Describe an isosceles A ABD, having each of the L s at

the base double of the vert. L [iv. 10].

Bisect the vert. L. BAD, by a st. line AX : then each of

the L s
BAX, DAX is one-fifth of a right angle.

Hence a rt. angle may be divided into five equal parts.

3. The AACD in the figure of p. 282 is of the kind re

quired. For the ext. L ACD = L ABD + L BDC
[i. 32] ;

and L ABD is double of L CDA or of L. CAD
[iv. 10].

. . L ACD is three times either of the L.
s CDA or CAD.

4. For z_ADB = ^AFD
[ill. 32].

And since AD = AF (radii), .*. L ADF = AFD.

Hence the two A s
ABD, ADF have two angles of one equal

to two angles of the other, and the side AD common, . . BD = DF.

5. For these two circles circumscribe A s which have

equal bases BD, CD, and equal vert. L s

BAD, CAD

[See Ex. 3, p. 275].

6.
(i)

For BD, DF are equal chords [Ex. 4] subtending at

the centre of the in which they are placed angles equal to
1 of two rt. angles [Ex. 1],

that is, ^ of four rt. angles.

(ii)
For CD subtends at the O ce of the ACD an angle

equal to y
1

^ of four rt. angles.

. . CD subtends at the centre, of the O ACD an angle equal to
1- of four rt. angles.

7. Take S the middle point of the arc CD.

Join AS
,
S D.

Then because the arc CS = the arc S D, . . AS bisects the

L BAD
[ill. 27].

But L. CAS =---.! CDS
[ill. 21], and the whole L BAD = the

whole ^CDB
[iv. 10], .*. DS also bisects the L CDB.
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And since the A s
BAD, BDC are both isosceles, . , the

bisectors of the vert. L s also bisect the base at rt. angles

[,. 4].

. . AS and DS if produced, would bisect BD and BC at rt.

angles.

. . S is the centre of the about the A BDC.

8. Now by the last exercise, the bisectors of the /.
a
BAD,

BDC meet at S the centre of the about the A BDC. If AS
meets DC at I,

then I is the centre of the inscribed in the

AABD, for DC bisects the i_ADB. Again, if Bl meets DS at I
,

then I is the centre of the inscribed in the A DBC.

And the ext. /. S l l
= L_ I BA + L IAB

[i. 32]

f of vert. L BAD.

Also the ext. L S l l
= L IBD + L BDl

= f of vert. L BAD.

/. ^.S H =.LS ri : . . S l =SY.

Page 288.

1. Take O the centre of the
; join AO cutting the O ce

at D. At D draw the tangent, cutting AB, AC at X and Y.

A circle inscribed in the AAXY will touch AB, AC and the convex

arc BC.

2. For the L ABC - the L ACB [Hyp.]
= the L. BED [in. 21].

Hence by the converse of in. 32, AB touches the about the

AEBD.

3. The sq. inscribed in a is clearly twice the sq. on
the radius

[i. 47].

Let ABC be an equilat. A inscribed in the same 0, of which
O is the centre. Join AO, BO, and produce AO to meet BC
at D.

Then since the triangle is equilateral, O is both the inter

section of the medians and of the perps.

H.K.E. K
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Hence AB2 = AO2 + OB2 + 2AO . OD [n. 12]

-A02 + OB2 + OA2
,
for AO-20D [Ex. 4, p. 113]

3 times sq. on radius.

.*. twice sq. on AB = three times sq. inscribed in the 0.

4. Bisect the ^ACB by CD : then BC is a tangent to the

O about the A ADC
;
and DA = DC = BC

[iv. 10].

Now AB2 = AB . BD + AB . AD [n. 2]

=5 BC 2 + AB. BC
[ill. 36].

Page 293.

1. Apply i. 32, Cor. 1, remembering that in a regular

polygon the interior angles are equal.

(i) Pentagon. The five int. L s + 4 rt. L s = 10 rt. L s
,

. . one int. z_ = rt. L.

(ii) Hexagon. The six int. L s + 4 rt. z_
s = 12 rt. L s

,

. . one int. L = J rt. /_ .

(iii) Octagon. Each int. L = \ rt. L .

(iv) Decagon. Each int. L = f rt. L .

(v) Quindecagon. Each int. L = ff rt. L .

2. Circumscribe a circle about the given pentagon [iv. 14].

Then in the figure of p. 284.

Since the chords BC, CD, DE are all equal,

.*. the minor arcs BC, CD, DE are all equal [in. 28].

/. the L.
S at the O ce

BAC, CAD, DAE are all equal [in. 27].

3. Solved by the method of the last Exercise.

4.
(i) Pentagon. See figure of p. 284.

Let CD be the given base. Draw an isosceles AFGH, having
each of the base i_

s double of the vert. L.
;
and on CD as base

describe a AACD equiangular to the AFGH.

About the AACD describe a 0, then proceed as in iv. 11,
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(ii) Hexagon. [See figure of p. 290.]

Let AB be the given base. On AB describe an equilat. AABG.
From centre G with radius GA describe a 0, which will pass

through B. Then proceed as in iv. 15.

(iii) Octagon. Let AB be the given base; produce AB
to X, and make the L XBD half a rt. angle.

Make. BD equal to AB. Through the points A, B, D describe

a 0. This circumscribes the required octagon. Hence pro
ceed as indicated in Note, p. 295.

5. Let ABCDEF be a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle.

Then AEC may be shewn
[i. 4] to be an equilat. A . Take O the

centre. Join OA, OE, OC.

(i)
Then the A s

AFE, AOE are identically equal

[iv.
15 and i. 8].

Similarly the A s

ABC, AOC, and the A s
EDC, EOC.

Hence the hexagon is double the equilat. A .

(ii)
Let AC produced meet EC at X. Then since the

A AEC is equilat., AX is perp. to EC, and O is the intersection

of medians: .*. AC = twice OX [Ex. 4, p. 113].

And AE2 = AC2 + EO2 + 2AO . OX
[ii. 12]

= AO2 + EO2 + AO 2 = 3 (radius)
2

= three times sq. on the side of the hexagon.

6. (i) For by Ex. 2, p. 293, we have

L. HAB-^. HBA=^L BCH,

each being one-third of the angle of a regular pentagon.

Hence the L CBH is two-thirds of the angle of the pentagon.

Also the ext. A.CHB= L HAB + z. HBA
[i. 32]

= two-thirds of the L of the pentagon.

/. /.CHB-^CBH
;

/. CH = CB=BA.

Similarly HE-AB.
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(ii)
And since L ABH = /_ BCH,

. . AB touches the about ABHC [Converse, ill. 32].

(iii) Hence AC . AH = AB2

[in. 36]

= CH 2
,

or AC is divided in medial section [n. 11].

7. Let ABODE be a regular pentagon, and let AC, AD cut BE
at P and Q. Call the interior figure PQRST.

Then since each of the L S

PAB, PBA is
J of an int. L of

the pentagon;
.*. AP= BP.

And since each of the L.
s

APQ, AQP is of an L of the

pentagon [i. 32],

.*. AP = AQ.

. . all lines of the type AP, AQ, &c. are equal.

And all L.
s of the type PAQ, QER, &c. are equal,

. . all bases such as PQ, QR, &c. are equal.

And since the A APQ is isosceles, . . L TPQ = L. RQP
[i. 5].

Hence the fig. PQRST is equilat. and equiangular.

8.
(i)

Proved by the method of the last Exercise.

(ii)
Let ABCDEF denote the original hexagon. Let FB

cut AE, AC in P, Q : call the interior figure PQRSTV.

First shew that all A s of the type APQ are equilat.

Hence that FP = PQ = QB, &c.
;

so that the A s

AFP, APQ,
AQB, &c. have equal area

[i. 38].

Now the figure PQRSTV is made up of six equilateral A s

each equal to the A APQ.

And the figure ABCDEF is made up of eighteen A s

(not all

equilat.) each equal to the A APQ.
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9. The triangle formed by joining BCD in the figure of

p. 292 satisfies these conditions.

For of such parts as the whole O ce contains fifteen, the arc

BC contains two, the arc CD Jive, and the arc DAB eight.

10. Let A, B be consecutive vertices of the inscribed hexagon:
let the tangents at A, B meet at P

;
and let O be the centre of

the 0.

It is sufficient to compare the fig. OAPB and the A OAB.

Join OP, cutting AB at rt. angles at X [Ex. 2, p. 196],

The L s

APX, PAX may be shewn to be f and \ of a rt. L

respectively,

. . it may be proved that PX =
J AP ;

and similarly AP = J PO ;

so that PX = J PO ;
hence PX = \ OX.

Hence A PAB = \ A OAB, being on the same base.

. . A OAB = | fig. OAPB.

. . inscribed hexagon = -|-
circumscribed hexagon.

THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK IV.

I. ON THE TRIANGLE AND ITS CIRCLES.

Page 297.

1. (i)
AE = AF, BE=BD, and CF - CD [in. 17, Cor.],

/. AE+ BD + DC=s,

or AE+a =
s, . . AE = s a.

Similarly BD = s b, and CD s - c.
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(ii) AEi-AFj [in. 17, Cor.].

And AE
X + AFj-AC +CE X + AB + BFX

= AC + CD 1 + AB + BDj

= AC + BC + AB - 2s,

. . AEj^AF^S.

(iii) CDi = CE
l
= AE

X
- AC = s - b [by (ii)],

BD l
= BFj = AF

X
- AB = s - c.

(iv) CD = BD1} for each s c [by (i)
and

(iii)],

BD = CDi, for each =s-b.

(v) EE
1
= AE

1
-AE = *-(-) = a.

Similarly FF1
= a.

(vi) A ABC (= the A BIG + A CIA + A AIB

^ra + ^rb + ^rc [i. 41]

Jr (a + 6 +c)

= rs.

Again, A ABC - A ABIj + A ACIj - A BC^

=
JrjC + Jrj6 Jr^a [i. 41]

= Jrx (c + b - a)

= ri(s~ a)-

2. (i)
The points A, I, I,, are collinear, for I and Ij both

lie on the bisector of the vert. L BAC. [See p. 273 Note.]

Similarly I, I 2 and
I,

I 3 are on the bisectors of the L s
ABC,

ACB.

(ii)
For AI 2 and AI 3 being the bisectors of opp. vert. L s

[p. 273] are in the same st. line. So for the two other ranges.
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(iii)
The L. CAI 2

= L BAI 3 , being halves of opp. vert. L s
,

and L CAI = L BAI [Constr.].

. . IJA is perp. to I 2 I 3 ; similarly I 2IB is perp. to Igl^ and

I 3IC to IJ.J.

. . I is the orthocentre of the A \ l \ z^, and ABC is the pedal A
of the A IJalg.

Hence the A s

BIjC, CI 2A, AI 3B are equiangular

[Ex. 20, Cor. ii., p. 243].

(iv) The chord of contact of the tangents to inscribed

from A is perp. to Al [Ex. 2, p. 196], and is therefore par
1
, to I 2 I 3 .

So for the other sides. Hence the A s are equiangular.

(v) and (vi) follow from the fact that I is the orthocentre

of the AIM [Exx. 24, 25, p. 244].

3. See the fig. to p. 297, and suppose the L at C to be a

rt. angle. Then the fig. IDCE is a square, and

r=ID = CE = -c [Ex. 1
(i), p. 297].

Again, if the L at C is a rt. angle, the fig. IjDjCE! is a

square, so that rx
= 110!= Dfi s b.

Similarly rz
= s a.

Lastly, let the third escribed touch CA produced and CB

produced at E3 ,
D3 .

Then the figure I 3E3CD3 is a square;

and r3 =l 3D3
= CE3 =s [Ex. 1

(ii), p. 297].

4. (i)
DD2 =BD 2

- BD = s-(s-b) = b [Ex. 1, p. 297],

D^g = CD 3 -CD 1 =s-(8-b) = b.

(ii) Similarly DD3
= D 1D2

= c.

(iii)
D2D3

= BD 2 4- BD3
= s +s a = b + c.

(iv) DD
l
= BD- BD l

= 8-b (s-c)= C b.

5. Follows directly from Ex. 20, p. 243, and Ex. 22,

p. 244.
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6. Worked out on p. 246
;
since the centre of the inscribed

is at the intersection of the bisectors of the angles. [Ob
serve that the loci in Ex. 6 and Ex. 7 are parts of the same

circle, of which
llj is a diam., the centre being on the O ce of

the circumscribed circle. Ex. 15, p. 299].

7. Take the figure of p. 298.

Since Bl, Blj are respectively the internal and external bi

sectors of the L ABC, . . L IBIi is a rt. angle.

So also the L ICIj is a rt. angle : . . the points I, B, I 1} C are

concyclic.

. . L. BIJ = L BCI = JC, and L l^C = L IBC -
\ B [in. 21].

Hence by addition the L BIjC = JB + |C
= comp

fc

. of ^A.

That is, the L BIjC is constant: and the base BC is fixed,
. . the locus is the arc of a segment.

8. Given the base BC and the vert, angle, the vertex A
must lie on the arc of a certain segment described on BC as

base. That is, the three points A, B, C lie, for all positions of

A, on a fixed circle; for if an arc of a circle is fixed, the

whole circle is fixed [HI. 10, Corollaries].

9. Take the figure of p. 298, Required the locus of I 2 .

Since the L s ICI 2 ,
IAI 2 are rt. angles,

.*. the points I, C, A, I 2 are concyclic.

. . ^II 2C = ^ IAC = JA.

Hence the locus of I 2 is the arc of a segment on BC as

base, capable of containing an angle equal to | A.

10. Let BC be the given base, X the given angle, and K

the radius of the inscribed circle.

On BC describe a segment of a circle containing an angle

equal to one rt. angle + JX.

Then the centre of the inscribed must be on this arc [Ex.
36, p. 246].
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Draw PQ par
1
, to BC, and at a distance from it equal to K (on

the same side of BC as the segment).

Then the centre of the inscribed must be on PQ.

Hence if PQ cut the segment at I (or I

),
I is the centre

of the inscribed .

From centre
I,

with radius K, draw the inscribed 0, to

which draw tangents from B and C. If these tangents produced
meet at A, then ABC is the required triangle.

Prove by a method converse to Ex. 36, p. 246 that the

L BAG the angle X.

11. Let BC be the given base, and X the given angle.

On BC describe a segment of a circle, (i) capable of con

taining an angle equal to one rt. angle ^X [see Ex. 7. p. 2991,

(ii) capable of containing an angle equal to ^X [See Ex. 9, p. 299].
Then proceed as in the last Example.

12. On the base BC describe a segment containing one rt.

angle +
|-
the given angle ; then the centre of the inscribed is

on this arc [Ex. 36, p. 246].

At D, the given point in BC, draw a line perp. to BC cutting
the arc at I. Then I must be the centre of the inscribed 0,
and ID is its radius.

From this point proceed as in Ex. 10, p. 299.

13. On BC the given base describe a segment containing
one rt. angle | the given angle [Ex. 7, p. 299] ;

then the centre

of the escribed must be on this arc. From this point proceed
as in the last Example.

14. The A 8

BAI, CAI are identically equal [i. 4];

But L ABI = L ICB
[ill. 32] = L IBC.

That is, Bl bisects the L ABC.

. . I is the centre of the inscribed 0.

Similarly, if AB, AC are produced to X and Y, BI 1} C^ may
be shewn to be the bisectors of the L s

XBC, YCB : . . \
1

is the

centre of an escribed .
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15. Now I and l
x lie on the bisector of the _ BAG.

Let
Allj

cut the circum-0 at P. Join PB.

Then L PBI = L PBC + L CBI = L PAC + L CBI [in. 21]

= A + JB.

Also, ext. LP\B= /_IAB + /_IBA = JA + JB.

/. ^PBI-^ PIB; .*. PI -PB.

And L 1,61
is a rt. angle [Ex. 2, p. 29].

:. L. PBIi = L PliB [i. 32]. /. PB = Plj .

Hence P is the middle point of llj.

16. Take the figure of p. 298.

Since the L s
I 2BI 3 ,

I 2CI 3 are rt. angles [Ex. 2 (v), p. 298],

. . a on I 2 I3 as diam. passes through B and C.

Let the circum-Q cut I 2 I3 at Q (and let Q be in AI 3).
Join QB.

Then L QI 3B = L. I^C + _ I 2 I 3C

= IA + JB [m. 21].

And L I 3QB = LC [Ex. 5, p. 241] ;

.-.,from AI3QB, the L I 3BQ = JA + JB [i. 32].

/. QI 3
= QB. Similarly QI 2

= QB.

. . Q is the centre of the through I 2 , C, B, I

3
.

[NOTE. Observe that the points P and Q in Exx. 15, 16 are

the extremities of the diam. of the circum-0 perp. to BC].

17. In the A formed by joining the three points A, B, C
inscribe a circle : and let the points of contact be D, E, F (D

being opp. to A, &amp;lt;fec.).

Then AE = AF, BD - BF, and CE = CD [in. 1 7, Cor.].

Hence s described from the centres A, B, C, with radii

AF, BD, CE will clearly satisfy the given conditions. There will

be four solutions in all
;
for solutions may also be obtained from

the three escribed 8
.
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18. If DE does not touch the 0, from D draw DE to touch

it, and meet AC at E .

Then (i)
DE = DB + E C

[ill. 17, Cor.],

and (ii)
DE - DB + EC [Hyp.].

Then DE ~DE = EE
;

that is, DE ^ DE + EE
,
or DE= DE + EE

;

which is impossible [i. 20].

Hence no line through D but DE does touch the 0.

19. The fixed circle is the escribed circle touching the side

opp. to the fixed angle.

[Take the figure of p. 297]. Since AE
a
= AFX

= half the peri
meter [Ex. 1

(ii), p. 297], .&quot;. if the perimeter is given, the points
E15 Fj are given, . . the escribed circle is given, which is neces

sarily touched by the base BC.

20. 21. It has been proved in Ex. 2, p. 298, that if

I, Ij, I 2 ,
1 3 are the centres of the inscribed and escribed circles

of the A ABC, each of these four points is the orthocentre of

the triangle formed by the other three, and that the original
A ABC is the pedal triangle.

Hence given any three of the points I, I 1? I 2,
I 3,

we have only
to draw the pedal triangle of the triangle so formed.

22. Let AX, AY, st. lines of unlimited length, contain the

given vert, angle.

Mark off AEj,, AFX each equal to half the given perimeter.

Draw EJj, F
l

\
l perp. to AX, AY, and prove that IjE^ IjFj.

From centre l
: describe a touching AX, AY at E

l
and F

x
.

Bisect the L XAY by AP, making AP equal to the given
bisector. From P draw a tangent to the 0, meeting AX, AY
at B, C. Then ABC is the triangle required ;

for it has the given
vert. L

,
and the given bisector; and since the E

1
F

1
is an es

cribed O, and AEj^AFj = the semi-perimeter [Ex. 1
(ii), p. 297],

. . the A ABC has also the given perimeter.
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23. Let AX, AY make the given vert, angle. Mark off

AEj, AF
X
each equal to half the given perimeter, and describe a

to touch AX, AY at E
l
and F

x
. Then prove as in Ex. 19

that this is an escribed of the required triangle.

From centre A, with radius equal to the given altitude, de
scribe a . Draw either of the transverse common tangents to

the two s

[Ex. 17, p. 236]. If the common tangent meets AX,
AY at B and C, then ABC satisfies the given conditions.

24. Let AX, AY determine the given vert. L . Mark off

AE1? AFj equal to half the given perimeter: and as in the last

two examples describe a circle to touch AX, AY at E, and Fj.

Draw a 0, with radius equal to the given radius, to touch

AX, AY [Ex. 32, p. 239].

And draw either of the transverse common tangents to the

two s
. If the common tangent meets AX, AY at B and C,

then ABC is the required triangle.

25. Draw the inscribed as in the last Example ;
and from

the given vertex as centre, with the given altitude as radius,
describe a circle. Then draw either of the direct common
tangents to the two s

.

26. Let BC be the given base, and K the given difference

of the sides. Cut off BX equal to K, and bisect XC at D.

At D draw Dl perp. to BC and equal to the given radius.

From centre I and with radius ID describe a 0, to which
draw tangents from B and C. If these tangents intersect at A,

then ABC is the required A.

For AB ~ AC = BD ~ DC [Ex. 10, p. 276]
- BD~ DX = BX- K.

27. Let A be the vertex, S the centre of the circum-0, and
1 the centre of the inscribed .

From centre S with radius SA describe the circum- .

Join A
I,
and produce it to meet the O ce at X.

From centre X with radius XI cut the circum- at B and C.

Then ABC shall be the required A.

Join XB, XC, Bl, Cl.
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For, since BX = XC, . . L BAX = L CAX [in. 28, 27]; .*. Al is

the bisector of the L. BAG.

Again, the ext. L. XIC - the L s
IAC, ICA.

But z_XIC = /_XCI (since XC ^
XI)

= L S

XCB, BCI,

.*. L a

IAC, ICA-^ S
XCB, BCI.

But L IAC - L XCB
[ill. 21], /. L. ICA = L BCI.

. . Cl is the bisector of the L. BCA. Hence I is the centre

of the inscribed .

28. Take the figure of p. 298.

Since Bl and B\
l
are the internal and external bisectors of

the L ABC, . . the i_ IBIi is a rt. angle.

Similarly, the L \C\
l

is a rt. angle. . . 1^ is the diameter
of the about IB^C. But the O ce of the about the A ABC
bisects llj [Ex. 15, p. 299 : that is, the centre of the about
BIC lies on the O ce of the about ABC.

29. Take the figure of p. 298.

Join ID, and produce it to P, making DP equal to \
1
D

1 (i.e.
r

a ).

Then remembering that BD^CD and D
X
C = BD [Ex. 2] we

may prove that the A s I^B, PDC are equal, also the A s

liDjC, PDB are equal [i. 4]. Hence the L BIjC = L BPC. .*. P
is on the IBIjC.

/. BD . DC = PD . Dl
[ill. 35] =T! . r.

.30. For the L FOB = the L FED [in. 32],

also the L. DE F = the /_ FED [Ex. 20, Cor. ii, p. 243].

. . L E DB- L DE F : /. E F is par
1
, to BC

[i. 27].

31. Let the inscribed of the A ABC touch AC, AB at E
and F :

and let the s inscribed in the A s

ABD, ACD touch AD at
Q and Q .
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Then by Ex. 1, p. 297, AQ = 1{AD + AB - BD}

= 1{AD +AB-BF}
= J{AD + AF}.

Similarly AQ = JJAD + AE}.

But AF = AE
[ill. 17, Cor.], . . AQ = AQ .

That is, the two O s touch AD at the same point, and therefore

touch one another.

ON THE NINE-POINT CIRCLE. Page 303.

34. Take the figure of p. 302.

If the base and vert. L are given, then the circum- is fixed

in position and magnitude [in. 21] hence the radius of the

nine-points (being half that of the circum-
)

is given : that

is, XN is constant. But X is a fixed point; . . the locus of N is a

0, of which X is the centre.

35. For by Ex. 24, p. 244, each of the A s
ABC, AOB, BOC,

COA have the same pedal triangle, and therefore the same

nine-points ,
for the nine-points circumscribes the pedal tri

angle.

36. For by Ex. 2 (v), p. 298, the A ABC is the pedal triangle
of each of the four triangles formed by joining three of the points

j u 25 3-

37. For, in the figure of p. 302, both O and S are fixed:

. . N, the middle point of SO is fixed.

And since the circum- is given, . . the radius of the nine-

points is given [Ex. 33
(ii), p. 302]. Hence the nine-points

is fully determined,
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38. Take the figure of p. 243.

Let BC be the fixed base of the A ABC, having its vert. L BAG
constant in magnitude. Then the circum-0 is fixed in position
and magnitude [Ex. 8, p. 299]. Hence the about the pedal
ADEF is fixed in magnitude, for its radius is half that of the

circum-Q [Ex. 33, p. 302].

Now the L. FDE at the Q ce
is constant, for it is the supp

fc

.

of twice the vert. L A [Ex. 20, p. 243, Cor.]. /. the chord FE is

of constant length [HI. 26, 29].

39. Take the fig. of p. 298.

Now the base BC is given, and the vert. L BAC is constant,
. . the circum-O is fixed in magnitude and position.

But ABC is the pedal A of the A IJ^ [Ex. 2
(v), p. 298],

.*. the circum-O of the A ABC is the nine-points of IJ^.

Hence if Al
x ,

and I 2 I 3 cut the about ABC at X and Y,
these are the middle points respectively of llj and I 2 I

3

[Ex. 32, p. 301].

But since XAY is a rt. L [Ex. 2, p. 35], /. XY is a diam.,
and its middle point N is the centre of the about ABC, and is

a fixed point.

But X is a fixed point (the middle point of the arc BC, since
L BAX = L CAX), . . Y is a fixed point.

Draw YS perp. to I 2 I 3 meeting IN produced at S.

Then S is the centre of the about IJ^, for this centre
must lie both in YS and IN produced [Ex. 33, p. 302].

And SN = Nl : also YN = XN (proved), and L SNY = vert opp
/.XNI;

/. SY = IX
[i. 4]

=
111! (proved above).

But llj is a diam. of the about the ABIC; and this is a
fixed 0, for the base and vert. i_ are constant [Ex. 36, p. 246].
Hence SY is constant; and as Y has been shewn to be a fixed

point, the locus of S is a about Y as centre.
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II. MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES. Page 303.

1. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral. Let the bisectors of the

/_
s

A, B meet at X; of the L_
s

B, C at Y
;
of the L.

s
C, D at Z

;

and of the L.
s

D, A at V.

Then the ext. L AXY - 1 A + B
[i. 32].

Also the ext. ^YZD = IC + ID.

. , the L S
AXY, YZD = JA + IB + JC + jD = twort. angles.

. . the L s
YXV, YZV = two rt. angles ;

. . the points X, V, Z, Y are concyclic.

2. Let AB, BC, CD ... be the sides of the figure, O the point
of intersection of the bisectors of the angles, and OX, OY, OZ, ...

the perps. on AB, BC, CD ....

Then from the A s

OBX, OBY, we have OX = OY
[i. 26].

And from the A s
OCY, OCZ, we have OY = OZ

[i. 26].

And so on for each pair of sides. . . the perps. OX, OY,

OZ, ... are all equal. Hence a Q may be inscribed in the

figure.

3. Circumscribe an equilat. triangle ABC about the given .

Take O the centre, and join OA, OB, OC.

Inscribe a in each of the equal A s

AOB, BOG, CO A.

These s will touch one another and the original .

4. Take the figure of p. 298.

Draw \
1
D 1

and I 2E2 perp. to BC, AC respectively, and let these

lines meet at P.

Then from the A I^C, the L I^P * Jc.

And from the A I 2E2C, the L JsP = i c -

Hence P\
l
= PI 2 ,

and P lies on the line which bisects l^ at

rt. angles.

Similarly the intersections of I 2E2 ,
I 3F3 and of I 3F3 , \^D^ lie on

the lines which bisect I 2 I 3 and y, at rt. angles.

Hence 1,0^ I 2E2 ,
I 3 F3 meet at the centre of the circum

scribed about the A IJ.^.
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5. If the circum-0 and the vert. L. are given in magnitude,
the length of the base is determined [in. 26, 29]. Hence the

problem is reduced to that solved in Ex. 10, p. 299.

Or, otherwise. Describe the circum-0 with the given radius,
and from any point P in its O ce draw the chords PB, PC each

subtending at the centre an L. equal to the given L . Join BC
;

and on the side of BC remote from P, draw EF par
1
, to BC at a

distance from it equal to the radius of the in- O . From centre P

with radius PB intersect EF at I,
and produce PI to meet the O ce

at A.

Then ABC shall be the required A. Join Bl.

For the L BAG = the given L [in. 20]. Also the L BAP = the
Z.CAP.

And since PB = PI, /. the L PIB =the L PBI.

But the L PIB = thez_ s

IAB, IBA; and L\kB = L PBC

[in. 27].

Hence L PBI -the L s

IBA, PBC;

. . z_ IBA = L IBC
;
that is, IB bisects the L ABC.

Hence
I,
the intersection of the bisectors of the L s

ABC, BAG,
is the centre of the inscribed O ;

and its distance from BC is equal
to the given radius.

6. Let BC be the given base, and let BP of unlimited length
make the given angle with BC

;
also let the st. line K be the

given length of 1^ [See fig., p. 298].

Analysis, Since Bl and B^ are the internal and external
bisectors of the L ABC, . . the L IB^ is a rt. angle. And since

M! is of given length, . . the middle point Q of 1^ lies on a O
having B as centre and a radius equal to half of K [in. 31].
Also Q, the middle point of \\ l) lies on the O ce of the circum-Q
about the required A [Ex. 15, p, 299].

/. Q also lies on the st. line which bisects BC at rt. angles.

Hence the following construction.

From centre B and radius equal to JK describe a 0.
Bisect BC at rt. angles by a st. line which cuts this (on

the side of BC remote from BP) at Q.

Through B, Q, and C describe a : this will be the circum-
of the required A, and will cut BP at the vertex A.

H.K.E. L
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7. If the circum-0 of a A is drawn, and the length of

the base given, the magnitude of the vert. L. is determined

[in. 28, 27].

Let P, Q be the given points. [In the figure taken P and Q
are within the O ].

On PQ describe a segment of a O containing
an angle equal to the vert. L previously determined, and cutting
the given at A (or A

).

Join AP, AQ, and produce them to meet the O ce at B and C.

Then ABC is the required A.

There will be two solutions, one solution, or no solutions,

according as the arc of the segment cuts the given ,
touches

it, or falls wholly within it.

8. See figure, p. 298.

Since IBI 1} IC^ are rt. angles, the about the ABIC passes

through l x ,
and llj is its diam., so that Si is the middle point

of llj. Similarly S
2 ,

S3 are the middle points of II 2 ,
II 3 .

Hence S^ is par
1

, to \j\ z [Ex. 2, p. 104], and SjS,, is half

of Ijla [Ex, 3, p. 105].

Now by Ex. 4, p. 105, the AlSjSa is one-fourth of the All^;
and similarly, the A s IS2S 3 ,

1 838! are respectively one-fourth of

the A s III

hence the A 8x8283 is one one-fourth of the Aljglg.

9. Draw CD perp. to BC to meet the circum-0 at D.

Join AD, BD.

Then BD is a diam., and AD is perp. to BA [in. 31].

But CO produced is also perp. to AB [Hyp.]; . . AD and CO
are par

1
. Similarly AO and DC are par

1
. : . . AO = DC

[i. 34].

But, since BCD is a rt. L
,
BD 2 = BC2 + CD2

[i. 47],

or, d2 = BC2 + AO2
.

10. Let ABCD ... be the regular polygon, O the centre

of its inscribed 0, and P the given point within it. Let a

denote the length of each side, r the radius of the inscribed

0, and pu pz ,
... pn the perps. drawn from P to the sides.
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Then the area of the polygon = n-times the A AOB

n . Jra [i. 41]
= \nr . a [n. 1]

the area of a A on the base a

having an alt. nr.

Similarly the area of the polygon

= the area of a A on the base a having
an alt. Pi+p%+ ... + pn .

But equal A s on equal bases have equal altitudes,

11. Let ABCD... be the regular polygon of n sides, of

which O is the centre
;
and let PQ be the given st. line. Circum

scribe a about the polygon, and at the vertices A, B, C, D, ...

draw tangents, thus forming another regular polygon of n sides,

having the same centre O. Draw a tangent MN to the par
1
, to

PQ, and let T be its point of contact.

Then it may be shewn
[i. 26] that the perps. from A, B, C, ...

to MN are respectively equal to the perps. drawn from T to the

corresponding sides of the outer polygon.

Hence the sum of the perps. from A, B, C, . . . to M N = n times
the perp. from O to MN [Ex. 10, p. 304],

. . the sum of the perps. from A, B, C ... to the par
1
, line PQ

= n times the perp. from O on PQ.

12. For the area of the quadrilat. is equal to the sum of the
four A 8 whose vertices are at the centre of the 0, and whose
bases are the sides of the quadrilat. And if the lengths of these
sides are given, their perp. distances from the centre are the
same in all positions [in. 14].

But the areas of the four A 8

depend only on the lengths
of their bases and altitudes : hence the area of the quadrilat. is

independent of the order in which the sides are placed.
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13. Take the figure of p. 302.

Given O, N, and X, to draw the A ABC.

Join ON, and produce it to S, making NS equal to ON :

then S is the centre of the circum-0 [Ex. 33, p. 302]. Join SX,
and draw PXQ perp. to SX. Then the base BC must lie in PQ.

Through O draw DOR perp. to PQ : then the vertex A must
lie in DR. Join XN, and produce it to meet DR in a : then Xa is

the diam. of the nine-point ,
and is therefore equal to the radius

of the circum- .

From centre S with radius equal to Xa describe a cutting
PQ in B, C, and DR in A.

Then ABC is clearly the required triangle.

14. For suppose any two consecutive sides AB, BC of an
inscribed polygon are unequal. Let P be the middle point of the

arc AC.

Jhen AP, PC are together greater than AB, BC [Ex. 19,

p. 264] j
and AAPC is greater than A ABC, for it has a greater

altitude.

Hence there is an inscribed polygon which has a greater

perimeter and a greater area than the given polygon.

. . an inscribed polygon cannot have the maximum perimeter
and maximum area unless every pair of consecutive sides are

equal ;
that is, unless it is regular.

15. See fig., p. 273.

Suppose AG, AK two fixed tangents, touching a at G
and K.

Required to draw BC so that the sum of the lines BG, BC, CK

may be a minimum.

Now since BH = BG, and CH = CK,

. . the sum of BG, BC, CK = twice BC.

And it may be shewn that BC is a minimum when it touches

the at the middle point of the arc GK.

Hence arguing as in the last example we see that the points
of contact of the sides of a circumscribed polygon of minimum
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perimeter must lie at equal intervals along the O ce of the in
scribed 0. That is, the polygon must be regular. And since
the polygon may be divided into A s

having a common vertex
at the centre, and since the altitudes of these A 8 are all equal
to the radius of the in-0, . . the area of the polygon is a mini
mum when the perimeter is a minimum.

16. Let MAN be the given vert. /_ . Along AM, AN take

AP, AQ each equal to half the given sum of the sides containing
the vert. L. .

Let ABC be one A of the system. Then clearly PB CQ.

At P and Q draw PX, QX perp. to AM and AN. Then X is

a fixed point; and it may be shewn
[i.

47 or Ex. 12, p, 99] that
PX = QX. Hence the A s

BPX, CQX are identically equal [i. 4].

. . the L PXB = the L QXC : to each add the L PXC
;

then the L BXC = the L PXQ.

But since the L 8 at P and Q are rt. angles, the L s

PXQ, PAQ
are supplementary; . . the L s

BXC, BAC are supplementary.
. . X is on the O about the A ABC. Thus the passes

through two fixed points A and X. Hence the locus of the centre
is the st. line bisecting AX at rt. angles.

17. In an equilat. A the centroid, orthocentre, and centre of
the circum- are at the same point O. Let AO produced meet
BC at D and the O ce at E. Join PE, PD, PO.

Then OE = OA=: twice OD [Ex. 4, p. 113] : . . OD = DE.

Let r denote the radius of the circum- .

Then from A APE, PA2 + PE2 = 2OA2 + 2OP2

[Ex. 24, p. 161]
= 4r2

.

And from A BPC, PB2 + PC2 - 2BD2 + 2PD2
.

By addition, PA2+PB 2+PC2 + PE2 = 4r2 + 2BD 2 + 2PD 2
.

Again from A OPE, r2 +PE2 = 2OD 2 + 2PD2
.

By subtraction, PA2+PB2+PC2-r2= 4r2 + 2BD2 -2OD2
.

To each of these equals add r2
,
or 4OD2

.

Then PA2 + PB2 + PC2 = 4r2 + 2BD 2 + 2OD 2

i. 47]
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BOOK VI.

Page 329.

1. Let AC, BD the diag
ls

. of a quad
1

, intersect in E.

Then A ABE : A BEC = AE : CE
= AADE : A DEC

[vi. 1].

2. Let the three par
1
, st. lines cut one st. line in A, B, C and

another in D, E, F. If ABC is par
1
, to DEF,

AB = DE and BC = EF
;

/. AB : BC=DE : EF.

If not, through A draw AGH par
1
, to DEF cutting BE and CF

in G and H. Then AG = DE, and GH = EF.

Also AB : BC = AG : GH
[vi. 2];

. . AB : BC= DE : EF.

3. Because EF, EG are par
1
, to bases AC, AD

;

/. AE : EB = CF : FB
[vi. 2],

and AE : EB = DG : GB;
/. CF : FB- DG : GB.

. . FG is par
1
, to base CD.

4. Draw CK par
1
, to DF cutting AB in K.

Then BD : DC - BF : FK [vi. 2].

But _AFE= ^.AEF; . . AF = AE.

And AF : FK = AE : EC [vi. 2] ;

. . FK = EC.

Hence BD : DC = BF : CE.

5. Let AD produced cut BC in G. Then A 8
ADB, GDB are

identically equal [i. 26]. . . AD = DG
;

. . the par
1
, through D

to BGC bisects AC
[vi. 2].
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6. Let BE, CF cut the median AD in K.

Then AF : FB = AAKF : AFKB [vi. 1],

and AF : FB-AACF : AFCB;
. . AF : FB=AACK : ABKC [Of. V. 15].

Similarly AE : EC - A ABK : A BKC.

But because BD ^ DC, ..ABKD=ACKD, and A BAD = A CAD,

.*. AABK=AACK.

Hence AF : FB = AE : EC
;

. . EF is par
1

, to BC.

7. Draw PQ par
1
, to BC cutting AC in Q. Produce QC to R,

making CR = QC. Join PR cutting BC in X.

Then, because CX is par
1
, to PQ,

. . PX : XR = QC : CR
;

but QC = CR, /. PX = XR.

8. Let G be the required pt., so that A BGC A CGA - A AG B.

Let AG, BG, CG produced cut the sides in D, E, F.

Then AF : FB = AAGF : A BGF
= AACF : ABCF
= AAGC : A BGC;

.*. AF^FB. Similarly AE = EC, and BD = CD. Hence G is

the centroid of ABC [Ex. 4, p. 113].

Page 331.

1. Because DE bisects L ADB
;

. , BE : EA= BD : DA.

Because DF bisects L ADC,

.*. CF : FA-CD : DA.

But BD=:CD. /. BE : EA=,CF : FA.

. . EF is par
1
, to BC [vi. 2].

2. Let AB be the given st. line. On AB describe a triangle

ABC, having BC double of AC
[i. 22].
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Let CD bisect the L. ACB, and meet AB in D.

Then BD : DA^BC : CA;
. . BD = twice DA.

Bisect BD in E. Then AD = DE = EB.

3. Let AD bisect L BAG. Take I in AD, so that

Al : Dl = BA + AC : BC.

Because AD bisects L BAG,

. . BD : DC^ BA : AC,

.*., componendo, BD : BC = BA : BA + AC.

. ., alternately, BD : BA = BC : BA + AC - Dl : Al.

. . Bl bisects L ABC. Similarly Cl bisects L ACB. . . I is the

centre of the inscribed .

4. Let the bisectors of L.
s A and C meet at X in BD.

Then DA : BA = DX : BX = DC : BC.

. ., alternately, DA : DC = BA : BC.

Let Y divide AC in this last ratio. Then DY, BY are the

bisectors of L 8 D and B, and therefore meet in AC.

5. Let AB be the given base, and let the st. lines X, Y be

in the given ratio. From A draw AP = X, and produce it to Q
so that PQ Y. Join QB, and draw PR par

1
, to QB, cutting

AB in R.

Then AR : RB = AP : PQ = given ratio.

. . R is the pt. where the bisector of the vert, angle is to cut

AB. Proceed then as in Ex. 3, p. 223.

6. Let Bl, Cl, the bisectors of B and C, intersect in I. Join

Al. And produce Al to cut BC in D.

Then BA : BD = AI : ID
[vi. 3].

Also CA : CD = AI : ID.

.*. BA : BD = CA : CD,

or, BA : CA = BD : CD.

. .AD bisects the L A.
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7. Because arc AC = arc AD, . . ^CFE /.DFE; that is, FE
bisects /. CFD. Similarly GE bisects

. . CG : DG = CE : DE CF : DF.

/. CG : CF= DG : DF.

Page 333.

1. Join BP. Then L APB is a rt. L [HI. 31]. And PA
bisects the L CPD, . . PB bisects the adj. supplementary angle.

. . CP : PD-CA : AD
[vi. 3],

and CP : PD = CB : BD
[vi. A];

/. CA : AD = CB : BD
; or, AC : CB = AD : DB.

2. Because AB = AE, /. L. CBA = L. DEA. And L BAG = L EAD.
. . A 8

ABC, AED are identically equal [i. 26]. Since AC bisects

L BAD, and AE is at rt. L s to AC
;

. . AE bisects the adj. supple

mentary angle.

. . BC : CD = BA : AD [vi. 3] ;
and BE : ED = BA : AD [vi. A].

. . BE : ED = BC : CD.

But DE = BC. . . DE or BC is a mean proportional between
BE and CD.

3. Let Bl,, Clj, the bisectors of the ext. ^L
S B and C, inter

sect in
I,.

Join Al
t cutting BC in D.

Then AB : BD = AI, : IjD [vi. A].

Also AC : CD^AIj : IjD [vi. A].

.*. AB : BD = AC : CD
; or, AB : AC = BD : DC.

. . AD bisects int. L A [vi. 3].

Page 335.

1. Let ABCD be a trapezium, in which AD is par
1

, to and
double of BC. Let AC, BD cut at E. Then A s

AED, CEB are

equiangular to one another.

/. AE : EC - DE : EB = AD : CB.

.*. AE = twice EC, and DE^ twice EB.
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2. Since DE = EA, and BG = GA,

.*. GE is par
1
, to BD [vi. 2] ;

and A 8
AGE, ABD are equiangular.

/. AG : AB-GE : BD
;

but AG is half of AB, .*. GE is half of BD.

Similarly HF is half of BD
;

/. GE = HF.

3. Because A 8
ABF, CEF are equiangular,

. , EF : BF = EC : BA.

And because A s
ABG, EDG are equiangular,

/. EG : AG = ED : AB.

But CE=ED.
/. EF : BF = EG : AG.

/. GF is par
1

, to AB
[vi. 2].

4. The A s
BAE, AED are identically equal [i. 4J.

And L EAF is common to A s
AFE, AED, . . A s

AFE, AED are equi

angular [i. 32].
. . AF : AE^AE : AD.

5. Because A 8
AHK, ADC are equiangular :

. . AH : AD = KH : CD :

that is, EK : EF= KH : GH.

. . EH is par
1
, to base GF of AGKF. [vi. 2].

Again, let GE meet CA in M. Then, because A 8
MEK, MGC

are equiangular,

/. EK : GC^KM : CM.

Let FH meet CA in N. Then HK : FC = KN : CN.

But EK : GC = HK : FC
;

/. KM : CM = KN : CN.

CK : KM = CK : KN [Of. v. 13] ;

.*. KM = KN.

That is, M and N coincide.

6. Because EF is par
1
, to DA, . . L FEB = L DAE. But

L DAE - L FCE, in the same segment.

/. L. FEB = L FCE. And L at F is common to the A 8
FEB, FCE,

which are therefore equiangular [i. 32].
:

/. FB : FE=FE : FC.
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Page 339.

1. Let BC, AD be the par
1
, sides of a trapezium ABCD, and

let AC, BD cut in E. Then A 8
EAD, ECB are equiangular.

/. AE : EC= DE : EB [vi. 4].

2. Let PA, QB, RC cut in O. Then A 3
OBA, OQP are equi

angular.
. . AB : PQ=OB : OQ [vi. 4].

Similarly, BC : QR - OB : OQ
;

/. AB : PQ=BC : QR.

3. Join PQ, PR. Then because OP is tangent at P,

/. ^OPQ = z.ORP [m. 32].

And the angle at O is common to A 9
OPQ, ORP. .*. these A 8

are equiangular, [i. 32].

.*. OR : OP=^OP : OQ [vi. 4].

4. See fig. of I. 38. Let a par
1
, to BF cut AB, AC, and DE,

DF in X, Y, P, a
Then XY : BC - AY : AC,

and PQ : EF = DP : DE [vi. 4].

But AY : AC = DP : DE [Ex. 2, p. 329}
. . XY : BC = PQ : EF.

But BC=EF. . . XY = PQ. /.AAXY=ADPQ
[l. 38].

5. Because, in A 3
POX, YOQ, L 8

POX, YOQ are equal,

and PO:OX = YO:OQ;
. . A a

POX, YOQ are similar [vi. 6].
. . L OPX = L OYQ.

. . P, X, Q, Y are concyclic. [Converse of in. 21.]

6. Because A 8
ACB, ADB are equal, . . DC, AB are par

1
.

[i. 391;
/. DO : DB^CO : CA [vi. 2].

But, because AD is par
1
, to OE,

/. DO : DB = AE : AB [vi. 2].

Similarly CO : CA - BF : BA,

/. AE : AB = BF : AB ;

. . AE-BF.
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7. Because L s

ABD, ACD are rt. L s
,

. . AD is the diameter
of the circumcircle of ABC [in. 31]. . . L ADC = L. ABC.

But L ADC = L ACE, since each is the comp*. of L. CAD
[i. 32].

. . L. ACE = L ABC. . . A s

ACE, ABC are equiangular [i. 32].

8. Because EF, AC are par
1

.,

.*. CF : FD = AE : ED
[vi. 2].

But A s

AEC, DEB are equiangular;

. . AE : ED^AC : BD [vi. 4];

.*. CF : FD --AC : BD,

and, alternately, CF : AC FD : BD
;

also L ACF = L BDF, /. A s
ACF, BDF are similar [vi. 6] ;

= z_ BFD.

9. Because A s

RPQ, RAB are equiangular,

. . PQ : AB = PR : AR [vi. 4].

And because A s
SPQ, SDC are equiangular,

, PQ : CD^ PS : DS.

But AB = CD
;

.*. PR : AR - PS : DS.

. . SR is par
1
, to AD

[vi. 2].

10. Draw EG par
1
, to AB, cutting BC in G.

Then AB : AC = EG : EC = EG : DB = EF : DF.

11. Let X, Y, Z be the st. lines, whose ratios are to be equal
to those of the perps. on BC, CA, AB. Draw CD perp. to BC, on
the same side as A and equal to X. Draw CE perp. to CA, on
the same side as B and equal to Y. Draw DQ, EQ par

1
, to BC, AC

to meet in Q.

Then, by similar A 8

,
the perps. from any point in CQ, or CQ

produced, upon BC, CA are in the ratio CD : CE
;
that is, X : Y.

Similarly a line can be drawn, such that the perp. from any pt.

in it upon BC, AB are in the required ratio X : Z.

Hence the pt. of intersection of the two lines so drawn is

the pt. required.
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Page 344.

1. In the figure of Prop. 8, because the A s

BCA, BAD are

similar,

/. BC : CA= BA : AD.

2. The tangent intercepted between two par
1
, tangents sub

tends a rt. L at the centre. [Ex. 10, p. 197.]
And the perp.

from the centre upon it is the radius.

Page 345.

1. Let AB be the st. line. Draw a st. line ACD
;

cut off

AC = half AB, and CD = twice AB. Join DB, and draw CF parallel
to DB. AF shall be a fifth of AB.

2. Let AB be the st. line. Draw a st. line ACDE. Cut off

CD = double of AC and DE = half of AC. Join EB: and draw CF

par
1
, to EB. CF shall be two-sevenths of AB.

Page 346.

Let AB be the given line, and ACD any other line, divided at

C so that AC : CD^the given ratio. Join DB and draw CH par
1
,

to DB. This must cut AB in some pt. H, so that AB is divided

internally at H in the required ratio. Next, on CA (produced, if

necessary) take CD = CD. Join D B, and draw CH par
1
, to D B.

This must cut AB produced in some pt. H
,
unless D coincides

with A. Thus AB is divided externally at H in the required ratio,

unless that ratio is a ratio of equality. [Or see p. 384.]

Page 347.

1. Join BC. Then because rt. L ACB rt. L. ABD, and L A
is common to A 8

ACB, ABD, . . the A 8 are equiangular [i. 32].
. . AD : AB = AB : AC

[vi. 4].

2. Because L BCA = twice L BAG, . . the L. BCD L BAC.
And L B is common to A 8

BCD, BAC. . . the A 8 are equiangular;
. . BA : BC = BC : BD

[vi. 4].

3. Because AD touches ACB at A, . . z_ BAD = L. ACB [m.32];
and because AC touches AD B at A, . . L BAC = i_ BDA.

.&quot;. A a

BCA, BAD are equiangular [i. 32];

/. BC : BA = BA : BD
[vi. 4].
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Page 348.

1. The A s

ADE, CFD are similar,

.*, AE : AD = CD : CF = AB : CF.

2. Because L s
ABD, AEC are in same segment, they are

equal. And L BAD = L EAC. . . A 8
ABD, AEC are equiangular.

/. BA : AD = EA : AC [vi. 4].

3. Join QR, PC. Then PC bisects QR at rt. angles [Ex. 2,

p. 196].
. . zQRT-comp1

. of z_ PCR = L. CPR. And L 8
PRC,

RTQ are rt. angles. . . A 8
PRC, RTQ are equiangular [i. 32].

/. PR : RC = RT : TQ [vi. 4].

Pages 349, 350.

1. Let P be in the side CD, Q in the side BC. Then by
similar A 8

EPD, EAB,
EP : EA = ED : EB.

And, by similar A 8

EAD, EQB,

EA : EQ = ED : EB.

/. EP : EA = EA : EQ.

2. On AC describe a semicircle AQC. At B, make L ABQ
= \ a rt. L . Draw QP perp. to AC. Then PB = PQ ;

and since

PQ is perp. to AC, it is a mean proportional between PA and PC.

3. From the similar A 8
ODC, CDE, OD : DC = DC : DE;

that is,
AC : DC = DC : DE.

4. Let O be the centre. Then AOBC is equilateral. Pro

duce OC to D, making CD = OC. Join BD. Then L 8
AOB, BCD,

being the supplements of equal L s
,
are equal. Hence A 8

AOB,
BCD are identically equal [i. 4].

. . L ABO = L BDC. And L at

A is common to A 8
OAB, BAD: . . these A&quot; are equiangular

[1.32];
. . OA : AB--=AB : AD

[vi. 4];

that is, AB is mean proportional between BC and BC -f CA.
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5. In the rt. angled A 3
DEB, GEA, the comp

te
. of equal _ 8

at E are equal; .*. the L DBE = the L DGC; . . A 8
DEB, DCG are

similar.

.*. DE : DB = DC : DG.

But DB : DF = DF : DC [vi. 8].

. ., ex cequali, DE : DF = DF : DG. That is, DG is a third propor
tional to DE and DF.

6. Let P be the pt. of contact of the circles; then APB is a

rt. L [Ex. 21, p. 237]. Produce AP, BP to meet the O ces in

C and D; then AD, BC are diameters, since the L s
APD, BPC are

rt. L*. It is easily seen that A 9
DAB, ABC are equiangular,

hence DA : AB = AB : BC.

7. Let C, D be two given pts. on AB. On AD, BC as

diameters describe semicircles cutting in P. Draw PX perp. to

AB.

Then XA : XP = XP : XD [vi. 8].

And XP : XB = XC : XP.

.*. ex cequali, XA : XB - XC : XD.

. . X is the required pt.

8. Because AB : AC - AC : AD;

. . AB : AB - AC = AC : AC - AD
;

/. AB : AC = BC : CD.

Again AB : AE = AE : AD.

. . in A s
ABE, AED, the sides about the common /_ at A are pro

portional. . . these A 3 are similar
[vi. 6].

.*. BE : ED = AB : AE = AB : AC = BC : CD.

. . CE bisects L BED.

9. Let ABC be a A. Produce BC to F, making CF a third

proportional to BC, CA. Join FA, and draw CE par
1
, to FA cutting

AB in E. Draw ED par
1

, to AC cutting BC in D.

Then BD : DE = BC : CA = CA : CF = DE : DC.

.&quot;. DE is a mean proportional to BD, DC, and is par
1
, to AC.
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10. Because OF = OA,

. . OE : OF = OE : OA
= OA : OD, from similar A s

EOA, AOD
= OD : OG, from similar A 8

AOD, DOG.

11. The L.
s
ABF, BEA are subtended by equal chords AB,

AC of O ABEC; . . they are equal. And the L at A is common
to the two A s

ABF, AEB. . . these A s are equiangular [i. 32];

.&quot;. AE : AB=AB : AF. . . AB, or AD, is a mean proportional
between AE, AF.

Page 353.

1, 2. Let the par
1 &quot;8

. ABCD, EFGH; or the A 8
BCD, FGH be

equal in area, and let BC : FG = GH : CD.

Then, if L FGH is greater than L BCD, make L FGK = L BCD,
and GK = GH.

Then BC : FG -GK : CD, /. A BCD = A FGK [vi. 15].

But ABCD = A FGH. . . A FGK = A FGH. . . K is on EH
[i. 39].

/. Z-FGK = ^GKH =2LGHK
[i. 5]

= supp*. of L FGH. Hence the

Z_
S
BCD, FGH are either equal or supplementary. In either

case, the par
ms

. ABCD, EFGH have their angles respectively equal.

3. Because AC, BD meet the par
18

. AB, CD, .*. the A s
OAB,

OCD, are equiangular to one another.

/. AO : OC = BO : OD.

. . the sides of the A 8
AOD, BOG about their equal L 8

AOD,

BOC are reciprocally proportional. . . A AOD = A BOG.

4. The A 8
CAE, CDB are similar, because AE, BD are par

1
.

/. CA : CD = CE : CB.

. . AABC= ACDE.

5. The A&quot; ADE, AFG are similar,

hence AD : AE - AF : AG.

Again, L EAD = L GAF, to each add L EAG; then

L DAG = L EAF
;

and the sides about the equal L s DAG, EAF are reciprocally

proportional.
. . A DAG -A EAF.
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6. Because GE is par
1
, to AC,

. . AG : AD= CE : CD- FA : BA. Hence the sides about the

common L A of the A s

DAF, GAB are reciprocally proportional.

7. Let BAC be given A. Produce BA, CA to D and E, so

that AD AE = mean proportional between BA, AC [vi. 8].

Then BA : AD = AE : AC.

. . A DAE = A ABC, and DAE is isosceles, with vert, angle = L. A.

8. AB : AC = AC : AD [vi. 8] ;

that is, AZ : AC AY : AD.

.*. sides about the equal L S

ZAD, CAY of the A s

ZAD, CAY
are reciprocally proportional. . . A ZAD = A CAY. Similarly
AZBD-ACBX. /. AABZ = ACAY+ABCX.

Page 357.

1. Let chords AB, CD intersect in O. Join AC, BD. Then
.
8
OAC, ODB in same segment are equal, and L.

s
OCA, OBD in

same segment are equal. . . A s
OAC, ODB are equiangular [i. 32].

/. OA : OC = OD : OB [vi. 4].

. . rect. OA, OB = rect. OC, OD.

2. Let ABC be right L.
d at A, and AD perp. on BC. Then,

because A 9

ABC, DAC are similar
[vi. 8],

. . AB : BC - DA : AC.

. . rect. AB, AC = rect. BC, DA.

3. Let ABCD be the given rect., and EF the given line.

To EF, AB, BC find a fourth proportional. Draw EG perp. to

EF and equal to this fourth proportional.

Then EF : AB = BC : EG.

.&quot;. rect. EF, EG = given rect. AB, BC.

4. From the similar A 8
FAE, FCB,

FE : FB = FA : FC.

And from the similar A 8
FAB, FCG,

FA : FC = FB : FG.

/. FE : FB = FB : FG.

. . rect. FE, FG =
sq. on FB.

H.K.B. M
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5. Let ABC be given A; DE the given st. line. Draw AN
perp. to BC. Bisect DE in F. Draw FG perp. to DE and equal
to the fourth proportional to DE, BC, AN. Then

rect. DE, FG=rect. BC, AN. .*. AGDE=AABC
[l. 41].

6. Because L s

ACB, ABD are rt. L s
,
and L A is common to

A 3

ABC, ADB. . . these A 3 are equiangular,

/. AC : AB=: AB : AD [vi. 4];

. . rect. AC, AD = sq. on A B = constant.

7. Because AD bisects the ext. /_ at A, . . ^BAE = ^CAD;
and* the ^.ACD^the L BEA.

.*. the A s

AEB, ACD are equiangular [i. 32];
.*. AE : AB = AC : AD.

/. rect. AE, AD = rect. AB, AC.

B. Join B to F, the other extremity of the diani.

Then rect. AB, AD =
sq. on diameter [Ex. 6, p. 357]

= rect. AC, AE.

. . AB : AC- AE : AD [vi. 16].

.*. A 8

ABC, AED are similar
[vi. 6].

9. Let C be the centre, and ACB the diameter. Then,
because CQ, CR bisect adj. supplementary L s

ACP, BCP, . . L QCR
is a rt. L. And CP is perp. to QR.

.*. QP : CP-CP : PR
[vi. 8].

. . rect. QP, PR^sq. on CP = constant.

10. The L. AEB = L ACB in same segment = L ABD.

. . A s

AEB, ABD are equiangular;

. . AE : AB = AB : AD
[vi. 4],

. . rect. AE, AD =
sq. on AB.

11. Let the tangent at A meet BC in D. Then, because

the tangents DA, DB, DC are equal, the with centre D and
radius DA passes through B and C. But SA, being the line of

centres of the given &amp;lt;i

a is perp. to DA. Hence SA is the tangent
to the circumscribing ABC. . . sq. on tangent SA = rect. of the

segments of the secant SB, SC.
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12. Let AD be the median, and AL the perp. on base BC.

From BC cut off BX equal to the mean proportional between 6D
and BL. The perp. XY will bisect the A ABC.

For BD : BX = BX : BL = BY : BA.

That is, the A 8
ABD, XBY have their sides about the common

L. B reciprocally proportional ;

/. A XBY = A ABD = half A ABC.

Page 369.

Let ABCD, EFGH be two par
ms

. Draw BM, CN perp. to AD
and FQ, GR perp. to EH. Then

par&quot;

1
. BMNC - par

m
. ABCD, and

par&quot;

1
, QFGR = par

m
. EFGH.

But par
m

. BN : par
m

. FR in the ratio compounded of BC to

FG and BM to FQ, for these par
ms

. are equiangular.

. . par
ms

. BD, FH have to one another the ratio compounded
of the ratios of their bases and of their altitudes. But A ABC
= half par

m
. BD and A EFG = half par

m
. FH. Hence the same is

true of the A s
ABC, EFG.

Page 373.

1. The A s
AEB, EDA are identically equal; . . L AEB

^L. EDA. . . A 3
AEO, ADE are equiangular [i. 32.] ;

. . AD : AE= AE : AC [vi. 4.].

. . rect. AD, AO =
sq. on AE.

But it may be shewn, as in Ex. 6, p. 293, that CD = ED = AE
;

.*. rect. AD, AO =
sq. on CD.

2. See fig. p. 282. Let AB be divided at C in extreme and
mean ratio, so that rect. BA, BC = sq. on AC. Then AC BD, and
BD is the side of the regular decagon inscribed in the BDE

[Ex. 6
(i), p. 283].

Page 375.

1. See fig. p. 374. Then BD : CD -fig. R : fig. Q; that is,

in duplicate ratio of A B to AC
[vi. 20].

2. The A s
ABC, DBA, DAC are similar and similarly de

scribed on BC, BA, AC. Hence fig. P : fig. Q= A ABC : A DAC,
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since each ratio is the duplicate ratio of BC to AC. . . if P = A ABCj
then Q A DAC

; similarly it may be shewn that R A DBA.

3. Since A 8

AGB, XGY are similar and similarly described

on AG, XG; . . A AGB is to A XGY in the duplicate ratio of AG
to XG; that is as sq. on AG is to sq. on XG. But AG = twice XG.
/. A AG B = 4 times A XGY.

4. Let ABC, A B C be similar A 8
.

(i)
Let AD, A D be corresponding medians.

Then AB : BD = A B : B D
;
and L B = L B .

. . A 8
ABD, A B D are similar, and AD homologous to A D .

/. A ABC : AA B C ^AABD : A A B D

dupl. ratio of AD : A D .

(ii)
Let IX, I X be corresponding in-radii perp. to BC, B C .

Then IX : l X = IB : l B
,
from similar A 8

IBX, I B/X ;

= BC : B C
,
from similar A 8

IBC, I B C :

But A ABC : A A B C -
dupl. ratio of BC : B C

,

-dupl. ratio of IX : l X .

(iii)
Let S, S be the respective circumcentres.

Then SB : S B = BC : B C
;
from similar A 8

SBC, S B C .

. . A 8 ABC, A B C are to one another in the dupl. ratio of the

circum-radii.

5. The A 8
DBF, ABC are similar, DB and AB being homo

logous sides. [Ex. 20, Cor. ii. p. 243.]

/. A ABC : A DBF -dupl. ratio of AB to DB
-AB2

: DB2
.

/. A ABC - A DBF : A DBF = AB2 - DB2
: DB 2

[v. 13] ;

or, quad
1
. AFDC : ADBF= DA2

: DB2

[i. 47].

6. [The question assumes that AB is greater than AC.]

From AB cut off AX a third proportional to BA, AC
;
and join

CX.
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Then BA : AX = dupl. ratio of BA to AC [Def.].

And BD : DC = dupl. ratio of BA to AC [Hyp.],

. . BA : AX = BD : DC.

. . CX is par
1
, to AD [vi. 2].

Again BA : AC = CA : AX
;

Hence the A 8
BAC, CAX are similar

[vi. 6].

A L ABC = L ACX = alt. L CAD
;

and the A 8

ABD, CAD have the L D common; hence they are

equiangular [i. 32] ;

. . BD : DA = DA : DC
[vi. 4].

7. Let ABC be the A. Draw the median AD
;
and from BC

cut off BE a mean proportional between BD and BC. Draw EF

par
1
, to CA. Then EF shall bisect the A ABC.

For BD : BE = BE : BC = BF : BA.

.*. AEBF^AABD [vi. 15]

A ABC.

8. Let ABC be the A. Produce BC to D making BD double

of BC, and from BD cut off BE a mean proportional between BD
and BC. Join AD, and draw EF par

1
, to AC to meet BA produced

at F.

Then BFE is the A required. [Proof as in Ex. 7.]

9. Let AD, BE, CF meet in O.

Then BD : DC = A BOA : AAOC.

And BF : FA -A COB : AAOC,
and AE : EC = A BOA : A COB.

But A BOA has to AAOC the ratio compounded of the ratios

of A BOA to A COB and of A COB to AAOC.

. . BD has to DC the ratio compounded of the ratios of

AE : EC and of BF : FA.

10. Let ABC be an isosceles A. From AB cut off AD equal
to the mean proportional between AB or AC and BC. Draw DE

par
1
, to BC. Then AB : AD = AD : BC

;

also A ABC : AADE in duplicate ratio of AB to AD;
that is, A ABC : AADE = AB : BC.
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11. Let P be the given pt., AB, AC the given st. lines.

Describe an isosceles triangle HAK, having BAG as vertical L
,

and equal to the given rectilineal figure [vi. 25]. Draw PM, PN

par
1
, to AC, AB cutting AB, AC in M and N respectively. Divide

AH at X, so that rect. AX, XH = rect. AM, AN [Ex. 20, p. 266],
and draw HC par

1
, to XN. The st. line CPB shall be the base of

the required A .

From AK, cut off AY = XH
;
then YK = AX. Now, by parallels,

AM : MB-CP : PB = NC : AN
= XH : AX = AY : YK.

.*. BK is par
1
, to MY. Again rect. AX, AY = rect. AM, AN.

.*. MY is par
1
, to XN. But XN is par

1
, to HC. .*. BK is par

1
, to

HC. . . A ABC A AHK = given rectilineal figure.

Page 380.

Let AD meet BC produced; and DA produced cut the circum-

circle of ABC in E. Then L DAC = L EAB
;
hence L BAD = L EAC

;

and L ABD = L AEC [in. 21] ;
/.A 8

ABD, AEC are equiangular;
/. BA : AD= EA : AC.

. . rect. BA, AC = rect. EA, AD.

. . rect, BA, AC 4- sq. on AD = rect. EA, AD + sq. on AD
= rect. ED, AD

[11. 3].

= rect. BD, DC
[ill. 36].

Page 383.

1. Draw AD perp. to base BC. Then rect. BA, AX = rect.

contained by AD and diameter of circumcircle of BAX [Prop. CJ.
And rect. CA, AX = rect. contained by AD and diam. of CAX.
But BA^ CA. . . diam. of BAX = diam. of CAX.

2. The A 8
ABD, ACD are identically equal [Ex. 12, p. 99].

Also A, B, D, C are coiicyclic [Converse of in. 22].

.&quot;. rect. BC, AD = rect. AB, CD + rect. AC, BD
= twice rect. AB, BD.

3. Let diagonals AC, BD intersect at rt. L B in E.

Then sum of rect8
. of opp. sides rect. AC, BD

= sum of rect8
. AE, BE; BE, CE; CE, DE

; DE, AE [n. 1]

-twice sum of A s
ABE, BCE, CDE, DAE

-twice area of ABCD.
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4. Let BD bisect AC in E. Draw AX, CY perp. to BD.

Then rect. AB, AD = rect. contained by AX and the diam. of

[Prop. C].

Also rect. BC, CD rect. contained by CY and the diam. of 0.

But AX = CY, from the identically equal A 8
EAX, ECY

;

. . rect. AB, AD = rect. BC, CD.

5. Draw AD perp. to BC and let X be any pt. in BC.

Then rect. AB, AX - rect. contained by AD and diam. of

about ABX.
Hence AD : AX = AB : diam. of ABX

[vi. 16].

Similarly AD : AX = AC : diam. of ACX.
. . AB : diam. of ABX = AC : diam. of ACX

;

or, AB : AC diam. of ABX : diam. of ACX.

6. Let BC be the given base. On BC describe a segment of

a containing an L equal to given L :
. Let X, Y be the sides of

given rectangle. To the diameter, X and Y, find a fourth pro

portional DA. Place DA in segment perp. to BC. Then BAG is

the required A . [Prop. C.]

7. Let ABC, DEF be the two equal A s

,
and let AM, DN be

perp
8

. from the vertices A, D upon the bases BC, EF. Let PQ
be the diameter of the circumscribing the -A 8

ABC, DEF.

Then rect. BA, AC - rect. PQ, AM.
And rect. ED, DF - rect. PQ, DN.

/. rect. BA, AC : rect. ED, DF = AM : DN.
But A BAC = |BC, AM

;
and A DEF =

JEF, DN.

. . AM : DN = EF : BC.

. . rect. BA, AC : rect. ED, DF = EF : BC.

8. Let P be on the arc BC of the circumcircle of the equilat.
A ABC.
Then rect. PB, CA + rect. PC, AB = rect. PA, BC. [Prop. D.]
But BC = CA = AB. . . rect. (PB + PC), AB = rect. PA, AB.

. . PB+ PC = PA.

9. Because L ABD z_CBD; . . arc AD = arc CD; . .chord
AD = chord DC. And because A, C are fixed,

. . D is a fixed point, and AD is constant :

but rect. AB, CD + rect. BC, AD = rect. AC, BD,

or, rect. (AB + BC), AD = rect. AC, BD [n. 1],

. . AB + BC : BD = AC : AD = constant.
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THEOREMS ON HARMONIC SECTION.

Page 387.

1.
(i)

Let A, P, B, Q be a harmonic range, and S the vertex

of the pencil. Through P draw aPb par
1
, to SQ meeting SA, SB

at a and b.

Now AP : PB^AQ : QB [Hyp.].

Alternately AP : AQ = PB : QB.

But from the similar A s A Pa, AQS

AP : AQ = aP : SQ;

and from the similar A 3
BP&, BQS

PB : QB = bP : SQ
;

/. aP : SQ-6P : SQ,

/. aP = bP.

Hence, as in Ex. 2, p. 339, it may be shewn that any trans

versal ap b par
1
, to aPb (that is, par

1
, to SQ) has equal parts

intercepted by the rays SA, SP, SB.

(ii) Conversely, let the pencil be cut by a transversal a p b

par
1
, to SQ, so that ap = bp: then shall the pencil be harmonic.

As before, through P draw aPb par
1
, to ap b (or SQ). Then

from the similar A 3
APa, AQS;

AP : AQ = aP : SQ.

And from the similar A 8
BP&; BQS,

PB : QB = 6P
,
SQ.

But since ap -b p (hyp.). . . aP = bP,

.*. aP : SQ = 6P : SQ.

Hence AP : AQ=PB : QB.

Alternately AP : PB = AQ : QB,

or, A, P, B, Q is a harmonic range.

Note. As a second converse it may be shewn indirectly that

if the range is harmonic, and if in any transversal ap bp\
then a p b is par

1
, to SQ.
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2. Let a harmonic pencil be formed by joining a point S to

the harmonic range A, P, B, Q; then any transversal shall be cut

harmonically by this pencil.

Through P draw any transversal aPbq, and also the trans

versal hPk par
1
, to SQ.

Then by Ex. 1
(i),

hP = kP.

Hence by Ex. 1
(ii)

the range a, P, b, q is harmonic; . . any
transversal a p b q par

1
, to aPbq is also cut harmonically. [See

Ex. 2, p. 339.J

3. (i)
In the harmonic pencil {S, APBQ} let one ray SP bisect

the angle between the rays SA, SB; then shall SP be perp. to SQ.

Through P draw aPb par
1
, to SQ; then since the pencil is

harmonic, aP = bP [Ex. 1].

Also in the AaS6, since SP bisects the vert. L
,
and aP = bP,

/. S = bS [vi. 3].

Hence the A 8
SPa, SPb are identically equal, so that ab is

perp. to SP.

/. also SQ is perp. to SP
[i. 29].

(ii) Conversely, in the harmonic pencil {S, APBQ] let PSQ be

a rt. angle; then shall SP, SQ be the internal and external

bisectors of the angle ASB.

As before, draw aPb par
1
, to SQ, then aP = Pb [Ex. 1],

and
the L S

SPa, SP& are rt. angles;

hence the A 8
SPa, SP6 are identically equal [i. 4];

. . the /.aSP = the Z.6SP.

That is, SP is the internal bisector of the L ASB
;
and since

SQ is perp. to SP, . . SQ is the external bisector.

4. Join SQ cutting the transversal apbq in q .

Then {S, APBQ} is a harmonic pencil by definition
; hence,

a, p, by q is a harmonic range [Ex. 2, p. 387].

but by hypothesis a, p, 6, q is a harmonic range,

.*. the points &amp;lt;/, q coincide, since they divide ab externally in

the fixed ratio ap : pb.

Hence SQ passes through q, or
Q&amp;lt;/ passes through S.
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5. Let Pp, Bb, produced if necessary, meet at S. Join SA,

SQ
;
and let SQ meet the transversal kpb at q.

Then, as in the last example, {S, APBQ} is a harmonic pencil,

. . A, jo, bj q is a harmonic range [Ex. 2].

But A, p, b, q is a harmonic range [hyp.];

. . q and q are coincident; or, Qy passes through S
;

that is, Pp, Bp, Qq are concurrent.

Similarly it may be shewn that Pq, Bb, Op are concurrent.

6. Lemma. Take two straight lines intersecting at A, and
in one of them take any two points P, Q, and in the other any
two points p, q. Let Pp and

Q&amp;lt;?
intersect at S, and Pq, Qp at

S
;
now it is proved in Ex. 5, that if B and b are the harmonic

conjugates of A with respect to P, Q and p, q, then B, b will lie

on the fixed line SS . Hence it follows, if SS intersects the

given lines at B, 6, that A, P, B, Q and A, p, b, q are harmonic

ranges.

Now let PQqp be a quadrilateral, and let the sides QP, qp
meet at A, and the sides Pp, Qq at S. A complete quadrilateral
will then be formed.

Let the diagonals Pq and Qp intersect at S : then if SS
meets PQ at B, the range A, P, B, Q is harmonic.

Let the diagonals Pq, Q.p meet the third diagonal SA at X
and Y : it is required to shew that SA is cut harmonically at X
and Y. Join S A.

Then {S , APBQ} is a harmonic pencil; therefore it cuts any
transversal (such as the third diagonal AS) harmonically. That

is, the range A, X, S, Y is harmonic.

Note. The Lemma attached to this proposition furnishes a

simple linear construction for finding a fourth harmonic to three

points.
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ON CENTRES OF SIMILARITY AND SIMILITUDE. Page 390.

1. Let ABC be the given A. Take any point P in AC, and
draw PQ perp. to BC. From QB cut off QR equal to PQ, and

complete the sq. PQRS. Join SC, cutting AB at s; and from s

draw sp, sr par
1
, to SP, SR to cut AC, BC in p and r

;
and from

p draw pq par
1
, to PQ. Then pqrs is the required square.

From the similar A 8
CSP, Csp, SP : sp = SC : sC.

From the similar A 3
CSR, Csr, SR : sr ~ SC : sC;

. . SP : sp= SR : sr.

But SP = SR [constr.],
. . sp = sr.

And since the fig. pqrs is by constr. a rectangular par&quot;

1

.,
. .it

is a square.

2. Let ABC be the A in which the required A is to be

inscribed : and let X be the A to which the required A is to be

similar.

In BC, BA take any points P and R respectively, and on PR
describe the A PQR equiangular to X, the vertex Q being on the

side of PR remote from B.

Join BQ, cutting AC at q: and from q draw qp, qr par
1
,

respectively to QP, QR, cutting BC, BA at p and r.

Then pqr is the triangle required.

From the similar A 3
BPQ, Bpq, BP : Bp= BQ : Bq.

From the similar A 8
BRQ, Brq, BR : Br= BQ : 6*7.

. . BP : Bp=BR : Br;

. . pr is par
1
, to PR.

But by constr. pq, qr are respectively par
1
, to PQ, QR

;

. . the &pqr is similar to the A PQR, that is, to the AX.

3. Let OA, OB be radii of the sector. Join AB, and on
AB describe the sq. ABCD, on the side remote from O. Join OD,
OC, cutting the arc at d and c. Then it is clear that dc is par

1
,

to DC. From d and c draw da, cb par
1
, to DA, CB. Join ab.

Then as in Examples 1 and 2, it may be shewn that abed is

a square.
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4.
(i) Here A is the external centre of similitude of the

two s whose centres are at \ l and I,

.*. IjA : IA = rx : r [Ex. 2, Cor. 1, p. 389]
= 1^ : IX.

Also \ 1D 1
and DIX are par

1
, since they are both perp. to BC.

Hence the two A 8
DJjA, XIA are similar

[vi. 6],

.*. the L DjAlj = the L XAI; that is, D 1} X, A are collinear.

(ii)
Since Bl, Blj are the internal and external bisectors of

the L ABC, . . the pencil {B, AIYI
X }

is harmonic
[p. 385].

5. Taking the fig. and the results of Ex. 33, p. 302, we
have from the similar A 8

ASO, aNO,
SO : NO = SA : Na

= circum.-radius : nine-point-radius.

. . O is the external centre of similitude of the two circles

[p. 389, Ex. 2, Cor. 1].

Again from the similar A s

ASG, XNG,
SG : GN = SA : XN

= circurn-radius : nine-poiiits-radius.

. . G is the internal centre of similitude of the two circles.

6. Let C, C be the centres of the two fixed s external to

one another, and O the centre of a variable touching the
others at P, Q respectively. In the fig. taken, the given

3 are
both external to the (O). Then OC, OC pass respectively

through P and Q [m. 12].

Produce PQ to cut the (C )
at P

,
and join C P .

Then, since OP - OQ, and C P = C Q,

. . L OPQ = L. OQP = vert. opp. L C QP - L C P Q.

. . CP and C P are par
1
.

. . P P passes through the external centre of similitude S.

It will be found that if the given
s are both external, or

both internal, to the variable
,
then TQ passes through the

external centre of similitude.

If one of the given
8

is within, and the other without the

variable 0, it will be found that PQ passes through the internal

centre of similitude.
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7. Let C, C be the centres of the given circles, and X the

given point.

Take S the external centre of similitude, and let C CS cut

the given
s between C, C at M and N.

Join SX, and in SX (by describing a through MNX) take a

point Y, such that

SX . SY = SM . SN.

By Ex. 22, p. 254, describe a to pass through X, Y and to

touch the 0(C) at P. This shall also touch the O(C ).
Let

O be its centre.

Let SP, produced if necessary, meet the (C )
at Q:

then SX . SY - SM . SN [constr.]
= SP . SQ [Ex. 2, p. 389].

. . the 0(O) passes through Q.

It remains to prove that (O) touches (C )
at Q, that is, that

OQ, C Q are in one line. Let SPQ meet the O(C ) again at P
;

then since P, P are corresponding points, CP is par
1

, to C P : hence

L OQP = L OPQ = alt. L C P Q = L C QP

but PQP is one st. line, . . OQC is one st. line.

Since two s can be drawn through X, Y to touch the (C)

[Ex. 22, p. 254]
it follows that there are two solutions of the

problem corresponding to the external centre of similitude.

Similarly there will be two more solutions corresponding to the

internal centre of similitude.

8. Let A, B, C be the centres of the given
8

.

Take the general case when the s are unequal and external

to one another. Let (A) be the least of the given
s

. From
centre B, with radius equal to the difference of the radii of (B)
and (A) describe a

;
and from centre C with radius equal to

the difference between the radii of (C) and (A), describe a 0.
Then by the last exercise describe a to pass through A and to

touch the two s of construction. Take O the centre of the

last drawn
,
and join OA, cutting the (A) at P. Then a

described from centre O with radius OP will touch the three

given O 8
. The validity of this construction is apparent at once

on drawing the figure.
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As each of the given
a

may be touched by the required
either internally or externally, the required may in general
be drawn in 2 x 2 x 2, or 8, ways.

The student will have no difficulty in investigating special

cases for himself.

9. Let Cj, C2 ,
C3 be the centres of the three O s

,
and rlt ra ,

rs

their radii. Let Sj and S/ be respectively the external and

internal centres of similitude of the a

(C2), (C3),
and let S2 ,

S2 ,

S3 ,
S3 have corresponding meanings.

(i) S/Cj, S2 C2, S3 C3 shall be concurrent.

Let S2 C2 ,
Sa C3 intersect in O

; join CjO and produce it to

meet C2C3 at X.

The A 3 C2OC3 , CgOCj are on the common base OC 3 ;
hence

it may be proved by similar triangles that

the alt. of A C2OC3 : the alt. of A CgOCj = C 2S 3 : CjSg

A C2OC3 : A CgOCj = C2S 3

Similarly A C^OCj : A C2OC3
= css;

Ex JEquali, A CjC^ : A CgOC^ = n
But A CiOCi : AC-jOCi = C,X

C2X : C3X = r2

.*. X coincides with S/ ;
hence S/Cj, S2 C., and S3 C3 are con

current.

(ii)
To prove S1}

S2 ,
S3 collinear.

Join S2 S 3 ,
and produce it to meet C

2
C

3
at Y.

Then C
8
C

3 ,
the external diagonal of the quad

1
. C^/OS., is

divided harmonically at S/ and Y [Ex. 6, p. 387] :

hence Y, the harmonic conjugate of S/ with respect to C2CS is

coincident with Sj ;
or Slf S 2 ,

S3 are collinear.

In the same way it may be shewn that each of the ranges of

points consisting of one external and two internal centres of

similitude are collinear, and also that the three external centres

are collinear.
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EXAMPLES ON POLE AND POLAR.

Page 395.

1. Let A and B be the two given points, and let P be the

intersection of their polars. Then by the Reciprocal Property
of Pole and Polar, since the polar of A passes through P,

. . the polar of P passes through A.

Similarly, since the polar of B passes through P,

. . the polar of P passes through B.

Hence the polar of P passes through both A and B
;
that

is, AB is the polar of P.

2. Let P be the intersection of the given st. lines PQ, PR,
and let A and B be their poles.

Then since AB passes through A, . . its pole lies on PQ the

polar of A.

Similarly since AB passes through B, . . its pole lies on PR the

polar of B.

Hence the pole of AB is at P, the only point common to

PQ and PR.

3. The locus must be the polar of the given point A; for

by the Reciprocal Property of Pole and Polar, (i)
the pole of

any st. line through A must lie on the polar of A; and
(ii) any

point on the polar of A must be the pole of some st. line

through A.

4. Let O be the common centre, P the point of contact

of any one of the tangents, and Q its pole : then since the

tangent is perp. to OP [in. 18], Q must lie on OP (or OP pro
duced), and OP . OQ = the sq. on the radius of the given circle.

But this radius is constant, and OP is constant, . . OQ is

constant. Hence the locus of Q is a concentric circle.

5. Let PQ be a diameter of one of the s

,
and let O be

the centre, and r the radius of the other. From O draw OT
touching the first 0, and join OP cutting the first at R.

Join QR.
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Now OR. OP -OT 2

[in. 36]
= r2

,
since the circles are orthogonal :

and QRP is a rt. L
, being in a semicircle.

Hence QR is the polar of P: that is, the polar of P passes
through Q.

6. Let P and O be the centres of the two 9 which intersect
at A, B: and let OP cut AB at Q. Join PA, PB.

Then since the a are orthogonal, PA and PB touch the (O)
at A and B : hence OP . OQ =

(radius)
2

[Ex. 1, page 251].
And OP meets the chord of contact at rt. angles

[Ex. 2, p. ]96].
. . AB is the polar of P with regard to the (O).

7. Let A and B be the given points, and O the centre of

the given . Then since the polars of A and B are respectively

perp. to OA, OB, . . one of the L s between the polars = the L. AOB

[Ex. 3, p. 65].

8. Let Q be the point inverse to P with respect to the given
0. Draw OY perp. to AB

;
and through Q draw QX perp. to

OP, meeting OY at X.

Then since the L a at Q and Y are rt. angles,

. . the points Q, X, Y, P are coneyclic [HI. 31].

.% OX . OY = OP . OQ [HI. 36]
= r* [Hyp.].

But OY is constant, . . OX is constant
;
that is, X is a fixed

point.

And since the L. OQX is a rt. L. [Const r.],
. . the locus of

Q is a circle on OX as diam. [HI. 31].

9. Let Q be the point on OP inverse to P, and r the .radius

of the whose centre is O. Draw OX a diam. of the first .

Join PX, and draw QY perp. to OX.

Then OPX is a rt. z_
, being in a semicircle;

and QYX is a rt. /_ by construction;

. . the points Q, Y, X, P are concyclic [HI. 31];
. . OX . OY = OP . OQ-r2

.
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But since OX is constant, .&quot;. OY is constant;

hence Y is a fixed point.

Therefore the locus of Q is the st. line perp. to OX through
the point inverse to X; that is, the polar of X.

10. Let C and D be the points inverse to A and B respec

tively, and let AX, BY be the perps. from A and B on the polars
of B and A. From A and B draw AN, BN perp. respectively
to OB and OA (produced if necessary).

Then OA , OC - OB . OD - r2

[Definition].

And since the L s at M and N are rt. /_
s
,
the points M, B, N, A

are coneyclic,

. . OA
,
ON - OB . OM

[ill. 36].

By subtraction

OA . NC^OB . DM.

But NO = BY, and DM = AX
[i. 34].

. . OA . BY^OB . AX.

11. Let RQ cut AD and BC at p and p . Then it was

proved in the solution of Ex. 6. p. 387, that the ranges P, A, p, D

and P, B, p ,
C are harmonic.

Hence by the harmonic property of Pole and Polar, the polar
of P passes through both p andjp : that is, RQ is the polar of P.

Similarly it may be shewn that PQ is the polar of R. Hence by
the reciprocal property of Pole and Polar, PR is the polar of Q ;

that is to say, the APQR is self-conjugate with respect to the

circle.

12. Let P be the point whose polar with respect to a given
circle is to be found.

Through P draw PAD, PBC cutting the at A, D and B, C.

Let BA, CD intersect at R; and AC, BD at Q. Then, by the last

Ex., RQ is the polar of P.

If P is an external point, and RQ cuts the circle at T, T
,

then clearly PT, PT are the required tangents [Ex. 1, p. 391].

H.K.E. N
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13. Let PQR be a triangle self-conjugate with regard to a

circle whose centre is O. Then since QR is the polar of P, . . PO
is perp. to QR [Def. ii. p. 391].

Similarly RO is perp. to PQ, and consequently QO is perp. to

PR [Ex. 19, p. 242].
That is, O is the orthocentre of the A PQR.

14. Let A, P, B, Q be a harmonic range, and O the centre

of the given . Then by the reciprocal property of pole and

polar, the polars of the points A, P, B, Q are concurrent, since

they must all pass through the pole of the line AB. And since

these polars are respectively perpendicular to OA, OP, OB, OQ,

they must form a pencil whose rays contain severally the same

angles as the rays of the pencil {O, APBQ}. But {O, APBQ} is a

harmonic pencil [hyp. and def. 2, p. 387], . . the pencil formed

by the polars is also harmonic.

EXAMPLES ON RADICAL Axis AND CO-AXIAL CIRCLES.

Page 398.

1. Let TT be a common tangent to the two circles, and
let their Radical Axis cut TT at P. Then, by Definition, the

tangential distances of the point P to the two s are equal : that

is, PT = PT .

2. Let P be any point on the Radical Axis; then the four

tangents drawn from P to the two circles are equal [Def.].

Hence a described from centre P witli any one of these

tangents as radius will pass through all four points of contact.

And since the radii drawn from P to the points of contact

are also tangents to the given circles, . . the whose centre

is P cuts the given
s

orthogonally [p. 240. Def.].

3. As in the last example, all tangents drawn from O to

the three O 8 are equal, . . a circle from centre O with radius OT
will pass through all the points of contact. And since the radii

of this drawn to the points of contact are also tangents to

the given
s

, . . the whose centre is O cuts the given
s

orthogonally.
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4. Let the s

(A), (B), (C) touch one another two and two,
and let OT, OT be the common tangents of the s

(A), (B) and

(A), (C) at their points of contact.

Then since OT and OT are tangents to the (A),

That is, tangents drawn from O to the s

(B), (C) are equal :

. . O is a point on the radical axis of the s

(B), (C).

But the radical axis of two s which touch one another

is clearly the common tangent at their point of contact.

Hence the common tangent to the s

(B), (C) passes also

through O.

5. Take the figure of p. 243.

Since the L s
BEA, BEC are rt. angles, . .

s described on

AB, BC as diams. pass through E
[in. 31] ;

that is, BE is the common chord of the s on AB and BC.

Similarly AD and CF are respectively the common chords

of the s on AB, AC and on BC, CA.

Hence O, the point of intersection of the common chords,
is the radical centre [p. 397. Cor.].

6. See solution of Ex. 7, p. 252. Observe that the required

point B is the inverse of the given point A with regard to the

given circle.

7. Since by the last Example all s which pass through
the fixed point A and cut a given orthogonally, pass also

through a second fixed point B (the inverse of A with regard
to the given 0), . . the locus of their centres is the st. line

bisecting AB at rt. angles.

To find this point B, draw any radius CT to the given :

describe a to pass through A and touch CT at T

[Ex. 28, p. 238].

Let this cut CA at B. Then B is the required point; for

CA . CB -CT2

[lit. 36].
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8. Let C be the centre of the given O, and A, D the given

points. Now by Ex. 6 all s

through A cutting the given Q
orthogonally must pass through B the inverse point of A with

respect to the given O
Determine B as in the last Example. Then the circum

scribed about the AABD is that required.

9. Let P be the centre of any which cuts the two given
s

orthogonally at T and T .

Then PT = PT
, being radii.

Also PT and PT are tangents to the given
s
,
since the s

are cut orthogonally.

Hence the locus of P is the radical axis of the two given
s

.

10. Let C and C be the centres of the given
s
,
and A

the given point.

Then all s

through A cutting the (C) orthogonally pass

through B the inverse of A with respect to the (C) ;

and all s

through A cutting the (C ) orthogonally pass

through B the inverse of A with respect to the (C ).

Determine the points B and B as in the solution to Ex. 7.

Then the about the A ABB is that required.

Note that by Ex. 9 the centre of this Q is on the radical

axis of the given
S

(C) and (C ).

11. Let A, B be the centres of the two given
s

; PQ, PR

tangents to them from the given point P. Let the Radical Axis
cut AB at S.

Draw PM, PN perp. respectively to AB and the Radical Axis;
and bisect AB at O.

Then AP2 - BP2 - 2AB . OM [Ex. 8, p. 159].

And AQ2 - BR2 - AS2 - SB2

[Ex. 1, p. v.]

--2AB.OS [Ex. 8, p. 159],

. ., by subtraction,

AP2 - AQ2 -
(BP

2 - BR2

)
= 2AB (OM ~

OS),

or PQ2 - PR2 -2AB. SM - 2AB . PN.
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12. Let A, B be the centres of two s of the system, and
let their Radical Axis cut AB at S. From P, any point in

the Radical Axis, draw tangents PQ, PR to the two s
;
then

PQ= PR [Hyp.]. From centre P, with radius PQ, describe a

cutting AB at L, !_ . Then L, L shall be fixed points for all

positions of P.

From S draw tangents ST, ST to the two s
.

Then SL2 = PL2 - PS2

[i. 47]
- PQ2 - PS 2

- PA2 - QA2 - PS2

- PS2 + AS2 - QA2 - PS2

- AS2 - AT2

-ST2
.

But ST is independent of the position of P; . . L is a fixed

point.

Similarly SL/ - ST = ST = SL.

13. Let the radical axis cut the line of centres at S, and let

any of the system cut the same line at XY. If ST is the

tangent from S to this circle, then by definition ST SL SL
,

where L, L are the limiting points.

Also SL2 = ST2 = SX . SY [in. 36],

. . L, X, L
,
Y form a harmonic range [Ex. 2, p. 385], since

S bisects LL .

14. With the notation of the last Ex., since L, X, L
,
Y form

a harmonic range, . . the polar of L with regard to any circle of

the system which cuts the line of centres at X, Y, must cut this

line perpendicularly at L [Ex. 4, p. 394]. But L is a fixed

point [Ex. 12]; . . the polar of L for all circles of the system is

the same.

15. Let O, O be the centres of two s which cut one
another orthogonally at T. Let AB, a diameter of the (O),
cut the (O )

at P, Q.

Then OP . OQ = OT2 - OB2

,

. . A, P, B, Q form a harmonic range [Ex. 2, p. 385].
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ON TRANSVERSALS. Page 402.

1. Take the figure and the results of p. 297,

We have, since AF - AE, BF - BD, CD = CE,

AF BD CE
FB DC EA

&quot;

/. AD, BE, CF are concurrent [Ex. 1, p. 400].

2. Let the four st. lines EAB, EDC, FDA, FCB form the com

plete quad
1 ABCDEF

;
and let X, Y, Z be the middle points of the

diagonals BD, AC, EF.

Then shall X, Y, Z be collinear.

Take P, Q, R the middle points of EA, ED, AD.

Then from the A AEG, since P and Y are the middle points
of AE, AC,

. . PY is par
1 to EC, and cuts AD at its middle point R.

Similarly PZ is par
1 to AF, and cuts ED at its middle point Q ;

also QX is par
1 to EB, and cuts AD at R.

Hence QX, XR, PZ, ZQ, RY, YP are respectively halves of EB,
BA, AF, FD, DC, CE.

But the sides of the A EAD are cut by the transversal BCF,

EB AF DC
BA FD CE

~~

QX PZ RY
Hence .

-
. - \ .

XR ZQ YP

. . X, Y, Z, points in the sides of the APQR, are coilinear.

[See Rouche et de Comberousse, Traite de Geometric, p. 205.]

3. Let the A s

ABC, A B C be co-polar; that is, let AA
,
BB

,

CC meet at S : then shall they be co-axial
;
that is X, Y, Z the

intersections of BC, B C
,
of CA, C A and of AB, A B shall be

collinear.

From the A SAB and the transversal A B Z,

AZ BB SA
ZC

*

B S fiJA
=
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From the A SBC and the transversal B C X,

B S C C XB
BB

7 *

SC7 CX
=

From the A SCA and the transversal C A Y,

AA SO CY
i

A7^ C C YA
=

Multiplying these results we have

AZ XB CY

Z B CX YA
=

. . X, Y, Z are collinear.

Conversely, let X, Y, Z be collinear; then shall AA
,
BB

,
CC

be concurrent.

Let BB
,
CC meet at S.

Then the A s BZB
,
CYC are co-polar; hence by the first

proof they are co-axial
;
that is, A, A

,
S are collinear,

or AA
,
BB

,
CC meet at S.

4. Let Cj, C
2 ,

C
;!

be the centres of the three s
,
and

r
i

r
z

r
s
their radii. Let Sj and S, be respectively the external

and internal centres of similitude of the s

(C 2 ), (CJ, and let

S
2 ,

S
2 ,

S 9 ,
S

3
have corresponding meanings.

To prove S/, S
2
and S

3
collinear.

By definition we have

s/c3

S
3
c

2 s/c 3
s

2 c,

Hence from the A C^C^ the points S/,, S2 ,
S3 are collinear

[p. 401, Ex. 2, Converse].

In the same way it may be shewn that each of the ranges of

points consisting of one external and two internal centres of

similitude are collinear, and also that the three external centres

are collinear.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ox BOOK VI.

Page 403.

1. By par
18

.,
BF : FA = BD : DC = AE : EC.

And ABFD : AAFE- BF : FA [vi. 1}

And AAFE : ACDE^AE : EC.

. . ABFD : AAFE- AAFE : ACDE.

2. Let _ ABC = L DEF; and _ ACB = supplement of L DFE.
With centre A and radius AC describe a to cut BC in c . Then
AC -AC

,
. . L. BC A = supplement of L BCA = /_ DFE. . . A s

DEF,
ABC are equiangular;

. . ED : DF = BA : AC = BA : AC
[vi. 4].

3. The diameters of the 8 about ABE, ACE are in the ratio

of A B to AC [Ex. 5, p. 383]. But, because AE bisects L BAC,

. . AB : AC - BE : EC [vi. 3].

4. Let A and B be the two other fixed pts. Divide AB at C
in the given ratio. Join OC: and, through O, draw MON perp. to

OC. MN is the required line. [Ex. 2, p. 329].

5. Let AB &amp;gt; AC. Draw CF perp. to AD. And let CF pro
duced cut AB in M. Then A s

CAF, MAF are identically equal,
. . CF - MF; and AM = AC. . . BM - difference of sides AB, AC.

Bisect BM in K. Then AK =-- |-sum of sides AB, AC. Join KF, XF.

Then K, F, X being the middle pts. of the sides of BMC, KF is

par
1
, to BC and XF is par

1
, to BA. . . by similar A 8

DXF, FKA,

XD : KF^ XF : KA;

that
is,&quot;

XD : BX^ BK : KA

-
J diff. of sides : | sum of sides.

6. BD : DC BA : AC = BE : EC [vi. 3 and
A].

/. BD - DC : BD + DC = BE - EC : BE + EC
[v. 13],

or, 20D : 2OB = 2OB : 2OE.

Hence OB is a mean proportional between CD and OE.
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7. Draw PX perp. to AB, and QY perp. to CD. Then by
similar A s MPX, NQY,

PM : QN = PX : QY =- constant.

Let MN meet PQ in O.

Then OP : OQ = PM : QN - constant

Hence MN passes through a fixed pt. O, which divides PQ in the

ratio PX to QY (internally or externally according as PX is in the

opposite or in the same direction as QY).

8. Because C bisects arc AB, . . chord AC = chord BC.

But rect, AD, BC + rect. DB, AC = rect. AB, DC [Prop. D].

. . rect. AC (AD + DB) = rect. AB, DC
;

/. AD + DB : DC - AB : AC [vi. 16].

9. Because CD bisects L ACB internally,-

. . BD : DA^ BC : CA^ 1 : 2.

And because CE bisects L ACB externally,

:. BE : EA-= 1 : 2.

Hence AD^2DB, AB - 3DB, DE^4DB.

Also ADCB : AACD : A ACB : A DCE
-DB : AD : AB : DE
= 1:2:3:4.

10. Because DE is par
1
, to the tangent at A, . . it makes

with AB, AC angles respectively equal to ACB, ABC; [HI. 32] ;

or L. ADE = L ACB and L AED = L ABC.

. . A s

ABC, AED are equiangular;
/. AB : AC - AE : AD

;

. . rect. AB, AD - rect. AC, AE [vi. 16].

11. Let A ABC be right L d at A. From D in BC, draw DE,
DF perps. on AC, AB. Then the rt. L d A s

BFD, DEC are similar.

. . rect. BD, DC - rect. BF, DE + rect. DF, CE
[vi. 31].

But DE = FA and DF=EA.

.*, rect. BD, DC = rect. BF, FA + rect. CE, EA.
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12. Let BD, CE cut in O. Because BO : OD = CO : OE,

. . DE is par
1
, to BC, and A s

BOG, DOE are similar;

. . BC : DE- BO : OD
= 4:1.

But BA : EA = BC : ED
= 4:1.

/. BA - EA : EA = 4 - 1 : 1
[v. 13],

or BA : EA - 3 : 1.

13. Let P, Q be two fixed pts., AB any st. line between
them. Draw PM, QN perps. on AB, and let PQ cut MN in O.

Then OP : OQ= PM : QN = constant.

. , MN always passes through the fixed pt. O, which divides

PQ internally in the given constant ratio,

14. Because L PAC = L ADC [in. 32], /.A&quot; PAD, PCA are

equiangular [i. 32] ;

. . AD : CA = PA : PC.

Similarly, BD : CB= PB : PC.

But PA = PB. /. AD : CA = BD : CB.

. . rect. AD, CB = rect. CA, BD.

15. Because L. DAC = L ABD, . . A s

DAC, DBA are equiangular.

.*. DC : DA = AC : BA

= circum-diam. of ACD : circum-diam. of ABD

[Ex. 5, p. 383].

16. Let F be between E and B. Then /. EFC =
&amp;lt;_ EDC in

same segment = complement of ECD = L CGH.

/. A s

CFE, CGH are equiangular [i. 32].

.*. CE : EF^CH : HG.

.*. rect. CE, HG = rect. CH, EF.

17. Make L CAD == L ABC. Then A 8

BDA, ADC are similar.

.*, BD : DA= DA : DC.

. . DA is a mean proportional between BD and DC.
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18. The common tangent at O makes with OA an L equal
to Z.OQP and to L OBA [in. 32]. .*, ^OQP-A.OBA. . . PQ
is par

1
, to AB. . . L PQC alt. L QCB L. CPQ in alternate seg-

nient. .*. chord CQ = chord CP. /. OC bisects L BOA [in. 28, 27].

/. OP : OQ- OA : OB -AC : BC
[v.i. 3].

19. Taking the figure in which D is on the side of O remote

from AB, the L CEO = comp*
1

. of L B = comp
fc

. of J L COA at

centre = LOCD. . . A s
ODC, OCE are equiangular.

. . OD : OC = OC : OE.

. . rect. OD, OE sq. on OC.

20. Join AD, BD. Then the L BDY ._ BAD = L BOX.
. . DB bisects L YDX internally. Again, DA is perp. to DB,

. . DA bisects L YDX externally.

. . XB : BY - XD : DY = XA : AY [vi.
3 and

A].

/. BX : AX - BY : AY.

21. Let P, Q be the given pts. Divide PQ, internally and

externally, at A and B in the given ratio [Ex. 1, p. 384]. On AB
as diameter describe a . Then the distances of P and Q from

any pt. on this circle are in the given ratio [Ex. 4, p. 386].
The pt. or pts., if any, where this cuts the given are the pts.

required.

22 Produce AO to meet the O ce at B, and let LP produced
meet OA at Z.

Join LA, LB.

Then since the arc AP arc AQ,

. . LA bisects the L. VLZ internally :

and since LB is perp. to LA [in. 31],

. . LB bisects the /_ VLZ externally.

Hence Z divides BA externally in the fixed ratio BV : VA

[p. 385].
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23. Let O, O be the centres. Then, because BE and C O
are both at rt. L s to ABC

,

. . AB : BC - AE : EO
[vi. 2].

.*. AB : 2BC - AE : EA .

Similarly A B : 2B C - A E : EA.

. . AB : 2BC - 2B C : A B .

. . rect. AB, A B four times rect. BC
,
B C.

24. Let A, B be the centres of the fixed s

;
and C the centre

of the circle touching them externally in D and E respectively.
Let DE cut AB in S and the B again in E . Join BE .

Then D is in AC, and E in BC. Because CD = CE, and BE . BE
,

. . L. CDE =- L. CED = L BEE - L BE E. .*. BE is par
1

, to AD.

. . AS : BS- AD : BE .

That is, S is the external centre of similitude of the fixed s
.

25. Because DC bisects .LADB,

. . DA : DB = CA : CB = AE : BF. And the _ AED, BFD are

rt. L s
,

. . the A s

AED, BFD are similar
[vi. 7. Cor.].

. . rect. DA, DB = rect. DE, DF + rect. AE, BF
[vi. 31].

But rect. DA, DB = rect. AC, BC + sq. on DC
[vi. B]

rect. AE . BF + sq. on DC :

. . rect. DE, DF =
sq. on DC.

26. Let D be middle pt. of BC, AX parallel to BC : and let

DX cut AB in Y and AC in Z. Then, by similar A 8

XYA, DYB,

XY : DY-XA : DB.

And, by similar A s

XZA, DZC,

XZ : DZ = XA : DC.

But DB=DC. /. XY : DY--XZ : DZ:

that is, XD is divided harmonically at Y, Z. [Del p. 385.]
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27. Let the line cut the median in X. Through X draw EF

par
1
, to the base. Then EF is bisected in X. Hence, by the last

example, the line is divided harmonically.

28. Let L. BAG be bisected internally and externally by AX
and AY, and let the four concurrent lines be met by a fifth line

at B, X, C, Y.

Then BX : XC ^ BA : AC * BY : YC [vi.
3 and

A].

. . BC is cut harmonically, at X, Y.

29. See Ex. 3, p. 387.

30. Divide AB at G, so that AB is to AG in the given ratio

[Ex. 1, p. 346]. Join CG, and produce it to meet AE at E. Then,
because EA is par

1
, to BC,

CE : GE = AB : AG = given ratio
[vi. 2].

31. Produce PA to X, so that PA : PX = given ratio
[vi. 12].

Draw XR par
1
, to AB cutting AC in R, and let PR cut AB in Q.

Then PQ : PR - PA : PX = given ratio.

32. Let P be the given pt. within the circle ABD. Through
P draw the diam. APB, and on it take AP : PC in the given ratio.

With P as centre and radius equal to a mean prop
1
, between

BP and PC describe a circle cutting ADB in D (or D
) ; join

DP and produce it to E
;
then DE is the required chord.

For, by construction BP : PD - PD : PC,

and since the rect. PE, PD = the rect. PB, PA [in. 35],

. . BP : PD- PE : PA [vi. 16];

. . PE : PA = PD : PC,

.*., alternately, PE : PD - AP : PC

- the given ratio.

Since the circle of construction will in general cut the given
circle in two points there will be two solutions.
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33. Let A be the common pt. of contact, and B the pt. on
the common tangent BA. Let a having centre B, cut one of
the 3 in C, and let BC cut this again in D.

Then sq. on BA=rect. BC, BD
=

sq. on BC + rect. BC, DC.

But BA and BC are constant. . , DC is constant.

34. Let SPT meet CA, CB produced in S and T. Draw PN

perp. to BC.

Then A SCT : A ACB = CS . CT : CA . CB
=-- CS . CT : CP2

.

Also CS : CP = CP : CM,

and CT : CP - CP : CN
[vi. 8] ;

/. CS . CT : CP2 = CP2
: CM . CN

= CP 2
: CM . MP

- CA. CB : CM. MP,

/. ASCT : AACB-CA . CB : CM . MP
-AACB : ACMP.

35. The tangents at B and C make with BC angles equal
to L BAC in alt. segment. And AD, AE being par

1
, to these,

_ BDA = L AED = L. A. . . AD = AE
;

again the A s
BDA, AEC being each similar to BAC are similar to

one another, BA, AC being homologous sides.

/. BD : CE = ABDA : ACAE [vi. 1]

=
dupl. ratio of BA : AC.

36. Let X, Y be the centres of the s on AE, EB.

AE+ EB = 20B = 4EB;
. . AE = 3EB; or PX - 3QY.

Now XL : YL = PX : QY = 3 : 1 .

.*. XY^- 2YL.

But XY - XE + EY = PX + QY - 4QY = 4BY,

/. YL=2BY.

. . BL= BY.
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37. Because rect. AC, CB = rect. CD, CE,

. . AC : CE= CD : CB
;

. . A s
ACE, DCB are similar

[vi. 6],

and the pts. A, C, B, E are concyclic.

And since AB is fixed, and the L ACB is constant, . . the

ACB is fixed.

But the L.
s

ACE, BCE are equal ;

. . E bisects the fixed arc AEB.

38. By iv. 10, the A s

ABC, BEC are similar.

Also AE = BC = BE.

/. AB : BC = AE : EC;

. ; AB -f BC : BC = AC : EC
[v. 13]

= A ABC : A BEC

= AABC : AADE.

. . AB : BC =
fig. DBCE : AADE

[v. 13J.

39. Let H, K be the centres of the equal
s

; G that of the
inscribed 0, which touches the equal

s in E and F and the
outer in D. Then G, E, H and G, F, K, and D, G, C, are
collinear.

Produce GEH to meet circle (H) in L;

then rect. LG, GE sq. on GC
;

. . EG : GC = GC : LG
[vi. 17]

= EG + GC : GC + LG
[v. 12]

=. CD : LE + DC

-1:2.

. . EG : EG + GC-1 : 3;

that is DG : DC = 1 : 3
;

/. 2DG : DC = 2 : 3.
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40. Let the quad
1

. ABCD touch the at G, H, K, M
;
and let

DA, CB meet at L. Because LE- LF and LM = LH, and OM = OH,
/. A 8

OEM, OFH are identically equal. And _MOA^z_GOA
and L. HOB = u GOB.

/. L *
EGA, BOH together - half u s

EOG, FOG = a rt. L .

. . L EOA as complement of L. BOH ~ L OBH.

. . A s EOA, FBO are equiangular [i. 32].

.*. AE : OE=^OF : BF.

. . rect. AE, BF = rect. OE, OF.

Similarly rect. DE, OF = rect. OE, OF.

. . AE : DE- CF : BF [vi. 16].

41. Considering the A ABC as the limiting form of a quadri
lateral AFBC touching the 0, it follows by last example that

BX : XF = AY : YC,

for F is the pt. where the tangent from B cuts the tangent from A.

42 and 43. Let AB be the base of the segment. Bisect AB
in C. Draw CD perp. and equal to AB, on the same side of AB
as is the segment. Draw CE par

1

, to AD cutting the arc in E:

and draw EF perp. to AB. EF shall be the side of the square
inscribed in the segment. For, by similar A s

ACD, CFE, since

DC = twice AC, . . EF = twice CF.

44. Let ABC be the isosceles A. Draw AD perp. to the

base BC. At A make the L s

DAE, DAF each = \ of a rt. L, E
and F being in BC. Then AEF is an equilateral A. From AE,
AF cut off AG, AH each equal to the mean proportional between
AE-and BC. Then by similar A s

AGH, AEF,

A AEF : A AGH = dup. ratio of AE : AG
[vi. 19]

AE : BC

= EF : BC

^ A AEF : ABC.

. . the equilateral A AGH = given AABC.
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45. Let AB be the given difference. Draw BC at rt. L.
s

and equal to AB. Produce AC to D making CD-BC=AB. AD
is a side of the square required.

46. With the given diameter EB describe a EABC. Make
L. BEC =s given vertical i_ . Divide BC in given ratio at D.

Bisect arc BC in F. Produce FD to A. ABC shall be required A.
For L s

BAC, BEC in same segment are equal, and since

arc BF = arc CF, . . L. BAF - L CAF.

. . AB : AC = BD : CD = given ratio.

47. Let AD be the given median. Produce AD to E, making
DE = AD. On AE describe segment of ABE containing an angle

equal to the supplement of given vertical L. . Draw the base

BDC making required L with the median AD, cutting the arc

ABE in B, and making DC=BD. ABC shall be the required A.

For, because BC, AE bisect one another, ABEC is a par
111

.

L. BAC = supplement of L ABE.

48. Let XY be the given st. line, and P, Q the given pts.

Join PQ and in it take a pt. F so that rect. PF, PQ = the rect

angle contained by the segments of any chord of the circle

through P
[vi. 12]. Let QP and YX be produced to meet at Z.

Let K be the length of a chord of the which subtends at the

O ce an angle equal to L. QZY
; through F draw a line FBD

cutting off a chord BD equal to K [Ex. 9, p. 197]. Draw PBA

meeting in B, A, and join AQ meeting the in C. Then ABC
shall be the required A .

Because rect. PF, PQ = rect. PB, PA:

. . PF : PB = PA : PQ,

/. A s
PBF, PAQ are similar

[vi. 6].

. . L PFB- Z.PAC

= L BDC, (or the supplement of BDC ;)

. . DC is par
1
, to PQ.

And because L DCB -
- L QZY :

/. BC is par
1

, to XY.
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49. Let P, Q, R be the given pts. Join PQ and determine
a pt. F in it as in Ex. 48.

In the circle inscribe a A DBC so that DB and BC pass through
F and R respectively, while DC is par

1

, to PQ [Ex. 48].

Produce PB to meet the O ce in A; join QA meeting the O ce

join DC .

hen /_ BAQ = L. FDC in the same segment.

Also, as in Ex. 48, the A s
PFB, PAQ are similar;

.*. L. PAQ = L. PFB = alt. L FDC.

/. L. FDC = L. FDC .

Hence C coincides with C, and the A ABC fulfils the required
conditions.

50. Take the case in which the points are in the following
order: O, A, B, X, Y.

Take OE a mean prop
1
, between OA and OY and describe a

with O as centre and OE as radius. Take P on the O ce of

this
;
describe a round PAY and also round PBX. Then OP

touches each of these s
,
since OP2 = OA . OY = OB . OX.

. . ^OPB = ^ PXB [in. 32].

But ^OPB = sumof ^ S OPA. APB,

and L PXB = sum of L.
s
XPY, PYA

[i. 32],

/. sum of L s

OPA, APB = sum of L b

XPY, PYA:

but /.OPA = z.PYA [in. 32]:

. . L. APB = L. XPY.

51. Through Q draw a st. line par
1
, to the given st. line.

This is the required locus.

52. Let C be the centre of the given 0. In OC take D,

so that OD : OC = given ratio. Then A s
OPC, OQD are similar,

and DQ : CP = given ratio. But CP is constant, and D is fixed;
. . locus of Q is a 0, having centre D and radius DQ.

53. Let O be a given pt. Take OP : OQ = given ratio,

where P is on given line and L. POQ = given L .

Take any other pt. P on given line, and make L P OQ ^ L. POQ,
and L. OQQ = i. OPP . Then, because /_ P OQ L. POQ and /_ P OQ
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is common, . . /_ POP = L. QOQ . . . A s POP
,
QOQ are similar.

. . OP : OQ = OP : OQ = given ratio.

. . Locus of extremity Q is the st. line through Q making
with OQ the same L that the given st. line makes with OP.

54. Let E be middle pt. of AB. Then, since diagonals of a

par
m

. bisect one another, E is middle pt. of CD.

Draw DO, par
1
, to EP, meeting CP in O. Then A s

DOC, EPC
are similar. . . OC = twice PC, and OD = twice PE

;
hence O

is a fixed point, and OD is of constant length. . . the locus of D

is a
, having the fixed pt. O as centre.

55. See Ex. 4, p. 386.

56. Let A, B be the centres of the given
s

: and let O be a

pt. from which the s subtend equal /_
s

.

Let OS, OS and OT, OT be tangents to the s from O.

Then ^_
s SOS

,
TOT are equal; . . the L.

s
SOA, TOB are

equal. And ^L
S

ASO, BTO are rt. L s
. . . A s

SAO, TBO are

equiangular.

. . OA : OB = SA : TB = fixed ratio.

. . locus of O is a 0. [Ex. 55.]

57. Let OA, OB be the two given lines. Produce AO to A
,

and in OA and OB take points H and K, so that OK : OH = the

given ratio.

Draw OC par
1
, to HK. OC is the required locus.

For, draw KQ perp. to OB, and QR perp. to OA. Also, from

any pt. P in OC, draw PM perp. to OA and PN perp. to OB.

Then PM : PN = QR : QK.

But A s

OHQ, OKQ 011 same base OQ and between same par
18

,

are equal.

. . rect. QR, OH = rect. QK, OK.

/. QR : QK = OK : OH.

. . PM : PN = given ratio.
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58. Because TP is par
1
, to T P

,

.*. L ST P = L STP c; L. PQT [in. 32]
s= supplement of z_ P QT.

/. Q, T, T
,
P are concyclic. If tlien TQ, T P cut in X, the

rect. XQ, XT = rect. XP
,
XT . , . tangents from X to the s are

equal. . . X is on the radical axis.

59. Let D, E, F be the vertices of the equilateral A s
.

Then the A s
BAE, FAC are identically equal. . . BE = FC. But

the A s

BZA, CYA are similar.

. . ZA : AB^YA : AC.

. . ZA : YA = AF : AC.

But L ZAY L FAC. .*. A s

ZAY, FAC are similar.

/. ZY : CF-AY : AC.

Similarly XY : BE-AY : AC.

Hence XY = YZ-ZX.

60. Let ABC be the triangle; S, I the centres, and R, r the

radii of the circumscribed and inscribed circles.

(i)
To prove SI

2 = R2 - 2Rr.

Join Al, and produce it to meet the Q ce of the circum-0 at X.

Join XS, and produce it to meet the O ce
again at Y. Join XC,

and draw IE perp. to AC. Join YC.

Then in the A 8

IAE, XYC,

^IAE-z_XYC [in. 21]; and ^IEA-z.XCY [in. 31];

hence the A s
IAE, XYC are equiangular [i. 32],

. . IE : IA = XC : XY [vi. 4],

/. IE . XY= IA. XC
[VI. 16].

But lE^r; XY-2R; and XC = XI [Ex. 16, p. 383],

. . 2Rr=XI. IA.

Join SI, and produce it both ways to meet the O ce at P, Q.

Hence XI . IA = PI . IQ [in. 35]
= (PS + SI)(SQ-SI /

)

= R2 -SI 2
,

or, Sl
a =R2 -2Rr.
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Similarly, if l p I

2 ,
I

3
are the centres and i\, r

2 ,
r
a
the radii of

the escribed O s
,
it may be shewn that

Sl
a

2 = R 2 + 2Rr
g ;

and SI
3

2 =R 2 + 2

p
(ii)

To prove IN r. (Feuerbach s Theorem.)

Several proofs of this theorem have been given, those de

pending upon pure geometry being difficult and complicated.

[See Casey s /Sequel to Euclid, p. 105, Milne s Companion to Weekly
Problem Papers, Chapter vi., p. 185.]

We here give an outline of Feuerbach s proof, one step of

which depends on trigonometrical work.

Let S, I,
and N be the centres of the circumscribed, inscribed,

and nine-point
s of the A ABC, and O its orthocentre. Let AO

meet BC at D, and the O ce of the circumscribed at G. Join

SI, IO, and SO
;
and let SO produced both ways meet the O ce at

P and Q.

Then N is the middle point of SO [Ex. 33, p. 302].

And since IN is a median of the ASIO,

or SI
2 + I0

2 =2IN 2

+|S0
2

.................. (i).

But SI
2 --R 3 -2Rr; and SO 2 = R 2 - PO . OQ [n. 5]

= R2 - AO . OG.

Also it may be proved by trigonometry from the A IAO that

IO 2 - 27--AO.OD

* 2r2 -
I-AO . OG [Ex. 21, p. 244].

Substituting these results in
(i),

we have

2(R
2

-2Rr) + 4r2 - AO . OG -4lN 2 + R 2 - AO . OG,

or, R 2 -4Rr+ 4r2 =-4lN 2
,

i.e., (R-2r)
2

-(2lN)
2
,
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Remembering that the radius of the nine-points-circle is half

the radius of the circum-
,
we see that the nine-points touches

the inscribed .

Similarly it may be shewn that

so that the nine-points- touches also the three escribed s
.

BOOK XL

EXERCISES.

Page 429.

1. Let AB be the perpendicular, and AP any other st. line

drawn from the external point A to the plane XY.

Join BP; then by Def. i. p. 384, AB is perp. to BP.

Hence the z_ABP&amp;gt;the A.APB; .*, AP &amp;gt; AB.
[i. 99.]

2. Let AP, AQ be equal st. lines drawn from A to the plane
XY, and let AB be the perp. drawn from A to that plane.

Then by Def. I. p. 410, BP, BQ are at rt. angles to AB.

Hence the A 8
ABP, ABQ are identically equal.

[Ex. 12, p. 99.]
/. the L PAB = the L_ PAQ.

3. Place the spirit-level along any two intersecting lines BP,
BQ in the plane. Then if these lines are found to be horizontal,
a vertical line AB is perp. to both, and therefore [xi. 4] perp. to

the plane XY in which they are: that is, the plane XY is hori

zontal.

Consider the inclined plane BC in the fig. to Def. 7, p. 412;
and let AB be its common section with the horizontal plane AD.

Then AB is horizontal, since it lies in a horizontal plane. Hence
all st. lines drawn in the plane BC par

1
, to AB are also horizontal.

If therefore two par
1
, lines are shewn by the spirit-level to be

horizontal, it cannot be inferred that the plane in which they are

is horizontal.
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4. Let A, B be the fixed points, P any point in the locus,

and C the middle point of AB.

Then for all positions of P the A s
ACP, BCP are identically

equal [i. 8], so that CP is always perp. to AB.

Hence CP in all its positions lies in the plane through C

perp. to AB. [XL 5.]

Conversely all points in this plane may be shewn to be equi
distant from A and B: . . the plane through C perp. to AB is the

required locus.

5. By the last Ex., the locus of points equidistant from two
fixed points A, B is the plane which bisects AB at rt. angles.
Hence the point at which the given st. line intersects this plane
is that required. The method fails when the given line lies in

the above mentioned plane, or is par
1
, to it.

6. Let the st. line XY be par
1
, to the plane AD, and let any

plane BC passing through XY have AB as its common section with

the plane AD. Then XY shall be par
1
, to AB.

For if not, XY must meet AB at some point Z
;
but every

point in AB is in the plane AD; . . XY meets the plane AD at Z;
which is impossible, for XY is par

1
, to AD.

Page 433.

1. See Def. 4, p. 385.

Let AP, AQ be equal st. lines drawn from A to the plane XY.

Draw AB perp. to the plane XY
[xi. 11], and join BP, BQ;

then shall the L s

APB, AQB be equal.

This follows because the A s
APB, AQB are identically equal.

[Ex. 12, p. 99.]

2. Let A be the given point, BC the given st. line; and let

BE be any plane through BC.

From A draw AD perp. to the line BC, and AP perp. to the

plane BE [XL 11]. Then AP, PD, AD lie in a fixed plane through
D perp. to BC [XL 11]. And the L. APD is a rt. angle. There
fore the locus of P is a circle on diarnr

. AD.
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3. Through F draw FH par
1 to BC. [See tig. to XL 11.]

Then since FH is par
1 to BC, and FDC is a rt. angle [hyp.],

. . HFD is a rt. angle. And HFA is a rt. angle, for AF is perp. to

the plane in which FH is drawn.

Hence FH, being perp. to FA, FD, is perp. to the plane of

FDA [XL 4]; so that BC, being par
1
, to FH, is also perp. to this

plane. . . BC is perp. to AD in this plane.

Page 439.

1. Take the fig. of Def. 6, p. 412.

Let the dihedral angle PQR between the planes CD, EB be a

rt. angle, and let AB be the common section of these planes.

Then PQ is perp. to AB [Def. 7, p. 412 note], and to QR [hyp.];
. . PQ is perp. to the plane CD.

And EB is a plane through PQ, . . the plane EB is also perp.
to the plane CD [XL 18].

Page 444.

1. Let PA, PB be equal st. lines drawn from the point P to

the plane XY. Draw PO perp. to the plane [XL 11]. Then OA,
OB are the projections of PA, PB [Def. 3, p. 410].

In the right-angled A 8

POA, POB, we have

PA = PB, and PO is common,
. . OA = OB. [Ex. 12, p. 99.]

2. Let X be any point in SP.

Then in the A 8
XSA, XSB, XSC,

XS is common, and SA = SB = SC [hyp.].

Also the L s
XSA, XSB, XSC are equal, being rt. &amp;lt;/_

s

[Def. 1, p. 410],
/. XA=XB = XC.

[i. 4.]

3. Let A, B, C be the three points; then the lines AB, BC, CA
are in one plane [XL 2].

Find S the centre of the circumscribed about the A ABC,
and draw SP perp. to the plane of the A ABC [XL 12].

Then it

may be shewn, as in Ex. 2, that every point in SP produced both

ways is equidistant from A, B, and C.
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4. Place the rod successively in three positions, so that one

of its extremities may be at the given point P and the other in

the plane, thus determining three points A, B, C in the plane.

Find S the centre of the circumscribed about the A ABC.

Then shall S be the foot of the perp. required.

For by Ex. 1, if O is the foot of the perp. from P on the

plane, then OA = OB = OC. But there is only one point in the

given plane equidistant from A, B, C, namely, the centre of the

circumscribed circle. Hence S is the foot of the required perp.

5. Let OA, OB, OC be the three st. lines.

From O cut off along these lines three equal parts OP, OQ, OR;
and from O draw OS perp. to the plane PQR [xi. 11].

Then the rt.-angled A s
OSP, OSQ, OSR may be shewn identi

cally equal [Ex. 12, p. 99].

/. L SOA = L SOB = L soc:

6. Let ABCD be the gauche quadrilateral, and X, Y, Z, V the

middle points of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then ABC, ADC are plane triangles, . . XY and VZ are both

par
1
, to the common base AC [Ex. 2, p. 104], and are therefore

par
1
, to one another [xi. 9].

Similarly it may be shewn by joining BD that XV and YZ are

par
1
. Also YZ and VX are in the same plane as XY, ZV [xi. 7].

. . the figure XYZV is a parallelogram.

7. Through B draw BF par
1

, to AC. Then BF must be in

the same plane as AB, AC; and since BAG is a rt. L.
,

. . FBA is

a rt. L .

Again, since DB is perp. to the plane of AB, AC, and BF meets
it in that plane, . . FBD is a rt. L.

Hence FB, being perp. to BA and BD, is perp. to the plane of
the AABD

[xi. 4]. And since AC is par
1

, to BF, .*. AC is also

perp. to the plane of the AABD [xi. 8]:

. . AC is also perp. to AD which meets it in that plane.
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8. Let XZ and YV be the two given planes intersecting in

the st. line XY; and let these two planes be cut by the first of

two par
1
, planes in AP, AQ and by the second in ap, aq. Then

shall the L. PAQ- the Lpaq.

Because the par
1

, planes PAQ, paxi are cut by the plane XZ,
. . AP and ap are par

1
. [XL 16].

Similarly AQ, aq are par
1
.

. . the L PAQ = the Lpaq. [xi. 10.]

9. Let XY be the given plane, and AB the given st. line

par
1
, to it. Let the plane AB&a pass through AB and cut the

given plane XY in the st. line ab: then shall ah be par
1

, to AB.

For if not, AB and ah will meet if produced, since they are

in the same plane AB&; but ah lies wholly in the plane XY;
. . AB will meet the plane XY; which is impossible, for AB is given
par

1
, to the plane.

Thus AB and ab; being in the same plane arid not intersecting,
are par

1

.

10. Let the two planes AY, CY pass one through each of

the par
1
, lines AB, CD, and let XYbe their common section. Then

shall XY be par
1
, to AB and CD.

For if XY be not par
1
, to CD, these lines must intersect at Z,

since they are in the same plane.

But XY is in the same plane ABYX; hence Z is in the plane
ABYX and also in the plane ABDC; . . Z is in AB, their common
section. That is, AB and CD intersect at Z; which is impossible,
since they are par

1
.

Hence XY and CD not intersecting, and being in the same

plane, are par
1
.: . . XY is also par

1
, to AB [XL 9].

11. Let ABYX, CDYX be two planes, having XY as their

common section; and let PQ be a st. line par
1
, to both planes:

then PQ shall be par
1
, to XY.

Through PQ take a plane, cutting the plane ABYX in ab, and
the plane CDYX in cd; then ab and cd are each par

1
, to PQ, and

therefore par
1 to one another [Ex. 9, p. 444],

Hence, by Ex. 10, XY is par
1
, to ab and cd, and therefore to

PQ [XL 9].
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12. Let AB, CD be the two st. lines, and P the given point.
Take the planes containing AB and P, and CD and P; and let XY
be their common section. Then XY shall be the line required.

Tor since P is a point in each plane, . . P lies in XY. And
since XY is in a plane with AB, and also in a plane with CD, it

intersects both of these lines.

13. Let X, Y, Z be the middle points of AB, BC, CD. Then
AC is par

1
, to XY, a line drawn in the plane XYZ

;
. . AC is par

1
,

to the plane XYZ
;
for if AC meet the plane XYZ at some point

P, then P would be both in the plane AXYC and in the plane

XYZ; that is, P would be in the common section XY, which is

impossible, since AC and XY are par
1
.

Similarly BD is par
1
, to the plane XYZ.

14. Through E draw EF par
1
, to AB. Then EF is perp. to

the plane XY [xi. 8]; hence FEC is a right angle. But AEC is

also a rt. angle: . . CE is perp. to the plane of EF, EA
[xi. 4].

Now EF, EA, AB, EB are in the same plane [xi. 7]; . . CE is perp.
to EB.

15. Let XYE, XYF be the two planes, having XY as their

common section; and let BP, BQ be the common sections of these

two planes with the plane of AP, AQ.

Then since AP is perp. to the plane XE, .*. the plane of AP,
AQ is also perp. to the plane XE

[xi. 18].

Similarly the plane of AP, AQ is perp. to the plane XF.

Hence the plane of AP, AQ being perp. to the planes XE, XF,
is perp. to XY their common section

[xi. 19].

16. Let XYE, XYF be the two planes, having the common
section XY : and let A be a point in the plane XYE.

Then since AQ is perp. to the plane XF, . .the plane APQ is

perp. to the plane XF. [xi. 18.]

And since AP is perp. to the plane XE, . . the plane APQ
is perp. to the plane XE.

. . the plane APQ, being perp. to the planes XE, XF, is also

perp. to XY their common section.

. . XY is perp. to PQ, a st. line which meets it in the plane
APQ.
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17. Join AC, BD.

Then the six angles of the two A 8
ABC, ADC, namely the

_ s

ABC, ADC, BAC, DAC, BCA, DCA are together equal tofour rt.

angles, [i. 33.]

But the two L s
BAC, DAC at the solid angle A are greater

than the third L. BAD. [xi. 20.]

Similarly the two L s

BCA, DCA are greater than the L BCD.

Hence the four L.
s

ABC, ADC, BAD, BCD are together less

than four rt. angles.

18. (i) L AOX + L BOX greater than /.AOB [xi. 20]

L. BOX + L COX greater than L BOC

L COX + L AOX greater than /_ COA.

Hence, by addition, twice the sum of the _ s AOX, BOX, COX
is greater than the sum of the L.

s

AOB, BOC, COA.

(ii)
Let OY be the common section of the planes AOB,

COX.

Then L. COB + L BOY greater than L COY [xi. 20]; to each

add L YOA.

Then L COB + L BOA greater than L COY + L YOA.

But L YOA + L YOX greater than L AOX [xi. 20] ;
to each add

LCOX.
Then L COY + L. YOA greater than L COX + L AOX.

A fortiori L COB + L BOA greater than L. COX + L AOX.

(iii)
It has been proved that

L AOX + L. COX less than L AOB + L BOC
;

similarly L BOX + L AOX less than L BOC + z_ COA ;

and L COX + L BOX less than L COA + L. AOB.

Hence, by addition, the sum of the L s
AOX, BOX, COX is less

than the sum of the L.
s

AOB, BOC, COA.

19. Cf. Ex. 8, p. 102.

In the plane COX and on the side remote from C make the

L C OX equal to the _ COX; and in OC, OC take c, c so that

Oc s Oc : then cc will be bisected perpendicularly by OX at x.

Through x in the plane AOB draw axb perp. to Ox meeting OA,
OB in a, b. Join ac, be.
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Then from the A 3
cxa, c xb, we have ac - be ,

[i. 4.J

Hence from the A a
aOc, bOc

,
we have L. aOc = L. bOc .

[i. 8.]

Now z_ cOc is less than the sum of L.
s 6Oc

,
&Oc

;

That is, twice L COX is less than thie sum of L.
s CO A, COB.

20. Let ABC be the A rt. angled at C, O the middle point
of AB, and P a point not in the plane of the A, such that

PA=PB = PC.

Then PO shall be perp. to the plane of ABC. Join OC.

Then since AC B is a rt. Bangle, OA = OB = OC [in. 31].

Hence from the identically equal A s
POA, POB, POC,

L POA=,L POB = L POC.
[i. 8.]

But L s
POA, POB, being adjacent L s and in the same plane,

are rt. angles ;
. . POC is also a rt. angle ;

. . PO is perp. to the plane ABC. [xi. 4.]

21. Let AB be a st. line drawn from the point A in the

plane XY.

Draw BC perp. to the plane, and join AC. Then AC is the

projection of AB on the plane.

Let AD be any other line drawn from A in the plane XY.

Then /_ BAC shall be less than L BAD.

Make AD equal to AC, and join BD, DC.

Then from the rt.-angled A BCD, BD is greater than BC.

And in the A s
BAC, BAD, we have BA, AC equal to BA, AD

respectively, but base BC less than base BD
;

. . L BAC less than L BAD.
[i. 25.]

22. Let A, B be the points, and XY the plane.

Draw AF perp. to the plane, and produce it to E making FE

equal to AF. Join EB cutting the plane in P. Join A P.

Then AP + PB shall be a minimum.

For take any point R in the plane XY, and join AR, RB.

If R is in FP (or FP produced) then AP + PB is less than

AR + RB. [Ex. 3, p. 261.]
Tf not draw RQ perp. to FP and join

AQ, QB.
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Then it may be shewn AP, PB and AQ, QB lie in a plane perp.
to XY, and that RQ is perp. to the plane AQB.

Hence AR is greater than AQ, and RB greater than QB.

So that AP + PB is less than AQ + QB [Ex. 3, p. 261] ;

and AQ + QB less than AR + RB.

23. Let XYE and XYF be two planes having XY as their

common section; and let PA, PB be drawn from a point P in the

plane XYE so as to be equally inclined to the plane XYF.

From P draw PQ perp. to the plane XYF, and join AQ, BQ.

Then the L PAQ-the /_ PBQ. [Def. 4, p. 411.]

Hence the A s
PAQ, PBQ are identically equal [i. 26];

.*. AP= BP;
.*. the z.PAB = the L PBA.

[i. 5.]

24. Since PA is perp. to PB, PC, . . PA is perp. to the plane
BPC

[xi. 4]; and PX is drawn perp. to BC in that plane; hence
it may be proved that AX is perp. to BC. [Ex. 3, p. 433.]

Similarly BY and CZ are respectively perp. to CA, AB.

/. XYZ is the pedal A of the A ABC.

25. Produce AO, BO, CO to meet BC, CA, AB respectively at

X, Y, Z.

Then because AP is perp. to PB, PC, . . AP is perp. to the

plane PBC.

Hence the plane APXO, which passes through AP, is perp. to

the plane PBC. [xi. 18.]

Similarly the plane APXO, which also passes through PO, is

perp. to the plane ABC
;

. . BC, the common section of the planes PBC, ABC, is perp. to

the plane APXO [xi. 19];

. . AX is perp. to BC.

Similarly BY, CZ are respectively perp. to CA, AB;

. . O is the orthocentre of the A ABC,
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MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES ON SOLID GEOMETRY.

Pages 454456.

1. Let ab, cd be the projections of two par
1
, st. lines AB, CD

on any plane XY. Then, because Aa, Cc are both perp. to plane
XY, . . Aa is par

1
, to Cc [xi. 6].

And AB is par
1
, to CD, . . plane

BAa is par
1
, to plane DCc [xi. 15]. But these planes intersect

XY in ab and cd respectively ;
. . ab is par

1
, to cd [xi. 16],

2. Draw AE par
1 to ab. AE will be in plane Aa&B and will

cut Bb in E. Similarly CF, drawn par
1
, to cd, will cut Dd in F.

Because AE and CF are par
1

, respectively to ab and cd which are

par
1
, to one another, . . AE is par

1
, to CF [xi. 9].

And because

the sides of A ABE are respectively par
1
, to the sides of A CDF,

. . the L s of A ABE are equal respectively to the ^ s of A CDF
[XL 10]. . . AB : CD = AE : CF = ab : cd.

3. Let AB, CD be the two given st. lines. Through E any
pt. in AB, draw EF par

1
, to CD: and through H any pt. in CD,

draw HG par
1

, to AB. Then the plane containing AB, EF is par
1

,

to the plane containing CD, HG [xi. 15].

4. Let AB, CD be the two given st. lines. As in the last

Ex., draw through AB, CD two par
1
, planes. Then it follows from

XL 16 that the projections of A B, CD on any plane perpendicular
to the two par

1
, planes will be par

1

.

5. In the fig. of p. 447, let AB, CD be the given non-intersect

ing st. lines, having directions at rt. angles to one another
;
and

let HE be the line of constant length. Required the locus of M
the middle point of HE.

Draw PQ perp. to AB, CD [Ex. 2, p. 447], and let XY be the

plane through AB par
1

, to CD. Draw HK perp. to the plane XY.

Join QK, KE
\
and let the plane through M par

1
, to XY cut PQ,

HK at O, S. Then O, S are the middle points of PQ, HK [XL 17].
Join OM, OS, SM

;
and draw MN perp. to the plane XY, meeting

KE at N. Join QN. Then N is the middle point of KE.

Now in the rt. angled A HKE, since HE and HK are constant,

. . KE is constant,
[i. 47.]

And in the rt. angled A KQE, since the hyp. KE is constant,
and N is its middle point,

. . QN = one half of KE = constant, [in. 31.1
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But OM=QN;
. . the locus of M is a 0, of which O is the centre, lying in a

plane par
1
, to AB, CD and midway between them.

6. Let O be the angular point.

Then from the rt. angled A s

AOB, AOC, it follows that

BO, OC are less than BA, AC respectively, [i. 18.]

But BC 2 = BO2 + OC2
. [i.47.]

. . BC2
is less than BA2 + AC2

/. the L. BAC is acute. [Ex. 43, p. 122.]

7. Since the opp. faces of a parallelepiped are parallel, . .

their common sections with a third plane are parallel [xi. 16].

8. Let JA, dB, dC be three edges terminating in d, and let

a,
&amp;gt;, c, D be the vertices diagonally opposite to A, B, C, d respec

tively. Join t/D, dc. Then, because each of the planes DcBa
and DcA& are perp. to the plane o?BcA, . . their common section

DC is perp. to the plane dBch
[xi. 19]. . . DC is perp. to dc which

meets it in that plane. . . t/D2 = cD2 + dc2
. Again, because the

planes B(/C, Bc/Ac are each perp. to the plane BeDa, . . their

common section Bd is perp. to the plane BcD. . . Bd is perp. to

Be, which meets in that plane. . . dc2 Be2 + dB2
.

. . dD2 = cD 2 + Be2 + dB 2 = dC2 + t^A
2 + dB2

,

since the faces are parallelograms.

9. Since the edges of a cube are equal, . . (diagonal)
2

--- three

times (edge)
2

. [Ex. 8.]

10. See fig. p. 422. In
par&quot;

1
. ACA C

,

A A2 + C C2 -2AC2 +2A C2

[Ex. 25, p. 161];
and in par

m
. BDB D

,
B B 2 + D D 2 = 2BD2 + 2B D 2

.

. . A A2 + B B2 + C C2 + D D2 = 2AC2 + 2A C2 + 2BD 2 + 2B D 2
. But in

par
111

. ABCD, AC2 + BD 2 = 2AB2 + 2BC2
. . . sum of squares on di

agonals of par
d = 4AB2 + 4BC2 + 2A C2 + 2B D2 4AB2 + 4BC 2 + 4A C&quot;

- sum of squares on twelve edges.

11. Let AP be perp. to base BCD of a regular tetrahedron
ABCD. Join BP, CP, DP, and produce them to meet the sides

of the base in X, Y, Z.
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Then from the rt. angled A s
APB, ARC, APD, we have

PB = PC = PD. [Ex. 12, p. 99.]

And from the A s

PBC, PBD, the L. PBC = the L PBD.
[i. 8.]

Lastly from the A s
XBC, XBD, we have XC - XD.

[i. 4.]

Hence BX is a median of the base : similarly CY, DZ are

medians, and P divides each of them in the ratio 2:1.

[Ex. 4, p. 113.]

12. Let AP, BQ be perp
a
. from the vertices A, B upon the faces

BCD, ACD respectively. Then AQ, BP meet at E, the middle pt.

of CD [Ex. 11]. Draw QR par
1

, to AP. This will cut BE, because

the par
18

. AP, QR are in the same plane ABE. And because AP
is perp. to plane BCD, so also is QR. . . AP : QR = AE : QE = 3:1.

[Ex. 11.]

13. With the fig. of last Ex., AE2 = BE2 = BC2 - CE2 = 3CE2
.

But BE-3PE, /. BE2 =9PE2
,

/. CE2 = 3PE2
.

Again, 3AP2 = 3(AE
2 - PE2

)
= 9CE2 - CE2 =8CE2 = 2a2

.

14. Let ABCD be the given tetrahedron. Bisect AB in E,

CD in E
,
AD in F, and BC in F . Then EF, E F are both par

1
,

to BD, . . EF is par
1
, to E F

;
and EF

,
E F are both par

1
, to AC,

. . EF is par
1
, to E F [xi. 9].

. . EFE F is a par
m

. . . FF bisects

EE . Similarly if G, G are the middle pts. of AC, BD, GG also

bisects EE . . . EE
,
FF

,
GG intersect one another at the middle

pt. of each.

15. In the tetrahedron ABCD let a plane par
1
, to AC and

BD cut the edges AB, BC, CD, DA in the pts. E, F, G, H respec

tively. Then, because BD is par
1
, to the plane EFGH, . . BD is

par
1

, to EH, the common section of EFGH with the plane ABD

through BD [Ex. 9, p. 444]. Similarly FG is par
1
, to BD. /. FG,

EH are par
1
, to one another. Similarly EF, HG are par

1
, to one

another.

16. Let E, F be the middle pts. of AB, CD, opp. edges of

a regular tetrahedron ABCD. Then the A s
CED, AFB being

isosceles, EF is perp. to CD and to AB. . . EF is the shortest

distance between AB and CD. [Ex. 2, p. 447.]
Now

EF2 = CE2 - CF2 = BC2 - BE2 - CF 2 = 2CF2
.

. . 4EF2 = 8CF2
.

But sq. on diagonal of sq. on CD = 2CD2 = 8CF 2
. . . EF = half

diagonal of sq. on edge CD.

H.K.E. p
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17. Let AB be at rt. ^L
S to CD, and AD at rt. L.* to BC.

Draw BL, CM, DN perp
s

. on CD, DB, BC to cut in a the ortho-

centre of BCD. Then, because CD is at rt. _ s to AB and BL,
. . it is at rt. L.

s to the plane ABL, arid . . at rt. L.
s to Aa in this

plane. Similarly BC is at rt. L s to Aa. . . Aa is perp. to plane
BCD, and . . perp. to BD in that plane. . . BD is perp. to Aa and
aM. . . BD is perp. to plane AaM, and . . perp. to AC in that

plane.

18. By last example, the perp
8

. Aa, Cc upon the opp. faces

cut those faces in their orthocentres. And the perp
8

. upon any
edge such as BD from the extremities of the opp. edge AC meet
BD in the same pt. M.

(1) Let Art, Cc cut in X. Then, since a is on CM, and c is

on AM, . . X is the orthocentre of A ACM. . . X is the pt. where
MM

,
the perp. from M upon AC, cuts Aa and Cc. But BD is

perp. to plane ACM, . . MM in this plane is perp. to BD and to

AC. . . Aa, Cc and the shortest distance between AC and BD cut

in the pt. X.

(2) Join BX, and produce it to meet the plane ACD at 6.

Then, because CD is perp. to AB and Ba, CD is perp. to plane Aba.

. . plane ACD is perp. to plane A&a, and similarly it is perp. to

plane C6c, . . it is perp. to BX the common section of A6a and C6c.

Hence the perp
8

. from B on ACD and from D on ABC cut at X.

. . all the perp
6

. are concurrent with one another and with the

shortest distance between AC and BD, and therefore with the

shortest distances between AB and CD, and between AD and BC.

19. By the last examples,

AB2 = AM 2 + BM 2 and CD 2 = CM 2
.+ DM 2

,

and BC2 - BM 2 + CM 2 and AD2 = AM 2
4- DM 2

.

. . AB 2 + CD 2 = BC2 + AD2
.

20. In the tetrahedron ABCD let P, Q, R be the middle pts.

of AB, AC, AD; and L, M, N the middle pts. of CD, DB, BC. Join

PL, PC, PD. Then

2 (DA
2 + DB2

)
s= 4DP2 + 4AP 2

[Ex. 24, p. 161.]
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Similarly 2 (CA
2 + CB2

)
= 4CP2 + AB2

. . by addition, DA2 + DB2 + CA2 + CB 2 = 2DP2 + 2CP2 + AB2

[Ex. 24, p. 161.]

Adding the three similar equations,

AB2 + AC2 + AD2 + DB2
4- BC2 + CD 2 = 4PL2 + 4QM 2 + 4RN-.

21. Let the plane ACE, which bisects the L. between the

planes ACB, ACD cut BD in E. Draw DN perp. to plane ACE,
and DP, DQ perp. respectively to AC, CE in that plane. Then
NP and NQ are perp. respectively to AC and CE [Ex. 14, p. 444].
.*. the L B

NPD, NQD are respectively the inclinations of the

plane ACE to the planes ACD and BCD. If now Bn, B/&amp;gt;, Bq are

drawn perp. respectively to the plane ACE and to the st. lines

AC, CE, then the L s

npB, nqB are respectively the inclinations

of the plane ACE to the planes ACB and BCD. . . L. npB L NPD
and LnqB L NQD. . . by similar A s

,

BE : DE = Bq : DQ=B?i : DN = Bp : DP^AACB : AACD.

22. If OA, OB, OC are mutually at rt. L s
,
and the A ABC

is equilateral, it may be proved that

Take P any point within the A ABC; and draw PL, PM, PN

perp. respectively to the planes OBC, OCA, OAB.

Through P take a plane obc par
1
, to OBC, and therefore perp.

to OA. Then PM and PN lie in the plane obc.

Now PL+PM + PN =PL. + oN + N&

= Oo + ob

Oo + 0&= OA.

23. Let ABCD... be the base, and abed... the top of the

prism. Let two par
1

, planes cut Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd..., in H, K, L, M...

and hj &, /, m... .

Then HK is par
1
, to hk

[xi. 16], arid Hh is par
1
, to K&

[XL, Def. 14.],

. . HK is par
1
, and equal to hk.

H.K.E p2
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Similarly KL is par
1

, and equal to Id : and so on.

/. the L HKL = the L hkl [xi. 10.]

In this way it may be shewn that the two polygons have
their sides arid angles severally equal, . . the polygons are equal
in all respects.

24. Draw AX perp. to BC, and join OX.

Then OX is also perp. to BC. [Ex. 14, p. 444.]

Now AX 2
. BC2 - (AO

2 + OX2

)
BC2

[l. 47.]

= AO2
. BC2 +OX2

. BC2
,

- a2

(6
2 + c2

)
+ 62c2 [Ex. 2, p. 357.]

/. A ABC ^^ AX. BC = \ az
b
z + 6V + cV.

25. See the fig. on p. 45^.

Let P and Q be opp. vertices of the octahedron, and A, B, C, D
the remaining vertices.

Then it may be easily proved that the fig. ABCD is a square,

/. AC2 - AD 2 + DC2 -2AD 2
.

Hence AC = AD J2.

26. Let c?A, dB, dC be three conterminous edges of the cube,
and D, , b, c the vertices diametrically opposite to d, A, B, C

respectively. Bisect A&, bC, Ca, aB, Be, cA in E, /*, G, e, F, g
respectively. Then the sides of the hexagon EfGeFg are clearly

equal. And, if X be the middle pt. of cD, then EX, Xe are re

spectively par
1
, to and double of gc, cF

;
. . Ee is par

1
, to and

double of gF. Similarly Ee is par
1
, to and double of/G. Hence

the pts. E, /, G, &amp;lt;?, F, g are co-planar, and the hexagon EfGeFg
is regular. [See Book iv. Prop. 15.]

[Four regular plane hexagons are obtained by bisecting all

the edges, except those that meet (1) Aa, (2) Bb, (3) Cc, (4) Dd.]
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27. Let O be the centre of the sphere.

Draw OC perp. to the plane of section
;
and take any point P

on the line of section of the plane and sphere.

Then CP2 =OP2 -OC2

[i. 47].

And since OP and OC are constant, CP is constant.

Hence all points on the line of section are equidistant from C.

.*. the section is a circle, of which C is the centre.

28. See fig. to p. 423.

Since the tetrahedron is regular, the perp
s

. from the vertices

meet the opp. faces at their centroids. [Ex. 11.]

Hence the perpendiculars meet at a point G, [p. 449.]

where G#, =JA^.
/2

But 3A^
2 - 2a2

(Ex. 13). /. Ag^

29. Let XY be the given plane, and AB the given st. line.

On AB as diameter describe a sphere. Then it follows from
in. 31 that AB subtends a rt. angle at every point on the sphere.

Hence the required locus consists of the points common to

the sphere and the plane, and is therefore a circle. [Ex. 27.]

30. Draw ON perp. to given plane, and in ON take A, so

that rect. ON, OA = rect. OP, OQ = given constant. /. P, Q, A, N
are concyclic. And L PNA is a rt. L . . . L. AQO is a rt. /_ .

. . locus of Q is a sphere described on OA as diameter.
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EXAMPLES ON POLE AND POLAR.

1. Let A and B be the two given points, and let P be the

intersection of their polars. Then by the Reciprocal Property
of Pole and Polar, since the polar of A passes through P,

. . the polar of P passes through A.

Similarly, since the polar of B passes through P,

. . the polar of P passes through B.

Hence the polar of P passes through both A and B
;
that

is, AB is the polar of P.

2. Let P be the intersection of the given st. lines PQ, PR,
and let A and B be their poles.

Then since AB passes through A, . . its pole lies on PQ the

polar of A.

Similarly since AB passes through B, . . its pole lies on PR the

polar of B.

Hence the pole of AB is at P, the only point common to

PQ and PR.

3. The locus must be the polar of the given point A; for

by the Reciprocal Property of Pole and Polar, (i)
the pole of

any st. line through A must lie on the polar of A; and (ii) any
point on the polar of A must be the pole of some st. line

through A.

4. Let O be the common centre, P the point of contact

of any one of the tangents, and Q its pole : then since the

tangent is perp. to OP [in. 18], Q must lie on OP (or OP pro
duced), and OP . OQ = the sq. on the radius of the given circle.

But this radius is constant, and OP is constant, . . OQ is

constant. Hence the locus of Q is a concentric circle.
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5. Let PQ be a diameter of one of the Q s
,
and let O be

the centre, and r the radius of the other. From O draw OT
touching the first 0, and join OP cutting the first Q at R.

Join QR.

Now OR . OP = OT 2

[in. 36]

= r2
,
since the circles are orthogonal :

and QRP is a rt. L.
, being in a semicircle.

Hence QR is the polar of P: that is, the polar of P passes

through Q.

6. Let P and O be the centres of the two s which intersect

at A, B: and let OP cut AB at Q. Join PA, PB.

Then since the s are orthogonal, PA and PB touch the (O)
at A and B : hence OP . OQ =

(radius)
2

[Ex. 1, page 251].

And OP meets the chord of contact at rt. angles

[Ex. 2, p. 196].

. . AB is the polar of P with regard to the O (O).

7. Let A and B be the given points, and O the centre of

the given . Then since the polars of A and B are respectively

perp. to OA, OB, . . one of the L s between the polars = the L. AOB

[Ex. 3, p. 65].

8. Let Q be the point inverse to P with respect to the given
0. Draw OY perp. to AB

;
and through Q draw QX perp. to

OP, meeting OY at X.

Then since the L s at Q arid Y are rt. angles,

. . the points Q, X, Y, P are coneyclic [in. 31].

/. OX . OY = OP . OQ
[ill. 36]

But OY is constant, . . OX is constant
;
that is, X is a fixed

point.

And since the L OQX is a rt. L. [Constr.], . . the locus of

Q is a circle on OX as diain. [HI. 31].
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9. Let Q be the point on OP inverse to P, and r the radius

of the whose centre is O. Draw OX a diam. of the first 0.
Join PX, and draw QY perp. to OX.

Then OPX is a rt. L
, being in a semicircle

;

and QYX is a rt. L by construction
;

. . the points Q, Y, X, P are concyclic [HI. 31] ;

/. OX . OY=OP. OQ = r2
.

But since OX is constant, . . OY is constant;

hence Y is a fixed point.

Therefore the locus of Q is the st. line perp. to OX through
the point inverse to X

;
that is, the polar of X.

10. Let C and D be the points inverse to A and B respec

tively, and let AX, BY be the perps. from A and B on the polars
of B and A. From A and B draw AM, BN perp. respectively
to OB and OA (produced if necessary).

Then OA . OC = OB . OD = r
2

[Definition].

And since the L 8 at M and N are rt. L s
,
the points M, B, N, A

are concyclic,

. . OA . ON = OB . OM
[ill. 36].

By subtraction

OA. NC = OB. DM.

But NO = BY, and DM = AX
[i. 34].

/. OA . BY = OB. AX.

EXAMPLES ON RADICAL Axis AND CO-AXIAL CIRCLES.

1. Let TT be a common tangent to the two circles, and
let their Radical Axis cut TT at P. Then, by Definition, the

tangential distances of the point P to the two 8 are equal : that

is, PT = PT .
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2. Let P be any point on the Radical Axis
;
then the four

tangents drawn from P to the two circles are equal [Def.].

Hence a described from centre P with any one of these

tangents as radius will pass through all four points of contact.

And since the radii drawn from P to the points of contact
are also tangents to the given circles, . . the whose centre
is P cuts the given

s

orthogonally [p. 240. Def.].

3. As in the last example, all tangents drawn from O to

the three O 8 are equal, . .a circle from centre O with radius OT
will pass through all the points of contact. And since the radii

of this drawn to the points of contact are also tangents to

the given
s

,
. . the whose centre is O cuts the given

s

orthogonally.

4. Let the 8

(A), (B), (C) touch one another two and two,
and let OT, OT be the common tangents of the s

(A), (B) and

(A), (C) at their points of contact.

Then since OT and OT are tangents to the (A),

That is, tangents drawn from O to the s

(B), (C) are equal :

. . O is a point on the radical axis of the s

(B), (C).

But the radical axis of two s which touch one another

is clearly the common tangent at their point of contact.

Hence the common tangent to the s

(B), (C) passes also

through O.

5. Take the figure of p. 243.

Since the L 8
BEA, BEC are rt. angles, . .

s described on

AB, BC as diams. pass through E [in. 31] ;

that is, BE is the common chord of the s on AB and BC.

Similarly AD and OF are respectively the common chords

of the s on AB, AC and on BC, CA.

Hence O, the point of intersection of the common chords,
is the radical centre [p. vi. Cor.].
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6. See Solution of Ex. 7, p. 252. Observe that the required

point B is the inverse of the given point A with regard to the

given circle.

7. Since by the last Example all O s which pass through
the fixed point A and cut a given O orthogonally, pass also

through a second fixed point B (the inverse of A with regard
to the given O), the locus of their -centres is the st. line

bisecting AB at rt. angles.

To find this point B, draw any radius CT to the given O :

describe a to pass through A and touch CT at T

[Ex. 28, p. 238].

Let this cut CA at B. Then B is the required point ;
for

CA . CB = CT 2

[in. 36].

8. Let C be the centre of the given ,
and A, D the given

Doints. Now by Ex. 6 all s

through A cutting the given

orthogonally must pass through B the inverse point of A with

respect to the given .

Determine B as in the last Example. Then the circum-

[
scribed about the AABD is that required.

9. Let P be the centre of any which cuts the two given
s

orthogonally at T and T .

Then PT = PT
, being radii.

Also PT and PT are tangents to the given
s
,
since the s

are cut orthogonally.

Hence the locus of P is the radical axis of the two given O s
.

10. Let C and C be the centres of the given
s
,
and A

the given point.

Then all Q s
through A cutting the (C) orthogonally pass

through B the inverse of A with respect to the Q (C);

and all 8

through A cutting the (C ) orthogonally pass

through B the inverse of A with respect to the (C
1

)
.

Determine the points B and B as in the solution to Ex. 7.
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Then the about the A ABB is that required.

Note that by Ex. 9 the centre of this is on the radical

axis of the given
S

(C) and (C ).

11. Let A, B be the centres of the two given
s

; PQ, PR

tangents to them from the given point P. Let the Radical Axis
cut AB at S.

Draw PM, PN perp. respectively to AB and the Radical Axis
;

and bisect AB at O.

Then AP2 - BP2 - 2AB . OM [Ex. 8, p. 159].

And AQ2 - BR2 = AS2 - SB2

[Ex. 1, p. v.]

-2AB.OS [Ex. 8, p. 159],

. ., by subtraction,

AP 2 - AQ2 -
(BP

2 - BR 2

)
= 2AB (OM -

OS),

or PQ2 PR 2 =2AB. SM = 2AB. PN.

12. Let A, B be the centres of two s of the system, and
let their Radical Axis cut AB at S. From P, any point in

the Radical Axis, draw tangents PQ, PR to the two s

;
then

PQ = PR [Hyp.]. From centre P, with radius PQ, describe a
,

cutting AB at L, !_ . Then L, L shall be fixed points for all
(

positions of P.

From S draw tangents ST, ST to the two s
.

Then SL2 = PL2 -PS2

[i. 47]

= PQ2 - PS2

= PA2 - QA2 - PS2

- PS2 + AS2 - QA2 - PS2

= AS2 - AT2

-ST 2
.

But ST is independent of the position of P
;

. . L is a fixed

point.

Similarly SL = ST = ST = SL.
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